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Elder Jake Keejic (1939 - 2006) in a firewood salvage area, gazing into adjoining fire
killed trees. Photo: A, Miller 2006.



ABSTRÁ,CT

A substantial body of litelatule documents how lndigenous peoples of North

America used fire to manipulate vegetation communities, achieve livelihood goals and

create landscape features. Less explored are the sets of knowledge and relationships that

have arisen from Indigenous peoples' long associations with fire at different spatial and

temporal scales. How do people understand ecological processes such as forest

destluction, initiation of succession, reorganization of forest communities that present

themselves as part of fire disturbance? How do fire events occurring at varying scales

affect livelihood activities? How can this body of knowledge of ecological ptocesses

find expression in modem resource management planning? This research explores the

understandings and lelationships that the elders of one Anishinaabe community,

Pikangikum First Nation, in northwesteln Ontario, have with bor.eal forest fire

disturbance. This research took place as part of community led forestry planning being

undertaken by Pikangikum elders with the assistance of the Ontar.io Ministry of Natural

Resources (OMNR). It is the product of collaborative research between June 2006 and

February 2009 employing semi-directive interviews, field trips with elders and trappers

and community meetings with elders and Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

employees.

Through this research I recolded:

I. Elders' comparisons between the impacts of forest fir.e on disturbance and

renewal processes with those ofclearcut logging;
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2. Pikangikum elders' understandings of fire's role within the boreal forest

landscape including its impacts on plants, animals, livelihood activities and

cultural landscapes of Pikangikum First Nation; and

3. Pikangikum elders'historic and desired forms of engagement with fire.

Eldels possess detailed knowledge of the behavior and impacts of fire, its

ecological legacies and its effects on Pikangikum livelihood activities. This knowledge

incotporates interactions between fire and multiple features (i.e. weather, topography,

species, fuels conditions, etc.). Much of the elders' knowledge is parallel to empirical

observations of fire's impacts by westel'n trained forest managers.

Pikangikum elders understand the world to consist of networks of interacting

beings, many of whom possess the capacity to make choices, or agency. Fire is one such

being. This view distinguishes the Anishinaabe worldview from that of Euro-ôanadians.

The implication of the view of a sentient world of agents is that Pikangikum elder.s are

inclined to maintain relationships in order to ensule forest renewal occurs. Elders

indicate a number of factors in clearcut forestry practices that are disrespectful and

destructive of the relationships necessary for renewal. These obse¡vations can be

translated into forestry practices including: leaving soils undisturbed, using fìre to

remove slash and prepare seedbeds, and allowing natural regeneration to occur from

endogenous seed sources.

Pikangikum elders described ways they wish to engage with fire that can be

categorized as dialogue, teaching, and practices involving fir'e. Their interests include:



Continuing dialogue with OMNR about the lole of fire within the

Whitefeather Forest Area;

Extension of OMNR fire suppression to the entire Whitefeather Forest;

The ability to instruct community youth in the proper way to manage fire

on the ìand;

¡ The recognition of traditional buming plactices as legitimate forms of

community led land management;

o The investigation of ways in which elders' knowledge may be employed in

developing silvicultural practice; and

. . The ability ofPikangikum residents to find employment as firefighters.

This research contributes to literatures surrounding oul understandings of social-

ecological resilience, t¡aditional ecological knowledge, and cultural landscapes. The

understandings which elders have of the processes of ecosystem disturbance and renewal

are distinct fi'om those held by western trained scientists because they consider non-

human beings as potentially possessing agency. They focus on maintaining relationships

and the ability to continue livelihood activities upon the land as a means to determining if

a disturbance has the potential to impact the land community's ability to renew itself.

The elders provided detailed contributions to our understanding of the impacts of

traditional burning practices occuning at site scales for the region of northwestem

Ontario. Theil description oflarge scale destructive capacity of forest fires and recovery

processes include the actions of non-human beings which contribute to the production of

intentionally ordered spaces. This approach aleÍs us to the potential shortcoming of

cunent definitions of cultural landscapes which consider the legacies of human activities
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upon the land. This approach may need to be reassessed in order to capture the agency of

non-humans within the full suite of meanings plesent within a landscape. The elders'

ability to see the relevance oftheir knowledge within the new and novel context of timber

harvesting highlights the adaptive nature of tladitional ecological knowledge. This study

underscores the need for traditional knowledge holders to be able to express their'

understandings of ecosystem processes and worldviews within collaborative planning of

lesource developments.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1,1 Pikangikum First Nation and knowledge ofthe importance of forest lire

Since 1996, Pikangikum First Nation (PFN) [pronounced Pee-CAN-chi-curnl, an

Anishinaabe (Ojibwa) community in northwestern Ontario, has engaged with Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) in natural resollrce managemenl planning for 1.3

million hectales ofboreal forest, lakes and, waterways which comprise their tladitional

tenitory. Their objective has been to ì'ecord and ìntegrate traditional values and practices

occun'ing throughout their territol'y in community-based resource developrnent

(Chapeskie et al. 2005; Pikangikurn First Nation and OMNR 2006). Among the

traditions recorded by the cornrnunity is the histolic use of contlolled fires to improve

wildlife habitat, prepare garden plots, maintain cabin areas and meet othel objectives.

Testimony from eally explorers (Glover', 1962; Bigsby, 1969),

dendrochronological studies (Dorney and Domey, 1989; Loope and Anderton, 1998;

Anderton, 1999), and autobioglaphies (Theriault, 1992) allude to Anishinaabe use of fìre

as a land management tool. Systernatic burning of meadows, river edges, lake shores and

other areas by indigenous peoples in Alberta incleased ploductivity and biodiversity at

the landscape level by creating small patchworks of early successional plant colnmunities

within later seral stage communities (Lewis, 1982; Lewis and Ferguson, 1988). These

activities created a mosaic ofsuccessional comrnunities in what may otherwise have been

homogeneous age classes ofvegetation. Recent work has documented the historic role of

intentional burning in creating indigenous cultural landscapes in nofthwestern Ontario

that offered a variety of resource oppoftunities (Davidson Hunt, 2003a; 2003b; N. J.



Tunrer et aL 2003; Robe¡ts, 2005; Berkes and Davidson-Hunt, 2006). However, very

little detail exists describing how fire was used and how users understand its effects on

the landscape and the ecological processes it entrains.

In addition to the manipulation of landscapes using small scale fire disturbance,

the people of Pikangikum historically were exposed to the impacts of large scale forest

fires occuning within their teritory. Forest fires within the boreal forest have dramatic

impacts on vegetation communities and availability of plant and animal resour.ces. while

other types of disturbance exist (e.g. flooding and herbivory by beaver, insect outbreaks,

wind throwing of trees) and are locally important, it has been argued that forest fires are

the largest and most important source of ecological disturbance in the boreal forest

(Rowe and Scotter, 1973; Weber and Stocks, 1998). Exposure to the impacts of foresr

fìres presents the possibility rhat the people of Pikangikum may possess understandings

of thier impacts at a variety of spatial and temporal scales which may contribute valuable

insights to forest management.

Indigenous peoples, th.ough long associations with their environments, have

developed understandings of ecosystem processes that are distinct from those recognized

by non-indigenous societies (Lewis, 1982; L. M. Johnson, 2000;. Anderson, 2005).

understandings of ecological processes a.e pafi of traditional ecological knowledge

(TEK), which has been defined as the body ofknowledge, practice, and belief conceming

the environment and the beings occupying it, which arises tll'ough experience,

observation and adaptive pÌocesses and is passed on though oral tradition (Berkes,

2008). Numerous authors have pointed to the potential of rEK to contribute valuable



understandings for managing natural resources (e.g. Berkes et al. 2000; N. J. Tulnel et al.

2000; Karjala eT al.2002; Natcher and Hickey,2002; Berkes,2008).

One common critique ofTEK scholarship, especially from indigenous scholars, is

that it tends to reïìrove selected observations from the worldviews in which they were

conceived in order to make the information available for scientific purposes outside of

the cultural context. In the process, TEK studies tend to change value laden knowledge

into objective facts (Roots, 1998; Michon, 2000) - turning "wisdom" into "data"

(McGregor,2000; Witt and Hookimaw-Witt, 2003). This perspective is supported by the

observation of a large numbers of TEK studies recording lists of folk taxonomies of

plants, animals and environmental features for many cultures from different regions of

the world (Hunn, 2007). Fewer studies attempt to provide indigenous interpretations of

ecological relationships or processes (notable exceptions include: Lewis, 1982; Lewis

and Ferguson, 1988; Alcom, 1989; Davidson-Hunt, 2005).

The capacity of systems to maintain their structure and function following

ecological disturbances has been refered to as ecological resilience (Holling, 1973).

Forest species have experienced and adapted to periodic disturbances (e.g. wildfires,

floods, insect outbreaks, blowdowns) with frequency, intensity, seasonality and, extent

within a range of natural variability (Picket and White, 1976; M. G. Turner et al. 2001).

The Canadian boreal forest has evolved with the presence ofperiodic and at times large

scale wild fires which cleate a mosaic ofage classes and successional stages tln'oughout

the boreal landscape (Rowe and Scotter, 1973; E. A. Joh¡son, i992; Weber and Stocks,

1998).



Recently, Canadian foresters have begun to recognize the impofance of fire as a

keystone ecological process in the boreal forest (Weber and Stocks, 1998). Folest

management polícies formerly emphasizing fire suppression have begun to focus on the

goal of fire rnanagement in response to the recognition that complete file suppression

throughout the Canadian boleal folest is neither economically feasible nor ecologically

desirable (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers, 2005). North American foresters

increasingly attempt to conduct forest management that emulates aspects of natutal

disturbance regimes to improve conservation of structure, function and biodiversity of

native forests (Hunter, 1993; Attiwell, 1994; Bergeron, 2002; Percra et al. 2004). In the

province of Ontario, this principle has been encoded into forestry laws stating that to the

extent possible, forest management will incorporate features of natural disturbances to

maintain forest structure and function (Statutes of Ontario, 1994). It is widely

appreciated that incorporation of natural pattems of disturbance into forest management

plaruring demands a gleater understanding of the relationship between human-caused

disturbance, including antll'opogenic fires, and natural disturbances (Niemelä, 1999;

McRae et al. 2001; Perera et a|.2004). However, no attempt has been made to consider

TEK perspectives of the interactions between biotic and abiotic features that contribute to

forest disturbance and lenewal cycles and the production oflivelihood values.

1.2 Research purpose

The purpose of this research is to document the knowledge and relationships that

elders Pikangikum First Nation have with forest file and its impact on disturbance and

renewal plocesses.



1.3 Research objectives

The objectives ofthis lesearch are to document:

1. Differences perceived by Pikangikum elders between the impacts of forest fire

and those of clearcut logging on disturbance and the renewal processes they

entrain.

2. Pikangikum eldels' understandings of fire's role within the boreal forest

landscape including its impacts on plants, animals, livelihood activities and

cultural landscapes ofPikangikum First Nation; and

3. Pikangikum elders' historic and desired forms of engagement with fìre.

1.4 Thesis format

This thesis is organized as a "sandwich thesis" in which the results chaptels are presented

as manuscripts intended for publication. Guidelines for this approach are presented by

University of Manitoba Faculty of Graduate Studies

(http://www.umanitoba.ca,/faculties/sraduate studies/thesis/guidelines.html). A brief

background and statement ofthe objectives have been presented in this chapter. A more

detailed presentation of the literature and theoretical context follows in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the community setting where the research occured,

a description of the methodological approach and specific methods employed. As ofthis

date (January 2010) Chapter 6, Talking about X'ire: Pikangikum Elders Guiding Fire

Management Dialogue and Chapter 5, Agency and Scale in the Creation of



Aboriginal Cultural Landscapes are under review for publication. Chapter 4,

Cheeyahwayseg, "Returning as it was": Anishinaabe Perspectives of Disturbance

and Renewal Following tr'orest Fire and Clearcutting is in preparation for publication.

'While these are co-authored chapters I am the first author of them all. I anticipate having

all tlu'ee chapters in the review process prior to August 2009.

The final chapter, Reflections and Conclusions is intended to tie off the tl .ead

that passes thlough all of these chapters: the knowledge and relationships that

Pikangikum elders have with fire and its role as a force of ecological distur.bance and

social-ecological organization. Chapter 7 will conclude this thesis with a brief

reexamination of the principal findings of each chapter and the objectives to which they

conespond and potential directions for future work.
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CII,A.PTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This investigation can be seen as a wolk addressing different expressions of

traditional ecological knowledge surrounding a specific topic, boleal forest fires and

ecological disturbances, and how this knowledge is being incorporated into lesource

management plaming. In this section I briefly plesent literature dealing with:

i. Trends in traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) scholarship and its treatment

of indigenous peoples' knowledge of ecological processes;

2. Boreal forest distulbarrce and renewal pl'ocesses as undelstood by westem

science;

3. File ecology in the boreal forest and its impacts on wildlife and plant

communities; and

4. Fire management in the boreal forest from western science and indigenous

perspectives.

I conclude this chapter with a brief description of the theoretical contributions that this

thesis makes to the areas oftraditional ecological knowledge, social-ecological resilience

and the role oftraditional ecological knowledge in lesoulce management planning.

2.2 TEK: what is it and how is it being used?

Indigenous peoples who have lived in and utilized their local environment for

generations have developed unique lelationships and knowledge of their environment
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tlu'ough careful practice and observation, communication with others, and through the

values and wolld view they possess. While cases have been made for other tems for this

body of knowledge, such as Indigenous Knowledge (McGregor, 2000; Witt and

Hookimaw-Witt, 2003) and Local Knowledge (Belkes, 2008), in the proposed research I

adopt the use of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) consisting of: "a cumulative

body ofknowledge, practice and belief evolving by adaptive processes and handed down

through genelations by cultural transmission about the relationship of living beings

(including humans) with one another and their environment" (Berkes, 2008 p. 8). TEK

may be composed of local knowledge of plant and animal species, soils, and ecological

dynamics, traditional management system based on appropriate tools and techniques, and

social institutions which provide guidelines for how best to use resources. Knowledge

exists within an overarching world view which gives meaning to the indigenous

institutions and activities and establishes guidelines for sustainable use of resources

(Berkes et al. 1995).

TEK has its scholarly roots in the 19r¡'century colonial effort to describe the ways

'þrimitive people" use plants (Clément, 1998, Hunn 2007), This area of research had a

principally economic motivation of bringing new food and medicinal plants to benefit the

colonial enterprise (Fold, i978). Dubbed eth¡obotany by anthropologist J. P.

Harshberger in I 896 (Ford, 1978), it has since lefined its focus to encompass the mutual

relationship between people (whether indigenous or not) and plants (Davidson-Hunt et al.

2005). The initial interest in plant knowledge and use has expanded to encompass a large

range of ethnosciences including human lelationships to animals (ethnozoology), soils

(ethnopodology), illness and healing (ethnomedicine) and others (Berkes, 2008).
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TEK as an area of lesealch has grown largely from antlu'opological and rural

developrnent programs' recognition of the importance of local knowledge in rnanaging

natural lesources (Brokenshaw et al. 1980; Williams and Baines, 1993; Berkes, 2008;

Slikkerveer, 1999). Applied TEK research has sought to harmonize development

plograms with local systems of knowledge and resource utilization in order to increase

the success of lural agriculture, health, and other development progl.ams (Br.okenshaw et

al. 1980; Sillitoe and Bicker, 2004). TEK has been recognized as enabling various

communities to perform ãdaptive management (Berkes et aI.2000) in which users gain

the benefit of generations of accumulated knowledge within a framewolk that allows

adjustment to a changing environment, and thereby affording a measure of resilience

(Berkes et al. 1995). Many point to the potential ofTEK for supplying the grounds for

decentralizing responsibilities for resoulce management from the state to indigenous

comrnunities in what has been called cooperative management, community based

management or co-management (Westem et aI. 1994; Manseau et al. 2005; Spaeder and

Feit, 2005). Various laws in Canada have codified the inclusion of TEK into resource

development projects (Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 1996:2; Usher, 2000).

Despite increased interest in incorporating local knowledge into development and

co-management institutions, the general lack of methodological backglound and the

superfìciality of inquiry into TEK have compromised the success of these efforts (M.

Johnson, 1992; Agrawal, 1995; Posey, 1999; Berkes 2008). Currently, little research

reveals TEK ofhigher taxonomic categolies such as vegetation communities or landscape

organization. Similarly TEK of ecological processes remains poorly explor.ed. One

frequent result has been the decontextualization of practices, in which "wisdom" or
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"knowledge" is ttansformed into "information", which is static but far easier to capture in

superficial interviews with knowledgeable inforn.rants (McGregor, 2000). TEK, once

removed from its original social and environmental contexts becomes lar less useful

(Chapin, 1988; Agrawal, 1995). There is a gr.eat need to ask people what rhey..know,'as

opposed tojust what they "do" (Michon, 2000).

One critique of TEK as a guide for resource co-management draws attention to

the unequal power dynamics that fi'equently exist between indigenous communities and

companies, siate development agencies or, intemational organizations. lndigenous

communities frequently are ill prepared to negotiate for fair treatment with these

hegemonic institutions (Posey and Dutfield, 1996; Gadgil et al. 2000). Even while

communities contribute imporlant information, these outside interests often maintain de

facto control of decision-making Q.,ladasdy, 2005; Spak, 2005). In these instances co-

management fi'om an indigenous community's perspective amounts to ,,indigenous

people cooperate while govemments manage" (Stevenson 1996 in McGregor 2000).

An additional criticism of TEK is of the very name (Witt and Hookimaw-Witt

2003; McGregor 2004). Being "traditional" canies with it connotations of being

associated with the past rather than with the future and gives a sense of stagnation and

permanency. Even while Berkes' definition of TEK (Berkes, 2008) provides its ability to

adapt to changing conditions, knowledge that is meant to grant co-management and

empowement to communities often becomes restr.icted to authol.ized documented

versions which are limited by the scope of the study which produced them. It is not

through being traditional that indigenous perspectives should be respected (McGregor,

2000;2004; Witt and Hookimaw-Witt, 2003). Aurhorizing traditional rools and
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practices instead of values and world views from which they are derived freezes

indigenous communities in an idealized "traditional" past and denies critical soveleignty

and rights to develop (McGregor,2004; LaRocque, 2001). Thr.ough this research I will

attempt to contribute a view ofhow one community has engaged in cooperative fesource

management planning which utilizes traditional ecological knowledge.

The following section describes western scientifrc ways of thinking about

ecological succession and forest renewal processes and recent effofis to engage with

these topics utilizing traditional ecological knowledge. understanding disturbance and

ecological resilience literature helps guide (while not limiting) the ,,open conversation,,

(Davidson-Hunt pers. com.) with the community about distur.bance and renewal.

2,3 Disfurbance ecolory and resilience in the boreal forest

Ecologists have only recently begun to incorporate theories of ecosystem

dynamism into their thinking about the maintenance of natural communities. ln the

Westem scientific tradition, nature has long been regarded as existing in a state of

harmony, in which destruction is balanced by conservative forces which would be

maintained if the system was left undisturbed (Wu and Loucks, 1995). Along with this

perception came the view that vegetation types naturally tended to reach climax

conditions. Disturbances that intenupted the progression to an idealized climax

community we¡e viewed as aberations and somehow exogenous to the natural or.der

(Holling, 1986). Although since the 1920's ecologists have proposed that the balance of

nature was in fact a fallacy (Elton, 1930), it was not until the final decades of the 20tl'

century when the theoretical basis for an altemative proposition gained widespread
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acceptance (Wu and Loucks, 1995). Recognition of the importance of disluptive events

in driving the shape and consistency of ecological communities is one of the major

advances in ecological science ofthe 20th century (Splugle, 1991; Wu and Loucks, 1995).

Disturbance has been defined as a lelatively discrete event that disrupts the

stn¡cture of an ecosystem, community, or population and changes the resource

availability or the physical environment (Pickett and White, 1985). Disturbances can be

classified as abiotic (fires, storms, drought, flooding, earthquakes, etc.) or biotic (insect

outbreak, exotic species invasion, predation, grazing and browsing by herbivores) (M. G.

Tumer et al. 2001). These two categories frequently interact in reciprocal ways such as

insect outbreaks that occur in trees weakened by drought, fir'e or windstorm. These

stands ofbeetle-killed trees then tend to be more fire prone.

Undelstanding disturbances requires consideration of the ecosystem from a

perspective of multiple spatial and temporal scales (Wu and Loucks, 1995). From an

ecosystem perspective a single tree felled in a windstorm has little impact on the rate of

nutrient and water cycling and species diversity of the stand. However, from a smaller

scale, for example, the perspective of the understory surrounding the tree ot from the

perspective of the tree itself, the impact of a tree fall has a much different implication.

Human ability to perceive the impacts of ecological disturbance is limited by our shofi

lifespan relative to the lifespan of trees (Sprugel, 1991). What we perceive as stable

ecological communities may, at a larger temporal scale, be the result of shifts in species

assemblages in conjunction with millen¡ial fluctuations in climate, intloduction of exolic

species and regional legacies ofpast disturbance evenls,
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Landscape ecologists fi'equently describe the disturbances of a given location or

habitat type in terms of its disturbance regime; the fi'equency, timing, intensity, severity,

l'etum interval and size of a given disturbance type within a specific landscape or

community (Pickett and White, 1985; M. G. Turner et al. 1998) (Figure 2.1).

Disturbances can have reciplocal relafionships with landscape pattems, creating legacies

and influencing ecological succession that rernain in the landscape until the next

Table 2.1: Descriptors of a disturbance regime (Adapted from Whelan, 1995; M. G.
Tunrer et al, 1998).

Te¡m Definition

Frequency
Mean number of events occuning at an average point per time

period, or decimal fraction of events per year

Seasonality
Period during the year corresponding to annual changes in

climate and plant phenology

Extent Area disturbed which can be expressed as mean area per event

Intensity
Physical energy ofthe event per area per time(e.g. heat released

per area per time period for a fire ol wind speed in a storm)

Severity

Efï'ect of the disturbance event on the olganism, community or

ecosystem; closely related to intensity, as more intense events

are generally more sevele

Residuals
Organisms or propagules that survive a disturbance event;

biological legacies
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disturbance event (M. G. Turner et al. 2001). Forest systems are maintained tl'.ough

interactions of climate, topography, soils and other biophysical constraints (M. G. Turner

et al. 2001). Regularly occuning disturbances exeÍ selective plessul.e on the constituent

members of an ecological community and, over the cour.se of millennia, result in

adaptations that allow species to persist.

North American forestry, with its roots in the European tr.adition, has historically

t.eated forests much like agricultulal systems emphasizing maximization of tree

production (Michon, 2000), and has been particularly slow to concede the role of forest

disturbance in maintaining forest systems. According to this model, forest succession

historically was conceived of as a two-step process of exploitation and conservation

(Clements, 1916 cited in Li, 2000). During the exploitation phase, recently distur.bed

plots are dorninated by pioneer (r-selected) species, which, given high abundant

resources (light, water, nutrients, etc.) can rapidly colonize and reproduce for a maximum

retum (Holling, 1986). These pioneer species change the net amount of resources (light,

water and nutrients) available for new individuals in a highly competitive environment

and contribute structural complexity. Increasing competition for resources and changing

biophysical conditions causes a shift from a system dominated by ,,-strategists to one

favoring efficient competitors and K-strategists as biological capital accumulates during

the conservation phase. K-strategists are generally specialized, longer lived and slower to

reproduce than r-strategists.

Holling (1973; 1986) offers a general model for understanding the cyclic

interactions regulating the establishment, development and reorganization of ecological

systems following disturbance (Figure 2.2). This model contributes phases ofrelease and
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reolganization to Clementsian view ofecosystem development. The release phase occurs

when the accumulation of natural capital (e.g. biomass, nutrients) becomes increasingly

flagile until a stochastic event (e.g. fire, storm, disease) releases the stored nutr.ients. The

biological, physical, and chemical legacies of the previous phase fotm the basis for

reorganization of ecological systems (M. G. Tumer et al. 2001). The ability to maintain

function and organization in the face of pefiurbation has been referred to as ecological

resilience (Holling 1973;1986). This has been refemed to as a domain ofauraction, much

like a marble tending to remain in a depression in a planar surface (Holling et al.2002).

The Y-axis, in Figure 2.2, describes the stored seedbed or capital within the

system. For example, a newly burned stand of mixed conifer boreal for.est demonstrates

high potential with high levels of mineralized nutrients available for seeds present in the

seed bank or which anive through dispelsal. As succession proceeds the system gains

more species that are increasingly efficient at maintaining stored nutrients (capital) the

greater attraction to the release. Holling (1986) describes this tendency as increasing

brittleness. Constituent species of this idealized ecosystem model occur and interact

across a variety of spatial and temporal scales. For example, insecls, leaves and

herbaceous plants occur at spatial and temporal scales from less than .01 meters, to .l

meter and have durations of between several weeks to a year (Holling and Gunderson,

2002). Herbivores and predators exist at lalger spatial and temporal scales as we increase

in trophic level. Trees, with lifespans up to more than 100 years are much slower than

smaller scale community members. Abiotic environmental features such as fìre

disturbance (a fast variable) and climate (a slow variable) also interact with community

members. It has been suggested that many ecosystems contain critical relationships (i.e.
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Adaptive Cycle in 2D

Conltectedness 
---+

X'igure 2.1 Cycle of adaptive renewal. Transitions between (r) exploitation and (K)
conservation and between (o) - release and (u) reorganization are long relative to
the rapid rate of transifion from (IÇ conservation and (O) release phases. (f,.igure
adapted from Gunderso¡ ¡¡¿ !f6lling 2002).

keystone species and disturbances) whose presence maintain community structure.

under changing conditions interactions between fast (small scale variables) and slow

(larger scale valiables) can shift the stabilizing affects of slower variables and move the

system to a new domain of attraction,

If a threshold of severity or intensity is surpassed during the release phase (e.g. a

large fìre consumes all of the potential seed sources), reestablishing the previous

community may take much longer or move the system into a new basin of attraction,

High intensity folest disturbances can create new domains of attraction. There is

relatively weak attraction or connectedness ofthe elements during the reorganization and

exploitation phases, For example, exotic weeds ate able to establish themselves and
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radically change successional outcomes in highly disturbed sites much more readily than

in conserved sites. Ecological systems have the potential for multiple equilibrium states

(Gunderson and Holling, 2002). Systems can have high resilience even while they

demonstrate low stability (Holling, 1986). This is manifested by the ability of boreal

folests to recover from periodic conflaglations resulting in tree deaths spanning tens of

thousands ofhectares (Weber and Stocks, I 998).

The boreal forest has been described as a system that, while low in

biodiversity, maintains complex interactions and dynamics (Ludwig et al. 1997).

Wildfìre is the most pervasive disturbance type commonly occuning in the boreal

forest (Weir et al. 2000) and will be described in detail in the next section (2.4).

The following descriptions of the other. types of smaller scale distur.bance present

in the boreal forest give examples of how systems can flip to altemate stable

states. Depending on the intensity of the fire, forest openings succeed to either

aspen-birch or jack pine. Moose (l/ces alces) and beaver (Castor canadensis)

both impact this community and speed its succession to conifer. Beavers build

dams which flood low lying areas and consume deciduous trees along boreal

waterways. Once poplar (Poplus), willow (.9allx) and birch (Betula) are

exhausted in an area, beavers abandon a lodge, allowing dams to decay and ponds

to drain. Newly drained beaver ponds beiome meadows which are rapidly

colonized by deciduous species. Shade tolerant black spruce become established

in the understory of aspen stands and eventually come to dominate. Spruce

budworm (Choristoneura funtiferana) is a moth species whose larval stage can

reach outbreak levels in nofihern conifer forests resulting in the destruction of
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conifel'stands across large scales. Conifer stands killed by large spr.uce budworm

outbreaks frequently provide fuel for forest fìres. These disturbance types

maintain a mosaic of community types and ages within the boreal landscape.

Although this investigation will focus principally on TEK of forest fires,

interactions between different types of distur.bance and organisms may be

impossible to disentangle.

Several scholars have attempted to explore indigenous world views of ecological

processes such as disturbances and comrnunity succession. Investigations into historic

pyrotechnology of indigenous groups in boreal forests of northwestem Albefa (Lewis,

1977; 1982; Lewis and Ferguson, 1988) underscore their intentional manipulation of

successional stages to increase local abundance of prefened natural resources. As Lewis

(1977) points out: although "cultural imagery was distinct from that of scientific

paladigms [...], Indians understood the essenîiql dynamics and relationships involved in

fire ecology ofthe boreal forests," (original emphasis).

Berkes et al. (1998) found that many indigenous peoples recognize an ecological

unit equivalent to ecosystems that consists of recognizable biotic and abiotic

characteristics, which can assume to multiple equilibrium states in unpredictable and

nonlinear ways when disturbed. In response to these potential changes, indigenous

peoples have adopted institutions, which manage risk and allow for adaptive change

(Winterhalder, 1983; Colding et al. 2003). These authors present indigenous responses to

ecological disturbance and succession in terms of klowledge, practices and institutions.

No attempt is made to address the beliefs about the process and the world view in which

they are embedded (Berkes, 2008).
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The relationships which different people have had with fires in forest ecosystems

have changed over time and vary widely between different cultures. The following

section presents cun'ent understandings of the impacts of forest fire on the boreal

environment from an ecologist's standpoint. This is followed by a brief review of how

Eulo-Canadians and indigenous peoples of the boleal have related to forest fires

differently at different times in the past.

2.4Fire ecolory in the Canadian boreal forest

Fire is the dominant natural disturbance within the boreal forest in frequency and

extent of the land it effects (Weir et al. 2000). Approximately 8,000 fires burn an

average of 2.5 million hectares of forested land annually. In high fire years up to 7

million hectares can be impacted (Weber and Stocks, 1998). This section will review

literature describing fire as a periodic agent of renewal and destruction in the bo¡eal

folest.

Understanding wildland fire involves examination of fire behavior at several

scales, At the smallest scale, the chemical reaction of fire is controlled by variations in

oxygen, fuel and heat (Pyne et al. 1996). As land area increases, fire behavior is affected

by fuel moistule, fuel structure, topography (slope and aspect), wind speed and direction,

which impact the temperature of fire and the speed of its spread (Whelan, 1995; Pyne et

al. 1996).

Species in the Canadian boreal forest have evolved with, and are adapted to

periodic, large scale, intense disturbances (Rowe and Scotter, 1973). Boreal forest

ecosystems are conifer-dominated, with a greater shade-intolerant deciduous component
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it't fo¡est openings and recent disturbances. Many ofthe dominant species (eg. jack pine

lPinus banksiana Larnb.l, black spruce fPicea ntariana Mill.l, lodgepol e pine f,Pìnus

conÍorÍq Dougl.] and trembling aspen fPopulus îemuloides Michx.]) are fire dependent,

requiring fire to open seed bearing cones oÍ to stimulate sprouting from roots (Rowe and

Scotter', 1973; Li, 2000). Stand structures valy from closed canopy, with abundant mosses

in the understoly, to open forest-tundra patches with terrestrial lichen (Cladonia spp.).

The complexity of the boreal forest lies in the mosaic of species and age classes

brought about in large part by the occunence of regular distur.bance such as individual

tree fall, wind storms, insect outbreaks, beaver activity and stand-replacing fires. Fire

maintains forest structure and composition by acting as the agent of both stand

termination and stand initiation (Rowe and Scotter', 1973; Johnson and Miyanishi, 2001 ).

Fire is a highly variable disturbance agent (8. A. Johnson, 1992). Variations in fuel

environments (quantity, moisture and structure), weather conditions (temperature, wind

and humidity), and topography produce heterogeneous pattems ofdead and live trees.

Fire behavior and impacts depend on complex interactions bet\ een physical and

climatic variables. Horizontal and vertical fuel loading, its moisture content, air

temperature and humidity, wind direction, slope and orientation, stream, lake and wetland

edges and other physiographic characteristics all influence fire spread and intensity (E. A.

Johnson, 1992). Dense forest stands can experience fire moving rapidly through the

canopy while open stands with high organic fuel loads at ground level can experience

slow moving intense ground fir'es that burn all the way to mineral soil. Variations in the

structure and composition of fuels lesult in highly variable impact across the landscape

(E. A. Johnson, 1992). Fire intensity is strongly linked with seasonally associated
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characteristics such as fuel temperatures and humidity, which in turn influence the

successional trajectory (Weber and Flannigan, 1997).

Fire mineralizes and recycles nutrients from the downed litter and woody debris

'that 
are otherwise slow to break down. Intense burns uncover mineral soil that many

seedlings need to germinate (Maclean et al. 1983). Chemical changes to soils following

fires include incleased nitrogen levels (a limiting factol in plant growth) and increased

soil pH. Fires c¡eate canopy gaps allowing shade-intoler.ant seedlings a chance to

germinate. Areas which lose tree cover due to fire, experience an earlier thaw in the

spring because of direct exposure to solar radiation and decreased albedo from snow

cover (Rowe and Scotter, 1973). As a result, burned sites have a longer growing season

than forest interior sites. Fires also create large amounts of coarse woody debris as

standing dead trees fall with age. Standing dead trees and coarse woody debris are

important habitat features for plants and animals.

Animal species also respond to the vegetation mosaics created by fire. Studies in

an Alaskan boreal forest found that herbaceous forage abundance went from 436.5

lbs/acre (79.16 kg,tha) in the year following fire to 22 lbs/acre (3.98 kg/Ta) 25 years

following fire (Wolt 1979). Hunter (1990) reporls that white{ailed deer (Odocoileus

virginianus), and moose populations increase with improved browse created in newly

formed forest openings and declease locally as succession proceeds. New browse created

by fires may improve populations of fur-bearing predators by increasing populations of

rabbits, voles, and other prey species (Natcher, 2004). lncreased productivity of beny

patches in early and mid successional forests following fires (10-30 years post fire) are
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linked to increased weight and survivorship ofblack bear ((lrsus americaners) mother and

cubs (Fisher and Wilkinson, 2005; Nelson et al. 2008).

Where fire intensity, measured by maximum temperature attained (Frelich and

Reich, 1998), is high, organic layers of soil rnay be completely consumed revealing

mineral soil. Some plant species cannot survive in sites where fire frequency is mor.e

regular than the age ofreproductive maturity (Li, 2000). Unburned patches act as refuges

from which species later recolonize burnt patches. Stands originating from fire in the

boreal typically are near uniformly aged post-burn cohorl which rapidly germinates in

\.vhat can be nutrient rich mineral soil (E. A. Johnson, 1992). In the absence of fire,

species succession proceeds until shade-tolerant species out-compete early successional,

fìre-adapted ones. Although rate of fir'e retum (the time between fire events at the same

location) is highly variable, many sites in the boreal forest experience stand replacing

fires every 60 ro 120 years (Weir et al. 2000).

2.5 Euro-Canadian and Indigenous cultural relations with fire

This research focuses on indigenous Canadian people's knowledge, use and world

view surrounding fìre as a resource management tool. In part, it is the differences

between these relationships and those maintained by Euro Canadians that make this an

interesting endeavor. This section provides a brief outline of the historic pr.ecedents that

have contributed to Euro-Canadian relationships to wildfire. The second part of this

section reviews what is known about how indigenous Canadians, with specific attention

to those living in the boreal forest, have used fire as a management tool.
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2.5.1 Changing European conceptions of forest fire

As Pyne's (1992; 1995) surveys of cultural history of fire underscore,

relationships with fire are markedly diffelent between cultur.es and over the course of

time. This section describes the histor.ic trends of non-indigenous Canadian society

towards an ethic of fir'e, flom stages of pioneer exploitation to one increasingly

recognizing its important ecological role in maintaining sustainable use offorests.

Canadian society has passed through a number of different paradigms regarding

how forest resources are conceived and utilized (Kimmins, 1995). These paradigms have

a direct relation to how the presence of fire in the boreal has been perceived and

managed. In the earliest colonial period, the abundance of resources led to a casual

treatment of forest lands. During what Kimmins (1995) refers to as the exploitation stage

of resource use, settlers in eastem Canada sought the most valued resoulces (e.g.

minerals, furs, white pine) and then moved on once these were locally exhausted. Forests

were often regarded as an obstacle and intentionally set afire to aid the expansion of

agriculture (Pyne, 1982). Large scale fires initially increased in many regions as the

resource frontier expanded (Pyne 1982; N. J. Tumer, 1999; Gulig,2002). Conflagrations

were fueled by accumulations of logging slash and the casual use of fire during high risk

fire weather, leading to the loss of hundreds of lives in eastem Canada as early as the

I 820s (e.g. the Miramichi fire of New Brunswick).

Although fire suppression began with govelïment support in the mid lgrr'century

it was constrained by lack oftechnology for detection and transportation for mobilization

of fire crews and to give them access to forest fires until the early 20'h century (pyne,

1982). Local scarcities of forest resources prompted a shift to a paradigm of
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administration folestry (Kirnmins, 1995). Forest resources were regarded as an enduring

source of wealth if they could be rationally and systematically administeled for long term

timber production. Files were suppressed by increasingly sophisticated and

technologically specialized local and provincial fire fighting teams (Pyne et al. 1996).

Resources were spent at the national level to develop tools for predicting fire risk

(Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System and others) (Lee et al. 2002), detection

(spotter planes and satellite monitoring), and suppression. These included ait'tankers

capable of delivering thousands of gallons of fire retardant, and the training and

maintenance thousands offire fighters annually (Pyne et al, 1996).

Research on folest ecology thlough the 1970s began to reveal the necessity offire

in maintaining many forest systems in Canada including the boreal forest (Heinselman,

1973; Rowe and Scotter i973; Wein and Maclean, 1983). As public demand for forest

managers to recognize non-commodity resources such as wildlife, aesthetic values,

wilderness, sites of spiritual and cultural significance, and water supplies has led to a

final shift to what Kimmins (1995) refers to as social forestry. These complex and often

competing demands and mounting costs of suppression, reaching nearly I billion

Canadian dollars in 2003 (Canadian Council of Forest Ministers, 2005), has caused a

reevaluation ofthe goals of 100% fire suppression in Canada. Today, provinces balance

the economic loss of fire with proportional efforts to limit fire losses to forest resources

while laking advantage ofthe ecological benefits of fire when deemed economically and

socially acceptable (Pyne 1996; Canadian Council of Forest Ministels, 2005). The

province of Ontario has adopted legislation that requires forestry to "within the limits of
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silvicultural requirements, emulate natutal disturbances and landscape patterns" for the

long tenn health and vigol of Crown forests (Statutes of Ontario, I 994).

The goals of conserving forest biological diversity and maintaining ecosystem

functions has led forestets to incotporate the fi'equency, size and arrangement of natural

disturbances into folestly operations (Hunter, 1993; Attiwell, 1994; Belgeron and

Harvey, 1997; Bergeron ef. al. 2002). As timber harvesting increasingly replaces wildfire

as the dominant source of landscape disturbance in the Canadian boreal forest, the need

for harvesting methods that do not exceed the resilience of species adapted to fire

disturbance becomes more necessary (Niemelä, 1999; Kuuluvainen, 2001). Emulating

natural forest distulbances requires that natulal disturbance regimes be understood

(Perera and Buse,2004) as they vary dramatically across environmental conditions and

forest types.

Although haruest patterns can mimic patterns of fire, harwesting is not capable of

reproducing the full suite of physical and chemical changes to a forest created by stand-

replacing burns (McRae et al. 2001). Intense fires reduce the depth of organic debris,

often revealing mineral soil en¡iched with nitrogenous ash which provides a seed bed for

early successional plants. This produces a vegetation community distinct from harvesting

alone (Johnston and Elliott, 1996). Harvest sites frequently require mechanical ripping to

expose mineral soil for tree seed germination. Forestry does not leave standing bumt

trees but removes most of the boles. This results in fewer wildlife snags and less coarse

woody material than are produced by wildfires. Increasing use offire in controlled burns

for site preparation, risk reduction, increasing species diversity and decreasing
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undesirable species (Whelan, 1995) is occurring but prejudices and a reluctance to use

fire persists,

2.5.2 Indigenous peoples ofthe Canadian boreal forest and their use offÏre

Long association with the environments of this continent and subsistence resource

use places indigenous relationships to fire management in conhast to those held by non-

indigenous settler cultures. Recognizing this long tradition of {ire use by indigenous

people challenges the "pristine wildemess" myth of North America (Gomez-Pompa and

Kaus, I982) and presents a new paladigm for resoulce managers (Anderson and Barbour,

2003).

The idea of ecosystems being modified by human use of controlled fire has

caught on only gladually since initial analysis was first proposed (Sauer, 1944; Stewaft,

1953; 1955). Regional analyses of indigenous fire use for the northeastem United States

(Day, 1953; Russell, 1983; Cronon, 1988), the American Great Basin and plains (Stewart,

2001), the Rocky Mountains (Banett and Arno, 1982), California (Lewis, 1993;

Blackbum and Anderson, 1993; Andelson, 1996;2005), the Pacific Northwest (Boyd,

1999; Deur and Tumer, 2005), the boreal forest (Lutz, 1959; Lewis, 1977; 1982; Lewis

and Ferguson, 1988) have coalesced to produce an image of widesplead intentional

manipulation of environments using controlled fìre. Recognition of historic indigenous

pyrotechlology has led some to question whether in fact any "natural" vegetation

communities exist (Pyne, 1982; Williams, 2000a). The number and scope of publications

documenting historic use of landscape burning has grown dramatically (Williams, 2001).

The following is a brief overview of some of the characteristics that seem common
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featules in indigenous fire management with special attention to what is known of boreal

fo¡est dwellers. Examples of literature refening to traditional burning practices of the

Anishinaabe are used to exemplify these features.

Stewart (1953) aptly identifies fire as the first gleat force for shaping ecosystems

employed by man. Remains of Pleistocene megafauna in large kill sites at the bases of

cliffs and boxed canyons suggest that fire may have been used by early North American

hunters in large garne drives (Sauer, 1944; Barsh and Maylor 2003). It has been

suggested that file use by early Norlh Americans was responsible for maintaining the

central grasslands ofNorth American plains in a treeless condition (Stewart, 1951 ; I 955).

These theories give an indication of the antiquity of the uses of fire as a vegetation

management tool. While fire scholars and a growing body of literature suppofi the notion

that most tenestrial vegetation communities have been altered by the human use of fire

(Pyne, 1995), practices remain diffìcult to substantiate (Williams, 2000a).

Fire has been employed by people fol a wide valiety of pulposes including:

warfare, signaling, tree felling, pest management, range management, clearing

agricultural fields, maintaining open travel conidors, creating fuel breaks around camps

and villages to protect fi'om catastrophic fires and increasing productivity of beny

patches, shoot and sucker development for basketry (Wiltiams, 2000b). Although it is

expected that different communities and cultures applied different techniques to

manipulate different species compositions under different climatic conditions, Boyd

(1999) points to surprising cross-cultulal consistency in the observed pattems of

indigenous burning. This suggests eithel that optimal pattems existed for maximizing the
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benefits of resoulce utilization, or that similar practices were culturally tl.ansmitted from

common origins.

One of the principal uses of fire appears to be the maintenance of highly

ploductive early successional vegetation (Lewis, 1977;1982). These plant communities

yielded seeds (Anderson, 2005), roots and other underground storage organs (1.ì. J.

Turner, 1999), and benies (Anderon, 1999;L. M. Johnson, 2000) for direct consumption

as weìl as provided habitat fo¡ glazing deer', moose, rabbits, bear and other impofiant

animal resources (Lewis, 1977). Manipulation of environments with fire has been

indicated as one of the probable sources of agriculture (Stewaf, 1 95 I ; Bean and Lawton,

1993; Lewis, 1993). Many agricultural crops are early successional r-selected species

capable of rapidly exploiting available resources (Lewis, 1982). Alcorn (1989) suggests

that Central and South American slash and bum farmers conceive of ecological

succession and management processes as a unified series of interconnected options rather

than an arrangement of inputs and stl'rìctures to be managed piecemeal.

Indigenous fires, like modern management bulns, were set at strategic locations

with specific goals in mind, at specific times of year when the appropriate climatic

conditions wele correct (8. A. Johnson, 1992; Johnson-Gottesfeld, 1994; N. J. Tumer,

1999). It has been suggested that these methods reflected a deep understanding of

environments and conditions at specifìc locations rather than being based upon abstract

universal principles of fire behavior (Lewis, 1982; Kimmerer,2000).

Traditional fire use differed from lightning caused fìres in its seasonality,

frequency, size and fire behavior. Lewis (1982) points out that while many desirable

characte¡istics can be attained froln natural bums, the placement of natural burns may not
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be as convenient in space or in time for resou¡ce users. Flequently lightning fires come

late in the growing season and r-esult in destluction of fruits, seeds and other valuable

Ìesources. By comparison, intentionally set early season burns frequently coincide with

climatic conditions (lower temperatures and high fuel humidity) that are easier to contl'ol

(E. A. Johnson, 1992). Without the technology available to modem firefighters,

indigenous fire users relied more heavily on the choice of placement and timing for bums

as methods for control.

Fire was frequently an inìpofiant part of the cyclic round of seasonal subsistence

activities. Social organization and community participation frequently played a role in

determining the success of burning activities. Examples of the social context of fire

include deer fire drives (Boyd, 1999), meadow maintenance (Lewis, 1982), and

grasshopper collection (Stewart, 2001). Cunent Australian Aboriginal burning practices

provide good examples of the social organization of recognized authorities and

procedures requiled to successfully bum (Yibarbuk, et al. 2001; Venan, 2002). Fire

likely held an important place in the ethical occupation of indigenous homelands.

Numerous accounts exist of elderly indigenous people retuming to areas previously

managed using fire and decrying the state ofneglect and overgrowth (N. J. Tumer, 1999;

Lewis, 1977; 1982). Aboriginal Australians regard fire use as a sign of proper occupation

and centlal to the cleation of cultural landscapes rather than just a means of acquiring

valuable resources (Anderson, 1999). A review of the intemational forest systems

managed by indigenous burning practices indicated that cessation of long established

anthropogenic fire regimes was associated with changes in species and genetic diversity,
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cultural diversity and traditional knowledge and ecosystem stt'ucture and function

(Jackson and Moore, 1998).

Little published information is available desclibing the use of fire by the

Anishinaabe (c.f. Davidson-Hunt 2003a). While differences certainly exist between the

practices of the Anishinaabe in nofihwesten.ì Ontario and those of Cree, Beaver and

Slavey peoples in nofihwesterï Alberta documented by Lewis (1977; 1982) and Lewis

and Ferguson (1988), their work plovides a picture of plactices and purposes for which

hunter and gatherers in the boleal forest bumed. Some burning pulposes appear

relatively new, including the historical use of fire by the Anishinaabe to open garden

plots for.cultivating crops such as potatoes which wele introduced by European settlers

(Dunning, 1959; Roberts, 2005). Many patterns appear consistent with the limited

reports of Anishinaabe buming practices available from historical accounts (Bigsby,

1969; Cleland, 1992), diaries (Theriault, 1992) and ethnoecological investigations

(Davidson-Hunt, 2003a; Berkes and Davidson-Hunt, 2006) and are detailed below.

Eally successional communities provided habitat for a variety of useful species

such as blueberries (Vaccinum spp.), bulbs, grasses, moose, deer, elk (Cervus elaphus)

and beaver (Castor canadiensrs) that contributed to indigenous subsistence activities

(Lewis, 1977). By mimicking natural fire disturbance under controlled conditions, boreal

peoples influenced the anangement of early successional habitats on the landscape

thereby reducing the difficulty of obtaining preferred plant and animal resources (Lewis,

1977;1982: Lewis and Ferguson, 1988). Although some reports exist of buming in late

fall, most buming began in early spring when low air temperatures and high humidity

created shorter flame lengths and lower fuel temperatures made fires easier to control (E.
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A. Johnson, 1992). Fire activities were focused in openings along meadow, lake and

stream edges where dry dead grasses provided enough fuel to cary a fire yet where

unmelted snow undel tree cover provided a fire break, preventing the fìre from getting

out of control. Trees in this ecotone might be scorched and with successive year.s of

burning, these grassy margins would widen, thereby increasing browse available for deer,

elk, moose and wood bison (Blson bison ctrhabascae). Without these repeated fires,

saplings invaded forest openings and eventually caused them to become second-growth

forest. Bums were not conducted every year, but only as flequently as necessary to

maintain desired landscape characteristics (open trails and portages, fuel breaks around

camp sites) and early successional species. Little recold exists alluding to boreal peoples

setting fire in densely forested upland areas or during the summer lightning season when

the fire danger would have been at its peak (Lewis, 1982; L. M. Johnson, 1992). Because

it did not extend over the entire landscape, selected bum sites contributed to the increased

heterogeneity of habitat types and age classes. In the words of one of Lewis's

informants: "it is better to have all kinds of places not all the same" (Lewis, 1977 p.3S).

The traditional buming practices described above are products of accumulated

knowledge and experience acquired in specific places within specific social contexts. At

one time, buming was the colrect way to maintain productive traplines and moose yards

(Lewis and Ferguson, 1988). Changes in the social and political landscapes of the

Canadian boreal forest (e.g. reduction in tlapping economies with the collapse ofthe fur

markets; changing modes of transpofiation; encroachment of industrial forestry into First

Nation's tenitories; imposition of laws and management by the state forbidding the use

of fire) have led to the abandonment of many of these practices. The offer of seasonal
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employment as flrefighters has been evident in Pikangikum at least since the 1950s

(Dunning, 1959). In addition to plotecting forest resources, firefighting contlibutes to an

individual's comrnunity prestige (Natcher, 2004).

Curent debate over fire management within forest and land management

communities (e.g. Bergeron et al.2002) suggests that there may be room for fires such as

those once set by boreal hunter and gatherers wilhin modem management systems

(Anderson and Barbour, 2003). One of the goals of the present resealch is to further

document how traditional knowledge can be applied to achieve new objectives.

Summary of research contributions '

This research will contribute in thee ways to existing literatures sumounding

traditional ecological knowledge, social-ecological resilience and the use of traditional

ecological knowledge in resou¡ce management planning. First, I explore the traditional

ecological knowledge related to boreal forest fires possessed by the Anishinaabe people

of Pikangikum First Nation northwestem Ontario. As previously mentioned, there is a

¡elative dearlh of descriptions within the indigenous pyrotechnology literature for the

Anishinaabe people. This study endeavors to discuss mole than local practices of land

management using fire. In it I present terminology employed by experienced fire users

which help them detennine the use of fire and lasting impacts upon the physical and

social landscape. It is my hope that this approach will allow for the expression which

people ofPikangikum have ofprocesses embodied in the fire-land-society complex rather

than the funciionalist approach common in rnany ethnoecological descriptions of

aboriginal fire practices.
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Secondly, tlx'ough this research I contribute to the fìeld of social-ecological

resilience by providing a glimpse ofhow the Anishinaabe people ofPikangikum view rhe

organization, disturbance and re-establishment of their forest environment. Although

numelous examples exist in the resilience literatule of how small scale societies

incorporate featutes confening the ability to adapt and reorganize in the face of

environmental uncertainty, little effort has been expended to describe how these people

think about the driving forces of change. Because social-ecological resilience studies

arise from westem scientific approaches to ecology and engineering (Holling and

Gunderson 2002) we should expect cultures not of the western philosophical tr.adition to

have distinct views ofhow the processes function. By exploring some of the aspects of

non-western worldviews of the Anishinaabe regarding disturbance and renewal events I

offer a sophisticated and distinct system for describing the governing processes behind

what resilience scholars seek to understand. To my knowledge, this is the filst example

ofa cross-cultural critique ofthe processes ofdisturbance and renewal.

Finally, this research shows the work of one indigenous community to find room

for their knowledge and values within cooperative resource management planning. This

can be seen as a case study following the model described by Davidson-Hunt and

O'Flaherty (2006). I report on the efforts by community knowledge holders, resource

managers and academics to find solutions for fire and resource management that

incorporate values and knowledges fi'om multiple sources. This responds to the

criticisms of aboliginal scholars who fear that indigenous knowledge is being

appropriated and redeployed by scholars without the consent of knowledge holders, as

well as their observation that indigenous peoples need to be allowed to adapt their
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knowledge to new conditions and opportunities if it is to retain its lelevance to their lives.

I suggest that this model may malk a shift in the direction that traditional ecological

knowledge studies need to take in ordel to maintain its ethical and practical standing in

an environment where aboriginal peoples are increasing their voice and control in

resealch.
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CIIAPTER3:

RESEARCH SETTING, APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this research was to explore knowledge of forest fire disturbance and

renewal cycles held by the elders of Pikangikum First Nation. I chose wildfire as the

focus of the study because of fire's pervasiveness and influence upon the boreal

landscape and current interest within the cornrnunily of Pikangikum to explore their

knowledge of fire. In this chapter I plesent a brief description of the study location and

community context, and present my research approach and methods fol data collection

and analysis.

3.2 Research setting

3.2.1 Pikangikum X'irst Nation, Ontario

Pikangikum First Nation is a remote Anishinaabe [Ojibwa] community of approximately

2,400 people located in northwestem Ontario on the shores of Pikangikum Lake and the

Berens River (Figure 3.1). The community is linked to Red Lake, the closest town,

approximately 100 km to the southwest, by an ice road which is open during the winter

months roughly from December to March. During the season of open water,

approximately betr¡/een April and November, Pikangikum is accessible by boat. A small

landing strip also accesses the community. The Pikangikum First Nation was settled

under treaties 9 and 5 and occupies 18 square km of federal reserve land (INAC, 2008),
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however, their tladitional teüitoly spans more than 12,000 squar.e km. Pikangikum

families began settling in the community's curaent location in the 1940s for longer

periods of time in the community in order to access education, health care and

goverrnnent child benefits. The collapse of the fur trade in the 1980s and the decline in

commercial fishing, reduced many families' ability to spend prolonged periods in the

bush, and left the community reliant on govelïment transfers and service-based

employment (Chapeskie et al 2004; O'Flaherty et al. 2008). Today, many families

continue to gain substantial amounts offood fi'om subsistence activities including snaring

Canada

Manitoba
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Noñh Dakota
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Figure 3.1 Pikangikum First Nation and the Whitefeather X'orest (S. Keobouasone)
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of small game, moose and

diesel generated electricity

duck hunting, and fishing. Although all houses have access to

many continue to rely on wood buming stoves for heating,

Photo 3.1. Elder Norman Quill skinning a beaver aú his trapline cabin on Z;eìler
Lake during a fall moose hunt September 2007. Note Norman's grandson with a
pellet gun watching the butchering of the moose that had been killed that morning.
He is learning how to be a hunter by stalking birds around camp.

requiring families to cut wood from the surrounding forest throughout the winter months.

Today individuals and family groups continue to travel to their family trapline areas, bul

these seasonal joumeys must be coordinated with wage labor and school schedules.

The topography of the Whitefeather Forest is a gently rolling landscape of the

Precamblian Canadian Shield. The forest is interspersed with numerous lakes, rivers and

wetlands making travel during the warm months difficult without motorboats. Forest



species, including jack pine (Pinus banl<siana Lamb.) in sandy or thin soils, black spluce

(Picea nariana (Mill.) BSP) in wettel aleas along with trembling aspen (Populus

frentuloídes Michx.) and birch (Betula papyrifera Marsh.) in heaviel soils and along

watelways, are adapted to periodic catastlophic fir'e regime that typifies the boreal forest

(Rowe and Scotter, 1973).

The Whitefeather Forest has abundant terrestrial and aquatic wildlife including

woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou), moose (Alces alces), black bear ( Ur.sers

americanus), wolf (Canis lupus), otter (Lontra canadensrs), beaver (Castor canadensís),

lynx (Lynx canadensis) and marten (Martes americana); migrafory songbirds, waterfowl,

bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and other birds of prey; fish, such as sturgeon

(Acipenser fulvescens), pickerel (Sander vitreus), northem pike (Esox lucius), trout

(Salvelinus namaycush), sucker (Catostomus commersonii) and whitef,ish (Coregonus

clupeaformis). Impoftant food plants include wild rice (Zizanía palustris) and blueberries

(Vaccinium spp). Jack pine and poplar continue to be important for fuel. Black spruce

provides imporlant building materials for cabins.

The extreme climate of the boreal region has a great impact on human and wildlife

movements and activities. Night time temperatures are below OoC for seven consecutive

months with lows of-45'C occuning in January and February. Travel during this period

ovel trails through the bush and frozen waterways is facilitated by snow machines.

During the surnmer high temperatures can reach 35oC. Mosquitoes and biting flies make

travel in the bush difficult and encourage people to be more active around open water.
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3.2,2 The Whitefeather Forest Initiative

In the early 1990s, Pikangikum elders began to consider new land-based

economic renewal activities, including forestry, tourism recreation and dedicated

protected areas that could continue to provide their youth with land-based livelihood

opportunities (Pikangikum First Nation and OMNR, 2006). They approached the Ontario

Ministly of Natural Resources (OMNR) in 1997 to enter into dialogue about the potential

to receive their support for community led forestry (Chapeskie, 2002). The Whitefeather

Forest Management Corporation (WFMC) was established in 1998 under the elders'

guidance to develop these opportunities in theil traditional tenitory. To support

Pikangikum and respond to other First Nation communities interested in developing

forestry opporlunities, the govemment of Ontario launched the No¡thern Boreal Initiative

(NBi) in 2000. The NBI is a provincial policy which supports First Nations' community-

based land use planning north of the 51st parallel, the limit of the licensed forestry

management units in Ontario (OMNR, 2002).

The WFMC entered into paÍnership with the OMNR to develop the land use

strategy for the Whitefeather Forest, as well as with three neighbor.ing First Nations, to

develop a World Heritage Site nomination. In 2003 they also entered into partner.ship

with a coalition of environmental groups - the Partnership for Public Lands. Between

2003 and 2006, Pikangikum Elders, land stewards, and OMNR staff worked towards the

development of the "Cheehahnahwaydøhmungh Keetøhheemeenøan - Keeping the

Land: A Land Use Strategy for the Whitefeather Forest and Adjacent Areas',

(Pikangikum First Nation and OMNR, 2006). The Land Use Srraregy was signed by rhe

Chief of Pikangikum and the Ontario Minister of Natural Resources in June of2006 and
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represents the new land use policy direction for the Whitefeather. Folest. As of this

writing Qllov 2009) WFMC and OMNR are continuing to work together to acquii-e

Environmental Assessment Coverage for commercial folestry in the Whitefeather Forest.

3.2,3 Whitefeather Forest Cooperative Research Agreement

The research relationship that I maintained with the community and informants

during this project was established in a lesearch cooperative agreement between resea¡ch

collaborators from Pikangikum First Nation and the University of Manitoba

(http://www.whitefeathelforest.com/wp-contenluBleqdsr2Q0s/08/wfr.c asreement.pdf

Accessed: May 9, 2009). This agreement was established in 2004. Its intent was to

establish the Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation as the lead organization for

research occuning within the community, set priorities for investigation and establish a

formal process for research behavior within the community (Figure 3.2). Project

development began with informal research discussions between Dr. Davidson-Hunt and

WFMC plesident Alex Peters during FaII,2005. In February 2006 I introduced myself

and provided an outline of my project goals to Mr. Peters during a community visit.

Following this visit, Mr. Peters began informally checking with community elders to see

if they would be willing to suppo¡t my research. I made a formal proposal at a

community meeting attended by the WFMC elders advisory group in June 2006. They

were willing and eager to begin research at this point and appointed several elders to

begin wolk with me. From this point on I worked mainly through the WFMC Land Use

Coordinators, Paddy Peters and Charlie Pascal who contacted elders and acted as

translators for interviews. The WFMC Land Use Coordinator and President also had the
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authority to dilect WFMC Researchers to assist me with intelviews, production of maps

and tlanslations. A WFMC Elder Liaison also helped by communicating with potential

participants, explaining the project objectives and encouraging their participation. Elders

who agreed to be interviewed would come to the WFMC office to be intelviewed

individually or in groups. Monetary compensation of collaborators for interviews and

trips was determined as part of the WFRC process.

Although this process at times seemed like a cumbersome research protocol, it

had seve¡al irnportant functions, Firsl, and most impol'tant, it gave me access to often

F igure 3,2. This research was conducted under the Whitefeather F orest Research
Cooperative Agreement (WFRC), which helped structure how I interscted with
conmunity elders and community institutions during my research. Lines h this
diagram represent flows of information and formal and informal influence.
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monolíngual eldels. The social standing of the WFMC Land Use Coordinator was

irnpofant in encouraging elders to con'ìe to intelviews in the WFMC offices. Second, it

gave to my research the air of legitimacy by working under the auspices of a community

based research olganization which most elders suppor.ted. Third, the process provided a

means for elders to control the level and timing of theif engagement with the research

plocess. Being sensitive to how this process worked was an important lesson in roles of

authority and community and cultural norms.

Throughout this research i wolked predominantly with male elders and the

hunters whom they identified as being qualif,red to assist me in my explorations of

ecological disturbance and its significance to livelihood activities and forestry planning.

I viewed this as appropriate within the goals of describing knowledge of forest fires and

distulbance relevant to co-management planning, as the elders are the group within

Pikangikum who currently contribute to planning efforts within the Whitefeather Forest

Planning Initiative. Male elders appeared to me to be the ones who were venturing onto

the land most regularly fo hunt and also had experience as forest fire fighters from which

to draw. This focus has the admitted disadvantage of failing to record possibly distinct

kinds of knowledge of fire and ecological disturbance that may exist with women elders

or how it is being transmitted to younger generations of cunent day young people within

the community.

3.3 Methodological approach

I adopted a qualitative research approach defined as, "an inquiry process of

understanding a social or human problem, based on building a complex, holistic picture,
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formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants, and conducted in a natur.al

setting" (Creswell, 2003 p. 7). Following Creswell (2007) I employed a combination of

case study and phenomenological apploaches to investigate how the people of

Pikangikum understand the plocess of ecological distur.bances and their historical

experiences interacting with it and the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. Thus, I

selected Pikangikum First Nation and elders' and trappers' experiences and knowledges of

the social and ecological impacts fire as the bounded system (Stake,2005) frorn which

my understanding of fire and its impacts \À/as to emerge. I used an ethnoecological

framework (Toledo, 2002) in which I attempted to incorporate elements of taxonomic or

cognitive categories, worldview and practices of infomants to create a picture of how

people viewed these phenomena.

I explored these topics tll'ough:

1. Semi-directive interviews with individual and groups ofelders and trappers;

2, Field visils and walking interviews;

3. Community meetings and interviews with govemment resource managers.

3.3.1 Semi-directive interviews

In total, I interviewed 30 different elders and trappers in 43 separate sessions

between June 2006 and February 2008. Semi-directive interviews were based around

broad topics (e.g. "How do you understand fire to have been used by your elders on the

trapline?") which progressively namowed over the course of the interview (e.g. ,,What

were the signs that your father watched for that told him it was time to bum the
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malshes?"). During this process I relied on my translator to provide rne with a translation

of the content of the elders' statements and to alelt me to particularly rneaningful

Anishinaabe tenns and phrases used to express their understandings ofthe subject. These

included cleating Anishinaabe taxonomies ofnatural features and plocesses (Hunn 1993).

Narratives and stories also ploved to be important soulces of infonnation. These are

preserved in many places in the text of the thesis to provide a feel for how people dealt

with the subject of investigation.

ln all,27 out of the 30 people interviewed were men ranging fi'om 35 to 94 yeals

old. Only thlee women were intelviewed. This gender bias in the interviews \4'as not

intentional, but reflects the opinions of the elders themselves of who they recognized as

knowledgeable in the area that I was interested in. Several times women would come

with their husbands to be interviewed or would be plesent during interviews conducted in

bush camps. Although they often had comments about their husband's testimony they

never contradicted their husbands (except in a joking marner) and seemed to be in

agreement that their husbands knew more about fire on the land than they did. The

possibility of gendered knowledge relating to fire was not further considered as part of

this thesis,

Interviews frequently generated questions which caused the interviewee to

demure from responding (e.g. events occuning on another person's ttapline, reference to

a story that another person could tell vr'ith greater ease). Other times, an elder would

suggest that I gather seve|al other elders in order to pose my question to the group. In

this way, the sequence of elders and the structure of interviews was somewhat directed by

participants. Interviews also generated questions that slowly arose through joumaling
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and reflection which I discussed with the Land Use Coordinatol and Elder Liaison to help

clarify my thinking about eithe¡ how I was asking the question or what the elder may

have meant. I recalled many elders for second and thild intelviews.

3,3,2 Field visits and walking interviews

Field interviews allowed me to accompany elders and tlappers into the bush

flequently to visit specific sites and discuss specific topics (e.g. visit a mar.sh which the

informant and his grandson had burned several years previously to discuss their methods

and the lesults). In total I conducted 12 such field trips spanning 30 days. Most of these

trips involved tlaveling by boat from Pikangikum to remote fishing or trapping camps

that we used as base camps. Several ofthese trips involved taking float planes to remote

family traplines. The day trips frequently were undertaken at my initiation, trips of

longer duration were ones where I was allowed to accompany my principal informant and

his family on trips they had already planned. These trips allowed me to collect

paÍicipant observation data as well as through walking surveys (Del-eon and Cohen,

2005). Activities on the traplines included hunting of moose, beaver and caribou,

trapping of mafen and snaring snowshoe hares and beaver. All of these animals have

seasonal preferences for different successional communities. This allowed me to inquire

about animal natural history, observe hunting practices, and ask hunters what was

involved in their success getting them.

One important area in this study was a trapline that spanned the southem

boundary of the Whitefeathel Forest and the Trout Lake forest to the south. Portions of

this tlapline had been logged beginning in the mid 1970s giving the trappers who used
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this alea a clear picture of what logging practices and theil impacts wer.e. I made four

trips to the Nungesser tlapline and spent a total ol l2 days accompanying trappers and

elders. This allowed us to directly examine the result of logging and discuss social and

ecological changes that had occurred since its initiation.

3,3,3 Community meetings and interviews with government employees

Comrnunity meetings that contributed to this research took two forms: meetings

that were part ofthe Whitefeather Forest Initiative and planning process and those which

we¡e called specifìcally to address my research topics. WFI meetings fi.equently were

attended by the Eldels Advisory Group, WFMC Researchers, and members tasked with

achieving specific goals within the WFI (e.g. preparing documents for Environmental

Assessment) and OMNR paltnels. These meetings were held in the community café or

school and were attended by between 10 and 40 elders, WFMC staff members and up to

five OMNR employees. They were most often announced over the community radio the

day prior or the moming of the meeting and generally lasted from 10 am to 3 pm. They

were conducted in Anishinaabe and facilitated by the WFMC Land Use Coordinator who

acted as chair and tlanslatot' between the attending elders and visitors and non-

A¡ishinaabe researchers. Although these meetings fiequently had other focuses than

those directly related to my research, they were sites where elders spoke about their

values, expeliences and practices related to land uses. As a result they were sources of

much valuable contextual information. These meetings were principally held to exchange

information and updates about the WFI, OMNR projects and to plesent results from my

and other research taking place in the community under the WFRC. lndividuals who
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were experts in specifìc regions of the Whitefeather Forest ol holders of specific

infonnation (e.g. Who knows about mafien hunting? Who will be going to Barton Lake

this fall?) were frequently identified for later interviews during these meetings. OMNR

paltners in the WFi planning process came from Parks Canada, Fire Branch and District

Offices in Red Lake. I attended a total of seven of these meetings over the course of my

research, although more than this number was held.

From Spling 2007 to Febluary 2009 I called four rneetings primarily to discuss

my research. Three of these meetings included OMNR lepresentatives from File and

Forestry Branches. These meetings were principally intended as information exchanges

and to veri$ findings. I presented my results in narlative or thlough graphics using

Power Point, which the elders were then invited to discuss and modi$.

These meetings frequently were a good place to renew my awareness of my place

within the WFI - as a researcher serving the community elders' desire to create economic

opportunities for their young people within the framewolk of customary rights and

practices. At times the elders stemly lectuled researchers ot WFMC research members

about elders' expectations for them. These meetings were also times that were very

relaxed and informal. They plovided me with my greatest opportunity to listen to the

Anishinaabe language being spoken by speakers with complete mastery of the nuance

and oral tradition of their language. These meetings allowed me periodically to adjust

my approaches to rny topic to remain relevant to those goals - their goals,
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3,4 Working with translators

I was dependent upon WFMC translator.s for much of rny work with elders many

ofwhom were monolingual Anishinaabe speakers or nearly so. T'anslators were br.iefed

on the pulpose of the study and asked to give their input into effective interview

procedures and questions (Borchgrevink, 2003). Following interviews, translators were

debriefed to verify initial notes, capture main ideas, and identify relevant new vocabulary

words in Anishinaabe. Throughout the study, I re-examined the questions and the

approach being taken with the help of the translators in order to refi'esh their memory of

the study purpose and to adapt our methods as we leam what works and what does not,

I was g.eatly assisted by elders'interest in making themselves understood in areas they

considered important to the goals of the Whitefeather Forest Initiative.

3.5 Data management and analysis

During my time in the field I maintained field notebooks, including daily logs,

jottings and field notes (Bemard, 2006). I recorded (unless instructed not to) all

interviews with informants and comrnunity meetings as MP3 fìles using an Edirol R- 09

audio recorder. These recordings were transcribed into Microsoft word. Transcripts and

field notes were entered coded using NVivo to identi$ themes and key words.

Recordings, transcripts and photos were archived in the whitefeather Forest Management

Corpolation Office in Pikangikum.

Research results wele verified with individual authorities, in small groups and in

community meeting settings. Frequently this was accomplished through the production
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of many of the figures found in the chapters. These were presented to elders who then

commented on their accuracy and on related issues. Cornmunity meetings provided the

elders an opportunity to speak as a group about their feelings towards the research and

were the source of much of my undelstanding of the context of the elders' exper.iences

with fire and interactions with OMNR.

3,6. Personal bacþround and approach

Probably the most understated yet impofiant tools of all social science

investigations are the characteristics and backglound that individual researchers bring to

their area of research. The set of experiences and pelsonal outlooks unique to each

researcher contribute important elements to formation of research questions, chosen

methodologies, data collection and lesearch products and outcomes and thus mer.it some

reflexivity. Before presenting the actual work and results of my research I would like to

reflect a little on where I come from academically and as a per.son working with

Indigenous knowledge holders and their communities.

My first formal academic training came through a Bachelor of Arts degree from the

Deparlment of Geography from the University ofTexas at Austin. Deep concerns about

stlong destructive envilonmental changes and the need for consenation moved me from

attempts at Biology and Ecology degrees to one in Cultural Geography. This degr.ee

offered a well lounded look at the landscape of actors and elements involved in

environmental and conservation issues. Over the next 16 years I found employment in

seasonal wildlife technician jobs across the Western United States. These jobs allowed

me to pursue my interests in wildlife diversity and its conservation. However, while they
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allowed me to interact with wild things and places, conservation measures I was

supporting always seemed like tliage - emergerìcy measures given grudgingly to keep a

species fi'om disappearing.

In 1998 I f'ound the opportunity to visit the Sierra Tarahumara in southwestern

Chihuahua, Mexico, through fliends wor*ing in a non-governmental conservation and

human rights organization wor*ing in Indigenous Rarámuri (Tarahumara) and Ódame

(Tepehuan) communities of that region. The rnix of vibrant biological and cultur.al

diversity and the struggle of indigenous communities for rights was so compelling that I

became involved in omithological (Miller and Charnbers, 2007) and ethnoecological

research in a proposed p¡otected natural area inhabited by an Rarámuri community, the

Ejido of Pino Gordo, for the next five years. My work with community leaders and

young people to document local biodiversity in an endangered ecosystem and community

know.ledge of its use and importance to their lives led to a Masters of Science degree in

the depafment of Forestry at Nofihem Arizona University (Miller, 2003). While my

research contributed to filling gaps in westemer's knowledge about the increasing impacts

of unrestrained logging on avifauna and the knowledge of people of the Siena

Tarahumara, the people with whom I worked were little affected by it. As one of my

Rarámuri collaborators, Pedro Peña Ramos told me (years befo¡e the research took

place), "We know all about the birds. We know them all." As far as the impacts that

logging had on forest birds and the impacts on the lives of his people, Pedro knew far

more than I could hope to record in my study.

' Tlu'ough my close associations and friendships with members of several Rar'ámuri

communities I gained a deep appreciation for the detail and knowledge and the
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distinctness of relationships which these communities maintained with their environment.

Additionally, I realized the need for people to find rneaningful engagement with the

development processes. Without this engagement material and spir.itual poverty retain a

hold on peoples' lives and aspirations despite the best intentions of outside do-gooders.

One of the great sources of satisfaction I have in presenting the following work is that it

was created tlI'ough collaboration with the people it endeavors to understand in a man¡er

that hopefully has enriched theil thinking about the problems that they confi.ont and may

lead to economic and cultural renewal.
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CHAPTER 4:

CHEEYAIIWAYSEG,..RETTJRNING AS IT WAS,': A¡{ISHINAABE

PERSPECTTVES OF DISTURBA¡ICE AI{D RENEWAL FOLLOWING T'OREST

FIRE AI\D CLEARCUTTING

4.1. Abstract

Resilience scholars have examined many cultures to show aspects of adaptive renewal

but little effort has been expended on understanding how disturbance and renewal is

understood in non-western worldviews. This study presents Anishinaabe [Ojibway]

views of forest fire and clearcut logging occurling in the boreal forest of Pikangikum

First Nation, northwestem Ontario. We present empirical and theoretical understandings

co-produced with Pikangikum elders ofthese disturbance types collected over a four year

collaborative research process. These results have applied contributions for community

led forestry co-management planning and offer novel understandings of adaptive change.

Many beings within their landscape (including plants, animals, rocks, folest fire) possess

agency, the ability to individually express free will. The elders perceive that ifreciprocal

re.lationships are maintained within the network of beings in their landscape, renewal will

be maintained as part of the Creator's Plan. This plan allows for humans to respectfully

use plants and animals who ask only to be allowed to fulfill their own needs in the

manner they see fit. Restraining or attempting to contr ol other beings is insulting to them

and will lead to their loss. Elders identify impacts to soils, creation ofplantations and use

of herbicides in cunent forestry practices as having negative irnpacts on forest rejnewal

and rnaintenance of the traditional Anishinaabe way of life. While many of the empirical
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observations of Pikangikum elders are validated by provincial resource managers the

differences between their respective worldviews present substantial challenges to

lesource co-management and will lequire concelted efforts to resolve.

llhen I look at these tnan made clear cufting areas, the way that they clear cut the
land and the way that all the debris is on the land, they put a lot of tracks, a lot of
holes on the land. They gather oll the debris and they set these on rtre. Outside
these debris areos you can see all the land that they have destroyed. lYhere all
the heavy tnachinery has nade h.ctcks on the land, it's auful to look at. Wen you
t o o k.o v e r a t v' h e r e t h a t f r e * "'' *' åi*?' ï:{(' i#:irï^ î:,i{i!r' Lï,' ro o u.

Tlanslated by Paddy Peters

4,2. Introduction

The way a culture cognitively structures the world provides a framewor.k through

which its members are able to interact with their environment. Within the western

scientific lradition, a dominant way the wor.ld is acted upon is through the Cafesian

distinction between nature and culture, which posits that humans are in a unique position

to manage nature. Many conventional resource models assume that outcomes of

management will be predictable in so far as scientific practices ale built upon accurate

models of the systems they describe (Levin, 1999). The recognition of linkages between

social-ecological systems (Berkes and Folke, 1998) and the potential for surprises arising

from intelactions across scales, emergent properties and synergism (Holling el aI.2002)

is becoming more widespread through scholarship in resilience and adaptive change.

However, theorists of adaptive change remain rooted in dichotomous relations between

humanity and nature. The human capacity to pelceive tirne, act with self interest against
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future conditions, and to communicate complex concepts thr.ough symbolic means (e.g.

words) are taken as evidence that organization of hurnan societies is distinct fi.om the

means by which natural systems organize (Westley et al.2002). Consequently, humans

are in the unique position ofbeing able to exercise agency, th'ough individual acts offree

will and transformative capacity (Giddens, 1979). Human and natural systems are

organized separately, within nested scales of organization that ar.e linked tll.ough the

application ofknowledge (Berkes et a|.2003 p.22; Ber.kes and Folke, 2002 p. 124). The

origins of the sepaïation of society and nature have been explored in anthropological

(Ingold,2000) and resilience literatures (Davidson-Hunt and Ber.kes, 2003a) but remain

an inherited epistemological frame. it is indisputable that societies that employ the

culture-nature divide have delivered benefits to its members (e.g. improved health care,

food supply, material comfort, etc.). However, it can¡ot be taken for granted that this

position is universally accepted and is without implications for co-management

arrangements between science-based management systems and peoples employing

traditional knowledge for whom the divide between nature and culture is not recognized.

Adaptive change scholars have found that indigenous peoples' societies and

resource management systems hold gleat potential to contribute to understandings of

social-ecological resilience. similarities between the back-loop of adaptive change model

consisting of exploitation, accumulation, release and re-initiation (Holling, 1986) and

those encoded in traditional ecological knowledge have been recognized in the livelihood

activities of cultures from around the world (Berkes and Folke, 2002). Cycles of birth-

death-rebirth are found in many world religions and are encoded in annual cycles of

livelihood activities (Alcom and Toledo, 1998; Berkes et al. 2003). Others have explored
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the means by which traditional societies cope with surprises (Colding et al. 2003).

However, little effort has been expended to explore how indigenous people understand

cycles of adaptive change. How do the views ofpeoples whose worldview is not based

on the western dichotomy of nature and culture reflect against the propositions of

resilience?

The boleal forest of nofihem Canada is an ecosystem in which periodic high

intensity forest fire is a key driver of ecosystem disturbance and renewal. Fire maintains

ecosystem structure and composition by creating a landscape mosaic of even-aged forest

stands, influencing the distribution of fire dependent species, and maintaining nutrient

recycling (Rowe and Scotter, 1973). It is an ecosystem with a high capacity to recovel.

from historic disturbances of insect outbreaks and forest fires (Chapin eÍ al. 2004a).

While fires historically influenced the largest portion ofthe boreal forest, fire suppression

coupled with forest management for industrial timber production are increasing the

relative influence of forestry on the ecosystem dynamics (Kuuluvainen, 2002).

Understanding the impacts that natural disturbances and those created by various forest

harvesting techniques have on regeneration has become an area of great interest,

Foresters enacting recent shifts in silvicultural strategies, seek to incorporate

characteristics of natural distulbances such as size, anangement, fi.equency, and

biophysical legacies of affected areas into forestry practices in order to improve

sustainability (e.g. Bergeron et al. 2001;Perrera et al.2004).

The Canadian north is home to many indigenous peoples, many of whom

continue to maintain strong links to the land through livelihood practices and cultural ties.

The diverse resource practices and understandings of these peoples offer potential
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sources of innovation for sustainable resource management practices that suppolt and

maintain social-ecological resilience (chapin et al. 2004b). one such opportunity exists

in the Anishinaabe [ojibway] community of Pikangikum First Nation in nofihwestern

ontario. since 1996, Pikangikum has been in the process ofland management planning

that will allow community led economic renewal projects within 1.3 million hectares of

their traditional ten'itory (Pikangikum Filst Nation and OMNR, 2006). while forestry is

arnong the projects being contemplated, many participating elders look with disfavor on

the impacts of clearcut forestry that they have witnessed to the south of them.

Pikangikum residents' familiarity with the impacts of forest fire disturbance and cunent

clearcut forestry practices places them in a unique position ofbeing able to describe these

two disturbance types from the Anishinaabe cultural perspectives.

In this paper we present Pikangikum elders' empirical knowledge and theoretical

understandings of forest fire and clearcut forestry within their territory. It arises from

collaborative research conducted between June 2005 and February 2008 and consists of

the elders' observations and thoughts on forest disturbance and ¡enewal processes in these

two scenarios. while the empirical knowledge consists of personal or community

experiences of "what" is happening, theoretical knowledge pr.esents aspects of the

Pikangikum Anishinaabe worldview and ontology describing ..why', it is happening. Our

goal is to provide insight into how disturbances and recovery cycles impact local

livelihoods. These may indicate community values and insights to help guide for.est co-

management planning. In the quotation that begins this paper, elder oliver Hill notices

"harmony" in a recovering fìre area but deshuction in a clearcut area. our task in this

paper is to inquire as to the origins of this perceived .,harmony,' and whethe¡ it is
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conceivable fiom the elders' perspectives that they be conserved within silviculturaÌ

practice. Additionally, the elders' knowledge ofdeshuction and renewal arising as it does

from their Anishinaabe worldview offers the opportunity to reflect upon resilience theory

as a cultural construct arising from the westem scientifìc worldview. How do

Anishinaabe people who are not heirs to the westem-scientific philosophical tradition

conceive ofcycles ofdisturbance and adaptive renewal?

This paper begins with a briefreview ofthe role of forest fires in the boreal forest

and the impacts of cument forestry practices in northwestem ontario. This is followed by

an introduction to the community of Pikangikum First Nation and our research

methodology. our results present a theoretical framework for forest renewal processes

which was co-produced with the elders (Davidson-Hunt and o'Flaherty, 2007). This

provides a backdrop against which the elders' empirical observations of forest fire and

clearcut logging and theil impacts on social institutions can be more clearly appreciated.

This is followed by a discussion of some of the parallels and contlasts between westem

scientific knowledge and Pikangikum understandings of fires and logging and the

implications for forest management.

4'2.1. Ecological legacies of forest fire and logging in the canadian boreal

forsst

Forest biota and community assemblages are adapted to specific types and rates of

disturbance. In the canadian boreal forest, which encompasses 315 million hectares from

Newfoundland to Alaska, the most important disturbance influencing ecosystem

composition, structure and function is periodic stand replacing fires (weber and stocks,
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1998). Although not as species rich as ecosystems immediately to the south, complexity

of the boreal forest lies in the mosaic of species and age classes brought about in large

paì't by periodic stand-replacing fires (Rorve and Scotter, 1973). Fire regimes, including

fire intensity, severity, frequency, and extent are influenced by local topography, water

bodies, climate and vegetation (Johnson, 1992). Plant species do not persist in sites

where fir'e frequency is more regular than the age of reproductive maturity; conversely,

areas that experience prolonged fire suppression often suffer from l.educed productivity,

disease and insect damage and a shift frorn fire adapted species to shade tolerant late

successional species (Li, 2000). Forest stands may vary from a closed canopy with

abundant mosses in the understory to open forest-tundra patches with expanses of

terrestrial lichen (Cladina spp). Many of the dominant species (e.g. jack pine [pizars

banksiana Lamb.l, black spruce fPicea mariana Mill.l, poplar. fPopulus tremuloides

Michx.]) are fìre dependent, requiring fire to prepare a seed bed, open seed bearing cones,

open forest canopies and stimulate sprouting fi.om surviving underground roots (Whittle

eT. al. 1997). Jack pine and black spruce stands in northwestem Ontario typically

experience high intensity stand replacing fires on the order of every 50-150 years

(Thompson, 2000). By 200 or more years without fire, balsam fir (Abies balsamea L.

Mill.) may become the dominant species in stands where deep organic soils have

accumulated (Thompson, 2000).

Forest fire makes available nutrients fi.om the downed litter and woody debris that

are otherwise slow to break down due to the many months of sub-zero temperatures.

Intense burns consume organic soils exposing mineral soil that many seedlings need to

geminate (Maclean et al. 1983). Fires cleate canopy gaps allowing shade-intoler.ant
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seedlings a chance to gemrinate. Areas which lose tree cover due to fire experience a

longer glowing season because snow melts in open areas faster and allows soils to warm

faster than those in shaded forest interiors where snow persists longer (Rowe and Scotter,

1973).

Animal species also lespond to the vegetation mosaics cleated by boreal forest

fires. Herbaceous forage rapidly increases in the years immediately after fir'es followed

by a gradual decline in abundance over several decades (Wolf, 1979). Helbivores such as

white{ailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and moose (Alces alces) increase with

improved browse created in newly formed forest openings and decrease locally as

succession proceeds (Hunter', 1990). The abundance of snowshoe hares (Lepus

americanus) can increase as much as two orders of magnitude following forest fires,

making them the most abundant herbivore biomass in the community (Keith et al. 1977).

These fluctuations are in part driven by the availability of food linked to forest fires and

concurrent pledation pressures (l(.r'ebs et al. 1995). Many species within bo¡eal forest

food webs, including coyote, lynx, spruce grouse, ptarmigan, raven, great homed owl

(Boutin et al. 1995) and a variety ofduck species (Brooks et al. 2005), are significantly

linked to cyclic fluctuations in hare abundance. Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus

caribou), which depend on terrestrial and arboreal lichen found in lafe seral stage forests

fo¡ winter food, rely on periodic fires to reinitiate forest succession (Klein, 1982). Fire

may reduce the amount of habitat available for caribou for several decades, but also

removes bryophytes which otherwise out compete lichens (Klein, 1982). Fires create

important habitat features for many invertebrates (McCullough et al. 2004), birds (Stuart-

Smith et al. 2002) and mammals (Fisher and Wilkinson, 2005).
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4.2.2. Principles of emulation forestry

Forestry is a practice which has changed ovet time in response to social and

econornic plessures and expanding ecological knowledge. In the Canadian bor.eal forest,

clearcutting, the removal of nearly all standing biomass fr.om a site, is the method of

choice for economic reasons (Kimmins,2004). It has recently been suggested that forest

harvest strategies based on the characteristics of disturbance can contribute fo

biodiversity conseruation, the presewation of the for.est evolutionary environment and

ecosystem function (Hunter, 1993; Attiwell, 1994). This approach has been called

emulation (Perera et al. 2004) or disturbance-based forestry (North and Keeton, 2008).

This shift in understanding has resulted in poticies that attempt to legislate the

incorporation of natural disturbance features in forest harvest strategies (Crown

Sustainable Forest Act, 1994). Some features of forest fires such as anangement,

frequency, heterogeneity and shape can be emulated; others are not so easily leproduced.

Fire is a chemical process that converts living trees to charcoal, ash and dead boles which

release their stored nutrients as they decompose, conveÍs deep organic soils and other

fuels to their gas and mineral constituents and exposes underlying mineral soils.

Clearcutfing is a mechanical process which removes nutrients stored in the harvested

boles, produces latge amounts of fine fuels in the form of limbs and tops, leaves organic

soils largely intact and fails to provide the pulse of nutrients available following a fire

(McRae et al. 2005). Organic soils are not a suitable germination substrate for. many

boreal species. Jack pines and black spruce require contact \ ith mineral soil in older to

successfully root (Thomas and Wein, 1983). Additionally, logistical and social

constlaints prevent emulation forestry from reproducing the fire events which have the
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largest ecological and evolutionary impact, those which affect tens of thousands of

hectares. As a lesult emulation forestry is constrained to create clustered small to mid-

sized clearcuts over several years rather than the large disturbances which are the histor.ic

norm (Bergeron et al. 2001).

Foresters have a number of practices that they employ to ameliorate these

shortcomings and to facilitate site regeneration. In order to.prepare sites for replanting

foresters often need to deal with large quantities of slash. In Ontario limbs and tops are

consolidated in piles or windlows on the edges of roads or landings (David New, OMNR

Red Lake Forest District Forester, pers. com. 2007). Organic soils are often bulldozed or

plowed using a tractor drawn disk in order to expose mineral soil. Under the right

climatic conditions this organic material can be bumed in the fall to recover the area for

planting. Fall buming has the advantage over other seasons because ernbers are unlikely

to over winter and break out the following spring. Slash consolidation and disking have a

negative impact on the seed bed occurring on a harvested site (Nguyen et al. 2001).

Foresters replant prepared sites with selected species and genotypes in order to promote

regeneration of species with a high value for future forest harvests. These are often

aranged in row plantations to facilitated even spacing and future ease of harvest (David

New OMNR Red Lake Forest District Forester, pers. comm. 2007). ln order to limit

competition for nutrients in the newly planted site foresters can apply herbicide spray,

which selectively inhibits photosynthesis in deciduous trees such as poplar and birch.

Future timber harvests are typically subject to fire suppression in order to protect future

revenue.
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4.3, Setting, Methodologr and Procedures

Pikangikum First Nation is a remote resetve community in northwestem Ontario.

The l8 km'?community is accessible by snow road during the winter months, by boat

during the months of open \ì,/ater or by small plane to the community airstr.ip. Indian and

Nofihern Affairs Canada places the Pikangikum population at just over. 2,000 (INAC,

2008) although community population estimates approach 2,400. Many residents speak

their native Anishinaabe language as their first language Qrlingawance, 1996). Many

elders who grew up on the land gained a first hand knowledge of forest fires fi.om a

variety of sources, including: observations of the impacts of fire over time on family

traplines, as seasonal fire fighters and by conducting traditional controlled bums (Miller

et al. 2008). Although the collapse of the fur prices in the mid 1980s has reduced

trapping activity on the land, the forest, lake and wetlands surounding the community

continues to be managed in the family tlapline system established in the 1930s (Berkes et

aI.2009). Many continue to pursue fishing, moose and waterfowl hunting, beaver and

muskrat trapping, and plant collection as important contributions to their livelihoods.

This research is the product of longstanding collaborative relationship between

Pikangikum Filst Nation and University of Manitoba researchers (Davidson-Hunt and

O'Flaherty, 2007). lT endeavors to suppolt the elders'goal of creating a forestry program

that reflects Pikangikum values and understanding oftheir local ecosystem. Since 1996,

Pikangikum elders have engaged in a community initiated land management planning

undefiaken in cooperation with Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR). This

planning effoÍ intends to maintain customary stewardship responsibilities and livelihood

activities, and provides for the olderly development of the 1.3 million hectare



Whitefeather Forest Planning Area of the Pikangikum's traditional tenitory. Forestry is

among the land uses being contemplated. Prior to the commencement of forestry

planning, forest fir'es were suppressed only when they approached the community of

Pikangikum or tlx'eatened private property (Randy Crampton, OMNR Red Lake Forest

District File Manager pers. com., 2007).

We discussed our research proposal with the elders in a community meeting in

Spring 2006. During this meeting they appointed willing experts fi.om among their

number to describe their experiences with fire and clearcutting. Among these were the

late elder and head trapper Jake Kejick and his family. Their trapline overlaps the

Whitefeathel Foiest Area southem boundary with the Trout Lake Forest, which has been

subject to logging since the mid 1970s. Between August 2006 and Spring 2008 we made

four trips for a total of I I days during Summer, Winter and Spring with Mr. Kejcik, his

sons and helpers onto the land. During this time we conducted collaborative surveys for

woodland caribou calving areas with OMNR, hunted moose, set traps for maÍen, snared

rabbits and trapped beaver. . We visited clearcut and unlogged areas and a recent forest

fire area that was being commercially harvested for fir.e wood by outsiders, We

discussed changes to plant and animal communities and the land that they had observed

since the commencement oflogging and asked trappers to theorize about their causes.

Elders pass on their knowledge through a combination of storl4elling and

encouraging learning-by-doing by progressively expanding opportunities for young

people to acquire new skills based on preferences and abilities (Davidson-Hunt and

Be*es, 2003b). As a result our data collection consisted of recor.ding traditional stories,

accounts of elders' personal expeliences on the land and participant obselation. We
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adopted an ethnoecological phenomenological framework, in which the elders'

understandings of the environment emerged from local taxonomy, wor.ldview and

practices (Toledo, 2002). We conducted a total of 50 interviews with 30 elders between

Spring 2007'through Winter 2008. We presented out understandings of aspects of the

elders' worldview and their perceptions of fire forest and clear.cutting processes

periodically in small groups and in a total of four community rneetings between Spr.ing

2007 and Fall 2008. Theil exper:ience \xirh this style of dialogue with outsiders gained

through the forestly planning process made this an effective technique. while the format

and forum for this article are within the westeln academic tradition, our results combine

Anishinaabe concepts and aspects of worldview offered by Pikangikum elders

synthesized into diagrams and text and later verified for content in small group and

community group settings. Translation of the often monolingual Algonquian-speaking

elders into English was provided by experienced Whitefeather Forest Management

Corporation (WFMC) researchers. Quotes within this paper are transcriptions of these

simultaneous translations. Recordings and transcripts of intewiews were archived with

the 'WFMC in Pikangikum.

4.4, Results

4.4.1. Theoretical framework for forest disturbance and renewal

According to the elders the Creator (Keechee manídoo) is responsible for the

community of beings and forest in which the people of Pikangikum live. This

community is composed of animals, plants, environmental features and processes that

possess agency and maintain reciprocal relationships wíth other community members.
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Renewal within this netwolk ofbeings is facilitated through the Creator's Plan (Keechee

manídoo oohnuhcheekayween), in which all beings are provided with the things that

they need in order to live well.

Illustration of these principles is demonstrated by Pikangikum elders,

understanding of lighting caused fires (beenaysee eshkotøy Thunder.bird fire). These

fires are considered to be alive (øuyuhshuhwuhluhn). Plants, animals, r.ocks, standing

snags, water and other features of the environment are all considered by the elder.s as

living things which possess agency - the ability to make choices (Giddens, 1979)

(Appendix 2). Elders point out that file possesses a number of characteristics that qualify

it for this living status. Fire is constantly in motion. It transforms its environment and

the fuels it is burning in somewhat predictable yet ultimately unique ways. Fire can

behave willfully and at times resists all efforls to suppress or even predict its movements

until it begins to move. Fire rests at night and is active during the day. At times it can

move very fast, sometimes transporting itself a long ways off through airbome embers.

Lastly fìre can generate its own weather system consisting of in-drawn winds and large

thunderhead type clouds that contain lightning (Tom Quill interview February 19,2007).

Although forest fires are potentially very dangerous and destructive they are also

understood as being part of the Creator's plan.

The Creator has a tnaÍch and that tnatch is fhe Thunderbird. He brings that
march fo the land v'hen the forest gets loo old and can't gt ow anymore. So Íhe
Thunderbit'd cotnes to ectrth. After the þrest is burnt new grouìth storls. Animqls
get tired of eating old food. JusÍ like you and me. The Creator knows that animals
need nev þod. The Jìre there brings fi.esh food to eat. As an exarnple; rabbit
[sic - snowshoe haref favors ne¡¡, grou,th area. ILhen you look at rabbit I think it
ís like ofood chain for animals. Rabbits have three litters a sutnmer. Fox, lynx,
marten all depend on rabbit. The Creatot. has to care for all snintals so he sends
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Thunderbird to earth to ntake food for rabbit. þI/e like to eqt rabbit too. So he
bto'ns for us too.

The late elder', Whitehead Moose, community meeting June 10, 2006

This quote reveals a number of important features of the network of relationships in

which humans and animals exist. First, the Creator and the Thunderbir.d care for all

beings on the land, among whom humans are only one. It demonstrates the elders'

recognition of post-fir'e communities as highly productive systems. Early successional

species such as rabbits are abundant, presenting opportunities for predators including

humans to successfully hunt them. The statement that animals have preferences for

celtain kinds of food, get tired of others and that the Creator is not just buming for

animals but also so that people can find what they need, all suggest that ther.e is less

moral distance between hulnans and animals then westemers imagine. Both humans and

animals are cared for by the Creator.

Within the Creator's Plan, plants and animals are able to rnake choices about the

way that they fulfill their own needs. Plants ale perceived to grow where they find

conditions to their liking. Animals move according to their desires which are ultimately

unknowable to humans. Interference \¡/ith the ability of animals to move across the land,

fìnd food, encounter mates and raise their families (O'Flaherty et al. 2008) is interference

with the Creator's plan of allowing each being to meet their needs as they see fit,

Everylhing on the land, plants and aníntals has a ntínd. Maybe you call it
instinct. Fish have that too. Many times y,e think that animals are just anitnals.
That's not lrue. They knov, where to find things to eat. They thínk.

Oliver Hill, Community rneeting July 20,2006
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The caribou were given life to live on lhe land by the Creatot'; the Creator's plan
has been iniliaîed. Iíle cannol give Íhe caribou whal they want to ea\. I e cannot
fell lhe caribou u,here to live. Only the CreaÍor can do this. Even though we
create boundaries on mqps, ve create all kinds of maps and boundaries, saying
where the caribou are and u,here îhe caribou tvill eat, v'e don't knou, v,hat the
Creator's plan is. Charlie Peters (O'Flaherly et al. 2008)

An example of animals' ability to think was told to us by elder Oliver Hill. Mr.

Hill's father had once been hunting moose when he encountered a moose bedded down in

thick brush. Although he was able to get quite close because ofthe covering sound ofthe

wind in the trees he could not get a clear shot. Not willing to get too close to a

potentially dangerous animal, Mr. Hill's father used trickery. "A moose can tell the

difference between a limb broken by the wind and one bloken by a man. My father

tricked that moose by breaking a limb. It stood up and my father was able to shoot him,"

(interview September 12,2006). The ability to distinguish between a branch broken by a

man and one broken by the wind demonstrated for Mr. Hill that moose are able to think;

knowing this and being able to fool a moose into exposing ilself demonstrated Mr. Hill's

father's skill as a hunter.

Pikangikum elders do not agree that "the ability to adopt forwardlooking

behavior is a definitive feature ofhuman systems" nor that other beings are incapable of

giving or receiving abstract complex communication (Westley et al. 2002). Beaver

(øhmik) and muskat (waasheshk) anticipate harsh weather by stockpiling more poplar

limbs (ahmik oomeechum) outside of lodges and larger. vegetation mats to serve as

wintel food. Ravens (Colvas corax, høøkaøke) and human hunters cooperatively hunt

through communications between the raven and the hunter. A banel-roll in mid-flight by

a raven indicates that it is over a moose. Pikangikum hunter, John-Piere Kejick said that
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a raven doing this is, "taking off its meat pack. It helps you find a moose because it

knows it will eat. " We witnessed ravens perforrn this behavior twice during moose

hunts; both times the banel lolling raven was ovel a bedded or wounded moose (4.

Miller unpublished field notes, Febluary 20,2007). A hunter leaves offal from the

butchered moose to thank the raven for helping him find it. Elder Gideon Peters related a

story told to him by his father of black bear ( Unsas atnericanus makwa) being able to

stafi forest fire by lifting up rocks and slamming them down to produce sparks. "They do

'this 
because they know thele will be benies there and it will get to eat. What do you

think of that? "I (Community meeting, March 6,2007). Moose, birds and other animals

all have their own ways of communicating with members of their own kind. With

practice, humans are able to understand these communications in the same way

A¡ishinaabe and Wahmedekooshe (white people) have to practice to understand each

other's ways of speaking.

Ojibwa scholar Basil Johnston (1976) describes the Creator as making the world

out of earth, water, wind and fire. These were endowed with "the breathe of life" and

work tlu'ough the "Great Law" for the good of all life. Although no Pikangikum eider

framed their description of renewal as depending on these four elements, their role in

cleansing, renewing and providing strength to living things became obvious through

interviews and field investigations (Table 4.1). For example, we asked the late elder

Whitehead Moose (interview September 21,2006) to relate, "the teachings that he had

about fire, and the processes that destroy forests and start them gr.owing again".

Although although our request was intended to elicit descriptions of fire's role in renewal

¡Humorously, other elders said they didnt think OMNR would believe Mr. Peter's story. Theyjoked that
OMNR believes in Sntokey the Bear, a bear rvho rvears pants and a hat and tells people to put out fire.
While they are clear Smokey is a fictitious character, a bear rvho doesn't Iike forest fire is clearly ridiculous
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Table 4.1. The role of water, wind, the land and fire in forest renewal with
supporting quotes by Pikângikum Elders,

Element Theme Elder's statements

Water

Sign of life

Produces new
growth

Cleanses anirnals

This place is healthy fohneesheesheen]. The moss is
wet. It shows it is alive. Oliver Hill, October 4, 2006.
(See also Sheater et al.2009)

The rain comes to give growth upon the earth, It
ploduces new growth on the ground, all the new plants.
Whitehead Moose, Septemb er 9,2006.

So coming back in the early spring, with the early
spring lain, the crow washes its mouth. I believe the
reason the crow does all this is to get rid of all the
contaminants - the filth fiom its body down south.
Whitehead Moose. September 9. 2006.

Wind

Purifies plants and
people

Cleanses the water

Essential for life

The wind blows the dust off people and the tr.ees and
keeps fhem from getting sick. Whitehead Moose,
September 9,2006.

If the water always stayed the same, if the wind never
moved the water, it would become stale. The moving
ofthe water it helps every living creature in the water.
Whitehead Moose, September 9, 2006.

If there was no wind there would be no life. Whitehead
Moose. September 9. 2006.

Land Source of life

Life comes into the roots from the land.
Jake Kejick, August 28, 2006.

The animals and everything that I have eaten from the
land has molded me, it has shaped me. I believe every
Aboriginal person has been molded in this way.
Whitehead Moose (O'Flaheûy et al. 2008)

Fire

Cleanses the land

Death and Reb' th

When I went thele a couple of years ago, it looks
different. It felt fresh. It felt refreshing.
Larry Pascal, January 29,2008.

Fire can also destroy and the leason why it destr.oys is
to make things alive. Solomon Turtle, May 17,2007 .

I was amazed by what I have seen on the land. The
way ever¡hing was rebom with fire. Oliver Hill,
Ausust 9. 2006.
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processes, Mr. Moose resporrded by describing the role of watel', wind as well as fìre in

forest renewal (Appendix 4. I ).

There is no equivalent term for 'lesource management" in the language of

Pikangikum. The concept denotes an understanding and deglee of control that elders find

inappropriate for the relationship between humans and other beings. Part ofthe Creator's

Plan is the respectful use of resources as demonstrated by the performance of acts that

show prey animals that the sacrifice of their life has been respectfuìly received (Figure

4.2). If these traditions are maintained then animals will return. According to Whitehead

Moose (Community meeting October 10,2006) use of animal resources creates balance

(cheemeenooseg) from which ecosystem health and abundance arise. As an example, he

cites his 25 year experience as a coÍrmercial fisherman on Moore Lake. During his first

few years fishing he caught many large pickerel (Sander viÍreus) whose flesh was not

good to eat. Through prolonged use, younger individuals became more abundant.

Failure to use resources often leads to their diminished abundance. The elders say if the

Creator's gifts are taken for granted they will be withdrawn. Whitehead suspected that

because there is no longer use of this lake there are fewer fish than when he was using it.

This perception by Pikangikum residents ofthe lack ofuse leading to reduced abundance

has been documented for woodland caribou (O'Flaherty et al. 2006), snowshoe hare and

beaver. Belkes (1998) documented similal attitudes among the Jarnes Bay Cree and their

management of beaver. Animals that do not actively participate in the reciprocal give

and take between predators and prey are punished for their stinginess. Overholt et al.
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(1982) relate an Ojibway story recorded in the 1930s in which a young moose chooses to

scoff at fhe advice of his elders and fails to give himself to the human hunters. While his

relatives give of themselves and are renewed the young moose flees in an attempt to

escape his dèath. As a result he suffers tenibly as a result of his stinginess.

Non-humans are capable of being stewards in the same way thal humans are.

Their decisions can result either in maintenance ofresources or in theil degradation. For

example, as previously noted, snowshoe hares are an important food source to many

predators including maIten, fisher, lynx and fox. By taking snowshoe hares these

Table 4,2, Traditions which demonstrate respectful use and help maintain future
abundance. (Source: Miller, Unpublished field notes).

Species Respectful treatment contr¡buting to

renewal

Moose The moose's beard (bell) is hung from a willow.

Beaver Guts and bones are returned to the lake.

Woodland calibou

Leave the guts and bones somewhere oþen where

scavenging bilds can get to it. The lake ice is

kwayhwayshay's (grey jay's) plate.

Grouse, duck, goose A wing is hung from a willow.

Fish

Catch-and-release fishing is disrespectful. You

take every fìsh you catch.

Bones and guts are placed on shore or ice for gulls,

eagles or other scavengers.

predators ensure that there are more in the future. Failure to do so leads to declines in

hare abundance when the hares run out of food due to unchecked populations. Equally,

predators can reduce prey populations by being immoderate in their use. Elders perceive
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neithel'outcome as inevitable but instead are dependent on the decisions that individual

pledators make in relation to specific populafions of snowshoe hares.

Interruption of the renewal process and species extinction are regarded with

confusion and disbelief by many elders. Within community discussions of species

covered under plovincial wildlife legislation and the federal Species at Risk Act with

OMNR, many see the thleat of species extinction as a means of outsiders attempting to

impose control on Pikangikum residents' ability to hunt and trap guaranteed by aboriginal

treaty rights. Outside of this context elders express their disbelief in the concept of

species extinction. "I don't believe in that [extinction]. There is no such word as fhat. I

was taught by my grandparents about the cycle of life (gahgeesheebashkahmcegaøk) in

which animals have babies, but never that." Eldel Lucy Strang (Community mesting

April 8, 2008). This view is complicated by thr.ee animals that today's elders say

disappeared in their grandparent's time: a bird, the oo,oo, and two mammals, the

pahngeahshøhsålr, a saber-toothed muskrat and rhe oohzuhweeseebeeqaøyweeyahtìk, a

small caribou that has a yellow tear pattem on its face. According to Hallowell and

Brown (1992) the Berens River which luns through Pikangikum, was once named the

Pigeon River where it flows into Lake Winnipeg for the extinct passenger pigeon

(Eclopistes mig'atorius) which were once seasonally abundant. While this is the only

species documented to have histolically disappeared from northwestem Ontario, elders

are unwilling (unable?) to confirm that this is the species that their grandparents called

Lhe ootoo,
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4,4,2. Empirical knowledge of disturbance and renewal¡ fires and logging

The most obvious scale of renewal elders recognize is the annual cycle of the

seasons. The Pikangikum calendar is composed of months named for observations in

animal and plant cycles of growth, death and return (Figure I ). The eight seasons of the

year are not astronomically fixed but begin and end with observable stages in the cycles

of animal and plant development and ambient conditions. The Pikangikum word

gøhgeesheebøshkahmeegaak, literally "something that keeps going around",

conesponds to the idea of cyclic changes and applies to the yearly cycle, the retum of

migrant birds, and changes in animal abundance (See also Davidson-Hunt and Berkes

2003b). For animals this cycle consists of two processes: angook "animals becoming

scarce" and palenook, "animals becoming abundant". Elders have described cycles for

many animals including beaver', rabbit, pileated woodpecker, moose, mafien and

woodland caribou. These cycles occur at seasonal scales but may also be linked to

changes in habitat over many years. Elder George B. Strang related that woodland

caribou were following a cycle on his trapline that was initiated by the destruction of the

forest there 60 years ago and are only now returning to this area in completion of their

cycle (O'Flaherly, 2006).

Annual climatic extremes of the boreal forest shift resource availability and the

needs which animals and people must satisfy. Both people and animals adjust their

activities to take advantage of seasonal resource abundances. Resource abundance also

conesponds to specific stages ofecological succession. In order to find a desired good, a
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Figure 4.1. The Pikangikum annual cycle is composed of eight seasons whose
lengths vary depending on the passâge of different observable environmental
phenomena.

resource user has to know the right season to the right location which may shift over time

as succession proceeds (Berkes and Davidson-Hunt, 2006). Elders know the arutual

cycles of many plants and animals based on their own annual schedule ofactivities within

their tlapline areas. For example, moose browse in ear.ly successional poplar and willow

from early until late winter seasons (Bìcheepeeboon |hrough Aptøbeeboon). In the

spring (Seegean), moose are found in dense black spruce stands where they r.ub against

trees and eat spruce needles to help them get rid of the Iicks (Dermacentor albipíctus)

that plague them. Hunters can pursue moose at this time because, although ice crusts that
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folm at this tirne ofyear will support a hunter in snowshoes, it is not sufficient to suppott

moose who cut their shins on the ice clusts and are unwilling to run far. Some moose

lose a lot ofhair at this time because of the ticks and are only finally cured when they are

able to bathe in curative open water (Appendix 4.1). In sumrner (Neebin), moose can be

found in bays and sÍeams where they feed on aquatic plants. Knowing where these plants

occur helps direct huntels to these locations when traveling. People are disinclined to go

deep into the bush during summer time because of mosquitoes and other biting insects;

they perceive moose as similar in this regald. In the fall (Takwagin), male moose are

found along the shore lines oflakes where they bugle to attract mates.

4,4,3. Succession following forest fïre

Forest fires and clearcutting have distinct impacts upon the resource availability

and access that people and animals enjoy. The following sections describe the impacts of

forest fire and clearcut logging on succession and the availability ofresources for animals

and people.

Many resoulce collection activities including hunting, trapping, firewood cutting

and plant collecting for food and medicine are linked to particular successional stages

(Miller and Davidson-Hunt, in press). As a result Pikangikum residents pay careful

attention to the changes that proceed from forest fire disturbance (Figure 4.2.). Several

elders expressed incledulity at the transformative changes wrouglrt by fire in their

traplines and the unfolding processes of renewal taking place imrnediately following

forest fires (Appendix 4.2.). Elders believe that although the intensity of fire can impact
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the speed of recovery over time forests will return to an expected condition, that it will

retuln to the way it was before (cheegeewøyseg).

Elders recognize ash Qtingway), that remains on a site following a fire as an

irnportant feature of burned aleas because of the fertility it offer.s to new plant growth

(Appendix 4.3.). Downed woody debris plotects the ash from wind and rain that

otherwise can'ies it away. Within weeks new growth can begin to appear within burned

areas. The first species to appear are poplar and willow. This new growth is understood

to come from underground roots. Elders explain that the potential for all species to grow

in a site is contained in the soil. They understand the concept of serotonous cones from

jack pines and other conifers opening following a fire but this seed by itself is not the

source ofnew trees. In order for a tree to grow the seed has to like the conditions. If soil

conditions are acceptable they germinate. This allows the life fo¡ce and strength that lie

in the soil to enter the root and make a plant grow (Appendix 4.4). Poplar (ahzøhdeeg)

and willow (Salx spp. weegobeeg) can grow over a meter in height from surviving

underground roots in the same year as a fire. Jack pines also begin to germinate within

the first year.

If you open up the earth you will see u¡hat the CreaÍor ¡nade in the earfh. The
rooß at'e there presetved. You will see many roofs. Faî roots, long thin ones.
The fire burns through and consumes all the roots that u¡et.e in the deep soil and
left the roots that were belout and these are the plants that came up. The fire
comes and opens lhe ground for the roots to gt ov). The soil conÍains all the
plants that can grow in an area. The blueberies, thejackpines all the plants are
lhere u¡aifing for the conditions to be right to gt.orv. Tuhpusseepuhkoon -rhe
plqnts in lhe understory qre there waítíng.

Noman Quill Interview October 30, 2006
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Some animals begin to reoccupy a bulned site almost immediately. Moose and

snowshoe hare will begin to return to a bumed location even while there is still smoke

rising in older to eat smoked leaves and charred wood whose flavor they like. Bears also

entel burnt areas in order to tun over logs and rocks for the insects that may be

undemeath. Other animals become displaced by fire. Srnall animals like mice and voles

are believed to be unable to outrun a fir'e and are thought to die in the heat and smoke.

Caribou ale unable to closs recently burned areas because of woody debr.is and cease

using them as winter feeding aleas because of the destruction of lichen. Others, such as

The oteshkahnay manrtoosh, the "long antlered bug" (Family: Cerambycidae) increase

rapidly in recent bum areas. Their presence is an indicator to elders that the fire is truly

out; eldels with fire fighting experience claim that OMNR leamed of this relationship

from them and now use it to prioritize fire mop-up areas. Forest entomologists recognize

that males and females of many Cerambycidae ale attracted to the volatile oils released

by trees damaged by file where they mate and oviposit into the phloem of dead or

weakened trees (Allison eT al.2004). The larvae of oteshhøhnay maníjoosh, known as

noosøh, "the loud noise eater of wood" atlract mølmay, pileated woodpeckers

(Dendrocopus pileatus) and other woodpeckers. Woodpeckers become abundant in the

newly burned areas because of the high density of insect larvae food and standing dead

wood that provide suitable nesting locations.

Hunters and trappers are constantly monitoring animal movements within their

traplines. Fires disrupt the locations where animals den, forage and shelter and result in

human hunters having to change the areas where they seek them. A lot of trapping

activity is concentrated during the winter and spring months when the coats of fur beadng
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anímals are thick enough to sell. Huntels note that fir'e areas have little to offer animals

as denonstrated by the lack oftracks in the snow in these aleas. Hares begin to incr.ease

in areas where they findjack pine seedlings for winter food as well as shelter from sever.e

cold and wind. These areas ar:e flequently islands of unburned habitat surounded by

latge bums. Elders note that snowshoe hares begin to increase in one locale and after

several years spill outwards from this cole area. Many animals use these habitat islands

as refuges in the years following a fire (Appendix 4.3) and these become good aleas for

hunters seeking hales, furbearers and moose. As noted in the quotation by Whitehead

Moose, snowshoe hares are impoÍant to a wide variety of species. As fur bearers begin

to tlavel in search of hares wise trappers monitor hare populations around islands in

recent bums; these not only will supply them with winter meat but they are also areas

where fur bearers come for their primary winter prey. Hares may remain present where

the jack pine understory remains dense (etøpashgøantagag). Once this begins to die

back through a combination of self pruning, winter browsing of low limbs by hares and

succession, hares no longer find an area suitable.

Hill tops in burn areas can offer good vantage points from which to spot moose

during the fall and spring when deciduous trees have lost theil leaves and browsing

moose are visible from a distance. One hunter repofled 1l moose being taken in a single

fall by him and his helpers on his recently burned trapline (L. Pascal interview January

29,2008). As new trees glow taller', this strategy becomes less effective as the views

become blocked by regenerating trees.

Plants grow where they find conditions to their liking. Where soils are sandy and

well drained (mítøwunh) jack pine will regenerate. Blueberies (meenan) grow in rocky
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areas. Poplar and other deciduous trees glow in clayey soils (wøhbeegoarz) and nearer to

water'. Black spluce regenerates where dark poorly drained soils (møhkahteywahkømík).

Regeneration can be very dense (sagakwa) in new forcsfs (oshkøpokeetaywon). Feathet

moss (ahsøhkahniþ begins to cover the ground in dense forests, increasing the moisture

retained in the understory. This moistule tells elders that the land is healthy and alive.

Where moss grows, black soil begins to increase in depth. As stand moisture and soil

characteristics begin to change over time the plants that find it to their liking may also

shift, As conditions gradually begin to change, new plants begin to find it suitable, while

others no longer finding it to their liking begin to die. Balsam fir may begin to grow in

areas where black soil becomes very deep and mature poplar stop glowing, increasingly

get infected with fungi (wahzheshhwøytoo) and die out. Elders recognize that the danger

of catastrophic fire increases as forests age because organic soils accumulate that are

plone to drying out in the summer and acting as a fuel bed for any lightning strike

Qtuhkeenun) in the area.

Resoulces available in forest stands change over time as succession proceeds.

Many elders regard old forests as not useful for producing good food for people or for

animals. Moose and beavel who eat early successional poplal may not find small

diameter trees within reach in old forests. Marten and fisher den and raise young in tree

cavities found in old stands. Often they are adjacent to recent forest disturbances which

allow mafien to find snowshoe hares and other small animals in the early successional

vegetation. Male moose with large antler racks are unable to walk through stands with

dense mature trees. Downed logs that are too high (shepaqweshiinoag) and wind felled

trees (bøgkwønsh) plevent caribou and moose from tlaveling tluough an area.
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Figure 4.2. Stages of recovery, relative abundance of wildlife species and resource
use oppoúunities noted by Pikangikun elders in the reeovery of a hypothetical site
from fire over 100 years.

4.4.4. Succession following clearcut forestry

Clearcut logging @ashhogaheegaryín), "cutting evelything off the land", has

been practiced in the Trout Lake Forest District immediately south of the Whitefeather

Forest Alea since the mid 1970s. This area overlaps with only a single trapline fronr

Pikangikum. Prior to oul filst field visit, the late head trapper of this alea, elder Jake

Kejick, described in a community meeting the impacts of clearcut logging as arising out

ofthree practices.
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There are four things they do. lFirsfl they desn'oy the ground up to 3 feet
undergt'ound. They scrape the earth-tlrcre's nothing lhere after the cut. If lies
dormant for about Ì 0 years. Afier ten years yoît stqfl to see life. It/hen you see ct

fire, it is obout a n?onth and yott see it conte back. The land comes back to life.
llhen you tt,olk rhrough a cleat" ctü area you need special shoes because all the
slicks and roots qre broken and they,,vould go through your shoes. Second, the
trees Íhey planl are all in rov,s. This does nol ntake a place that anitnals want to
live in. Thirdly rhey spruy the land. This mqkes lhe poplar lrees yellow and
dried out. There are blueberries in those areas, but I don't enjoy eating Íhem.
They don't rastu the sarne. [Fourth] the ntachínes they ttse leave a lol of oil and
conÍaminafion.

Eldel Jake Kejick community meeting July 10, 2006.

These themes were accepted and supported by other elders at the meeting through their

own observations of fhis region. These practices of soil distulbance, establishment of

plantation forests and contamination give rise to many of the social and ecological

impacts which Pikangikurn people experience.

The tearing that elders refer to arises from the trenching and disking that are part

of mechanical site pleparation. Disturbing rocks and soil demonstrates a failure to show

t-especÍ (cheepuhpeenootuhmun) and canies the potential fol repercussions (Appendix

4,2). Other objections to soil disturbance come fi'om elders who recognize that mixing of

layers of black soil, sand, gravel and clay within the soil is destruction of intentionally

created order. While elders are unable to say exactly what each of these layers

contributes to the growth of specific plants, their presence is perceived as purposeful,

therefore destroying this organization within the soil is bad. As mentioned by Mr.

Kejick, tlenching and disking create areas that are difficult for people to move around.

This is also true for anirnals. As one hunter pointed out, a beaver couldn't be expected to

cross ground thát had been churned up by disking in order to harvest poplar. Elder

George Strang notes only a bear will go there. "They eat an)thing." Because of their
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associations \¡/ith gal'bage at the town dump bears have a t'eputation of being an unclean

animal.

There is no ash in clearcuts to contlibute to soil ferlility and regrowth. Soil

disturbance increases erosion because the soil is unptotected by woody debris. As hunter

Eli Kejick (interview August 22, 2006) notes:

Ash fertílizes and so it comes back faster. Logging doesn't fertilize... Because
there is no ferlìlizer and Íhe land is turned over it tends îo just dry out and blore
au,ay ralher Íhan re-gt'oy). IClealcuts] cause washouts.

The dry surface of the ground is perceived as a sign ol the ill health of clearcuts,

and was described by different hunferc as manahdÍn, "not healthy" or gahbeeday, "baked

or bumt". Further evidence fol the unhealthiness of clearcut areas comes from the

observation that unless they are replanted years may pass and still regeneration is sparse

relative to a burned area. Elders humorously compare slash piles to giant beaver lodges.

Slash piles that have been bumed are slow to regenerate; many years later they are still

only growing fi reweed (zheengobeeseewøskoon).

Eldels recognize plantation forests with trees planted in rows as failing to

reproduce the forests that they replace in several features. First, elders point out that

opening a hole in the soil with a shovel compacts the earth on either side ofthe blade that

leads to poor root development and weaker trees. A tree does not naturally come from

above, but rather arises fiom within the soil. This is a critical difference that they say

affects the health of the tree. Elders point out infections by stem boring insects and

yellowed needles in many jack pines that have been planted in former clearcuts.

Plantation conifers often have bent stems because they are unsupported by other dense
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seedlings like naturally regenerating forests. Without this support young conilers bend

under the weight of winter snow and grow crooked. Jack pines in plantations ale exposed

to summer heat and theil cones begin to open. This causes multiple stems to grow in

small islands. This "doubling" (and even "tliple") eventually must be thinned and piled

by foresters.

If they don't do that, many trees will die when the wind blotvs them and they rub
together and break lìmbs. They will have to do il again because those trees will
keep putting out seeds.

John-Pierre Kejick, February 20, 2007
Millel unpublished field notes

This is considered a waste and a poor use of trees. Uniform rows ofjack pines do not

allow for the growth ofunderstory vegetation that snowshoe hares use for find shelter and

are difficult to travel through for both humans and moose. Thus, plantations are less

useful for hunting, trapping and traveling than naturally regenerating forests.

Elders identify two sources of contamination that retard the regrowth of clearcut

areas: spilled diesel and oils from harvesting equipment and the intentional spraying of

hel'bicides. Elders and others observe that brush in clearcuts, roadsides and power pole

colridors is treated with herbicides applied by foresters. As a result poplars, birches and

bluebeny bushes are yellow, unhealthy or dead in these areas. The elder Jake Kejick said

he did not feel good eating the berlies from these areas. Others state that they do not feel

good about eating moose and other animals fi'om clearcut areas that have been sprayed.

Because moose can tlavel fat from clear cuts some huntels are unsute that animals taken

anywhere near clearcuts might not be contaminated. "We don't know where tliese

animals go." While no hannful effects have been documented either from diesel or
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herbicide treatments, this perception undelscores the aesthetic impacts oflogging on bush

food. According to elders these contaminants make plants and animals sick. They report

that snowshoe hares in clearcuts can have white cysts in their livers and body cavities that

are ìrot seen elsewhere in Pikangikum. In Febluary 2007 a parasitologist at the

University of Manitoba identified the cysts as the larval stage of a tapeworn, Taenia

picsiformis (L. C. Graham University of Manitoba Associate Professor pers. com. 2007).

This tape worm has a two-phase life cycle. The lalval stage of this tapeworm attaches

itself to the liver and body cavity of hares. The adult form is found in canids such as

wolves, coyotes and domestic dogs who consume the larvae. The cycle is completed

when hares eat vegetation contaminated with eggs spread in canid feces. While these

parasites do not infect humans their presence makes the meat of infected hares

undesireable.

In the same way that many Pikangikum residents mistrust the food that comes

frorn clearcut areas, they feel that animals feel the same way. According to others

woodland caribou won't enter clearcuts unless they are being chased by wolves. Many

observe that many animals, including hares, squinels, mice and small birds all seem to

avoid clearcut areas. As elder George B. Strang says, "You can't expect them to be there.

Their homes were destloyed. You wouldn't live in a place where your home was

destroyed. They are frightened" (interview Feb 7 ,2008).

Hunters from the Nungesser trapline express their feelings of unease at trying to

use forests following timber harvests because of perceived changes in the ownership of

trees that are replanted by humans. Jake Kejick commented that he was not sure who the

trees belong to now. His impression was that the original forest was made by the Creator
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and was therefore intended for the people of Pikangikum to use. In contrast the post-

harvest plantation folest had been created by men who now have ownership of the trees.

"l have to look over my shouldel now. They might be mad at what I do here," (Miller,

unpublished field notes August 29, 2006). This perception of transfer of contlol from the

Creator to humans is echoed in a quote by eldel Olivel Hill:

The reason why I bring conûasl behveen these beo oreas, the Thunderbird fire
area and also the clear cutÍing arca: the clearcultíng area is man made. Man is
workíng the land and is trying to recreate the land inlo its oríginal state. They
can never do that. They have al,'eady dishonored the land. They can't really
bring ít back together to its original sture. Ilhen you look over there where Íhe

fire was, thql wos created by the Thunderbird, it wqs the Crealor lhat was in
charge, the one to bring ít back Ío its original state. Everything is growing the
way that it v,as. Man has not gone over there to lry qnd mqke the land go back to
ìts original slate. ThÌs is why I am speaking on îhese firo areas. Man will never
get the original plants - bring back the land to its original stlte the \vay that the
Creaîor is working,

Oliver Hill, interview August 24,2006

Other elders are more conservative in their assessment ofwhether the land where cutting,

disking and replanting have occuned can retum to health. Many wish to wait and see

before making statements about the quality of forest following clearcutting. This attitude

of talking only about things that they have actually expelienced is typical for elders who

place high value direct experience as the source of autholity (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes

2003b; O'Flaherry er al. 2008).

An additional difference between clearcut areas and forest fire is the ease of

access by outsiders on forest roads. Several trappels expressed theil dismay that

increased traffic of hunters and lecÌeational fishermen within their trapline was scaring

away animals or taking away game that otherwise would go to them. The increase in
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outside users increases game and fish officers who are policing outside users. The

renewal of life as it presents itself for use by the people of Pikangikurn is perceived to

suffer in clearcuts. While Pikangikurn residents have tleaty rights to hunt and fish within

theil tenitory they feel halassed by fìsh and game officers who they perceive as watching

them.

That guy ca e up and v,(ts asking la young hunter] v,hat he u,as doing here. He
look my gun f'ont hin to smell iî to see if ít had beenfired. He shouldn't be doing
that. We are on our land. This is his fanily trapline.

Paddy Petels, August 28, 2006

Areas where clearcutting occurs ale pelceived as places where the Cleator's Plan for how

the people of Pikangikum should live ("the Anishinaabe way of life", Anßhinaabe

amshlahzeewìn) is subverted by the rules of management imposed by others.

4.5. Discussion

It is not our claim that the Anishinaabe way of knowing folest cycles is more

acculate or superior to the westeûr scientific manner. Rather, we assert that the elders of

Pikangikum have knowledge ofecological processes that are the unique products oftheir

culture and history, are distinct from those held by westem scientists and have relevance

to l'esource management planning within their ten'itoly. All peoples have their own

systems of science (Feyerabend, 1987) that construct internally consistent models of the

world that systematically draw deductive conclusions based on previous experience and

contingent upon ongoing observation (Scott, 1996). A society may become ungrounded

when their way of understanding the wolld loses its ability to meaningfully describe the
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events that they see taking place around them (Westley et al.2002). Ethno-historian, C.

Martin (1982) describes the combination of the arival of new diseases and uruestricted

market hunting contlibuted to the over'-hunting of game and fui'bearers and the collapse

of Algonquian societies in I 8rl' and I 9'h century eastem Canada. The perceived failure of

animals to restrain diseases, over which they were understood to control, plus new

economic incentives, contributed to the bleakdown of leciprocal relationships between

hunter and hunted and resulted in the willful destruction of animal populations by

Abenaki, Mi'kmaq, Cree and Ojibwa hunters.

While specific observations Pikangikum elders offer are contingent upon their

individual experiences, theil knowledge of patterns ofplant and soil associations, trophic

reorganization, and annual movements and habits of animals incorporate multiple spatial

and temporal scales. The empirical basis for their understandings of folest distulbance

has been appreciated by OMNR personnel involved in the forest co-management

planning effot. "There is no question; they know how this process fforest fire

disturbance] works" (David New OMNR forester Red Lake Distlict, community meeting

March 17,2007). Foresters have been impressed by the accuracy of associations and

sequence of vegetation following fire disturbance (Figure 4.2). Observations of the

relationships between organisms of different trophic levels and successional contexts are

particularly impressive. For instance, the relationship between the tapeworm ?i

pisifornis found in snowshoe hares and coyotes was investigated by Freeman et al.

(1961). Of its canid hosts, coyotes were the almost exclusive host to T. pisifortnìs in

nofihwestem Ontalio. The authors conclude this indicates that hares and rabbits

complise a greater propoÍion of coyote diet than either cervids or small mammals which
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host different tapeworm species. Coyotes are relative new comers to northern Ontario

and may still be expanding their range nofihward since their an'ival in the lgrl' century (1.

Thompson pers. com 2009). While the elders misidentiS the plesence ofcysts as being

associated with spraying of herbicides and other contaminants in new tree plantations

they may have correctly identified the association of T. pisiforntís with a specific type of

disturbance, clearcutting.

Elders' understandings of renewal processes cross both temporal and spatial

scales. Elders' knowledge of where to successfully find desired game species

encompasses seasonal animal movements across habitats in diflerent successional stages

found across the landscape. Some areas, such as islands of unbumed forest within a

larger burn recover useful species faster and thus become foci of hunting activities in the

years immediately following a fire. While elders have the expectation that forests will

eventually returÌl as they were, compìete with all tree and animal species present prior to

a disturbance, this is acknowledge as a long process.

Many of the elders' observations reflect understandings of forest dynamics shared

by adaptive-renewal cycle in resilience theory (Holling and Gunderson, 2002). For

example, they recognize that increasing depth oforganic soils in aging forest stands leads

to an increased risk of catastrophic forest fire. This conesponds to adaptive change

theory's observation that increasing biological capital leads to increasingly brittle

linkages that eventually result in a system release (Holling and Gunderson, 2002). Elders

recognize that the severity of disturbance affects the period of time to recovery.

Undisturbed mineral soil, islands of unbumed forest, and presence of conifer cones

within a disturbance contr.ibute to the biological memory and "put the b¡eaks on the
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release phase" (Berkes and Folke, 2002) and contribute biological memory in the form of

seed sources and sulviving underground roots. Elders also note the disruption of the

relationships between soil, plants and animals introduced by the process of clearcut

logging, disking and replanting is suff,rcient to shift forest recovery to a new stability

domain which many doubt will ever recovel to its original state.

The elders' perspective of why the cycle of disturbance and renewal functions

stands in contrast to that proposed by western scientists. In their view it occurs because

ofthe agency and reciprocal relationships between the many beings (e.g. plants, animals,

rocks, rivers, forest fires, etc.) that compose the boreal forest environment. Pikangikum

elders indicate that other beings make choices in part based on how they are treated but

ultimately their objectives are unk¡owable. All forest community members pulsue the

gifts of the Creator and lead their lives in the manner they see fit. Interfering with these

plocesses and flows of energy, carry rnoral and physical consequences. Respect and

restlaint are central to how one approaches fhem because it is impossible to k¡ow what

may result in the withholding of gifts. The Creator is not against logging per se. The

Creator's plan provides for all beings, including the people of Pikangikum, to live well

where they were placed on the Earth. So long as other beings are able to pursue their

own needs and the interactions between wind, water, the land and fire remain unimpeded,

renewal will continue within the boreal forest. The applopriate role of resource

harvesters is to take what is needed but to not attempt to constrain how other beings make

their living on the land. This is beyond the appropliate bounds of responsibility for

humans.
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While the need to account for sentient animals, plants and other beings within

Íìanagement decision rnaking may be difficult for managers to justify using westem

science-based decision-making, how different is this metaphor from what is suggested by

lesilience theoly? Resilience theory suggests that maintaining the capacity for self-

organization, the freedom to move across landscape, meet potential mates, built in

ineffìciency and incomplete lesource utilization so that system can withstand shocks,

reorganize, respond to disturbances. Biogeochemical plocesses cannot be exposed to

changes outside the norms of the system without threat to system integrity. It has been

shown that Inuit peoples of northem Canada have distinct ways of relating to the passage

of time that renders standard methodologies of discussion climate change via imagined

scenarios of possible outcomes an inappropriate activity (Natcher et aI.2007). We

suggest that research into the possible outcomes ofrenewal cycles with peoples who hold

culturally distinct views of how these cycles of disturbance and renewal function may

encounter similar obstacles based on culturally specific epistemologies. In co-

managernent anangements mutual understanding of potentially different understandings

of how and why renewal occurs would be beneficial to both potential management

parties.

4.6. Conclusions

Within their staternents about renewal following fir'e and the capacity for clearcut

areas to recover are a number of statements which can express ways in which forestry as

directed by the elders may take a different approach than that cunently being practiced

elsewhe¡e. First, they wish for the Anishinaabe way of life (Anishinaøbe
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amøhløhzeetein) to continue unintenupted. This will lequire that they maintain good

relationships with the Creator and the other beings who live on the land. Elders have

expressed their interest in using controlled burning in clearcut areas to remove slash,

prepare seedbeds and open seed cones. Elders would like to leave slash distributed

within clealcuts rather than bulldozed into windlows and conduct controlled bums in the

spring (Miller et al. in review tch. 5l). One elder described this as "bringing back the

folest using the Creator's process" of buming (Solomon Tufile, community rneeting June

25,2007). This method will need to be negotiated and tested before it is acceptable to

either OMNR or elders within the community and is made available for widespread use.

Access by outsiders and hunting on their traditional tenitories will need to remain

restr.icted. Roads will need to be controlled in order to restl'ict access to remote areas in

the years following clearcutting.

Forest management between Pikangikum First Nation and OMNR is now at a

critical stage. Although the principles and objectives created by the elders in the land use

plan (Pikangikum First Nation and OMNR, 2006) have been accepted by community and

provincial resource management leadership, operationalizing Anishinaabe values and

knowledge challenge established pattems of forest management. There is essential

agreement between Pikangikum elders and OMNR of each others' empirical obselvations

related to forest distulbance. Challenges arise from the fact that the community of

Pikangikum and OMNR do not share worldviews that provide the basis for action.

OMNR does not acknowledge the primacy of maintaining good relationships with other

beings as Pikangikum eldels insist. Conversely, Pikangikum elders do not recognize the

community of beings in which they live as sornething that can be managed by OMNR.
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Knowledge that is acquiled tlx'ough pelsonal contact and experience with the land

and from respected authorities is valued in Anishinaabe culture (Davidson-Hunt and

Berkes, 2003a). It may be argued that as livelihoods change the knowledge that is

produced will also change. Pikangikum First Nation recognizes in the Land Use Plan

that its "strength lies in our Ojibway way of life retaining ouf way ofdoing things" while

exploring new economic opportunities (Pikangikum First Nation and OMNR, 2006).

Technical and economic challenges to Pikangikum elders'vision ofrenewal within a new

forestry context have yet to be fully explored. Humans can attempt to work with

processes that occur within the Creator's plan. The way forward will consist of actively

making space for Anishinaabe epistemologies in this process along side westem scientific

management way of generating and validating knowledge to be used for management

decision making. This will require great political will on the part of provincial and

federal managers,
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Appendix 4.1. Interview with Whiúehead Moose September 21, 2006, Translated by
Paddy Peters.

Q - I'd like to hear abour the teachings that he has about fires and the processes that
destroyforesÍs and sta the,n growing agqin.
'V'Jlv[ - I'll start off in rhis intervievì by talking about îhe rain. ThaÍ will be the first thing
rhat I'll talk about. Tlæ rain is important. On a rainy day vthen lhe thntder is not wifh
lhe rain, not in the rain, it just rains. The reason fot that is that the rain comes to water
the earth. To give growlh upon the earÍh. Rain helps the earth. It pt'oduces new gt.otuth
on the ground, all the new planfs. ll/hen you see it early in the morning the buds on the
lrees or îhe new growth on lhe forest floor, by tnid-day you'll see those buds bloorning on
the forest floor. That 's hotç Íhe rain works on the earth. All g'owth is helped by the rain.

In regards ro the thunder, the thunder cotnes fi'otn the sþ. The thunderbird
makes a loud noise. Ilith the noise cornes, the fre which is the lighÍning co¡nes down

from the sþ and sometirnes the frïe stt'íkes a ltee in the forest and this creates a forest
.fire. The thunderbird wíth the Jìre øeates a fire in Íhe woods. Thís is all parr of the
Creator's plan. The Creator gives the fire Ío the thunderbit'd to help reneu, the forest
floor and also to renew the trees. I see it like this.

Here we have a small ani¡nal which is the rabbit. The rabbit is part of the
rhunderbitd Jìre cycle. Even though this is just q little creature, an insignífrcqnt snimal,
he plays an importont role. The rabbit ìs hunted by the fox, is hunted by the lynx, the

fisher. The rabbit breeds three times ín the summertinte. It hqs three liîters. So the rabbit
ís playing an imporrafi rcle ín thísfire cycle. Our people alsofeed on the rabbit.

So I'll gíve you another exatnple - the ct'ott,. LI/e have the crotv - anoîher small
creoture. The crotu arrÌves early ín the springtíme to Íhe forest. I ant talking again about
hov, important the rain is. The rain also helps the croy'. Our people say lhat when il
rains and you have the early spring rain and you have the crows out there calling. The
reason for that is lhey are u,ashing their mouth. And the reason why they are washing
theìr mouth is they have to do that. They have to do that after a long journey from The

south. Rqin is good. It is good to get wet in the rain that comes ft'om the sþ.
So with this story qboul the crov, doing the mouth trith the rain - we don't know

v,hat it was like down there - down in the south for the ytinter. lI/e don't knotv what took
place down there or v¡hat the condilion was dou,n thet'e, where the crov, spent the winter.
So coming back ín the early spring, wìth the early spring rain, the crow washes íts mouth.
I believe the reason Íhe crow does all this is to get rid of all the contamínants - the filth
fi'om its body do,'vn south. That is tny understanding of why îhe crou, calls tt,ìth the early
spring rains. h's telling me that the condiÍíons down south are quite different fom the
conditions up norÍh.

I'd like lo speak about the wind now. The wind becontes forceful af times when ìr
becomes wìndy. The reasonfor lhctt is that the v,ind tnoves the rrces. On windy days you
cdn see the fi'ees swaying back and forth. The reason for this is the u,ind acts as a
cleanser to the îrees. There are particles that gather on the Ír'ees on the brcnches of
every tree and the v,ind cotnes along and blotvs those p¿trticles or dirt off. The Ojibwa
Íerm is mihpegwanosh. you tt'anslate that - you see the sun? The rays of the sun? You
see all these particles ín the light there, eh? That's u'hat míímíìgwønash nteans?
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Q- That's like the dust in the air?
WM- Yes. So Íhis is y,hat the wind does, it comes along and blotys these away. I guess
anolher exantple I can use, is lhat you see our roads here are very dusty. Ilhen a vehicle
drives on the road you see iÍ b|ings up dust. So u,hat Íhe wind does, whot its job is, is to
cleanse. Even lhe wind helps our breathing. If there was no wind there would be no
light. The further yolt go up into the sþ, there is no wind up Íhere. Soyou can't breathe
up rhere. So people y,ho go v,ay up rhere past the vind they have to be helped to breathe
by ntachinery just to keep them alive. So l,ith mi¡miìgwønash, people can get sick fi.onr
there. So when y,e were young kids inside a cabin, in Íhe morning afier a nteal, our
parents would tell us to go outside and play because miímìígwanash would get a hold of
you and make you sick. All those particles - you have Io go ouÍ and be ref.eshed. "Go
outside and play and thal you'll be cleansed", they told us.

The wind ís very helpful in evety area. The v,ind also helps the ytatet'. It moves
lhe v,ater. If îhe waÍer always stayed the same, if the wind never moved lhe water, it
luould become slale. The moving of lhe water it helps every living ct eature in the water.
The Jìsh, rhis is where the fish get their health f'orn. It helps us people too - we like to
spend time ín the utater loo. And also the ani¡nals on the land. The tnoose. I hen I ralk
about lhe moose, iî helps cleanses the moose, the moose'sfur. The tnoose has ticks in the
early spring time and since there is no water the moose can only rub, rub its body on the
young trees to fi'y and get rid of the ticks bul instead of getting rid of the ticks they rub off
lheir fur. If you see blotches on the moose, it's from too tnuch rubbing on the îrees.
Ilhen Íhe woter comes, when it ¡nelts, lhe tnoose likes to go inÍo Íhe ytater. Thís wcty ít
helps the moose geî rid of the ficks that are on its fur.
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Appendix 4.2. Interview with Elder Mathew Strang March t, 2007. Translated by
Paddy Peters,

Q: I'm tt'ying to ïevieur some of the ideas lhal Normon Quill gave me and I was hoping
you could gìve nte a second opinion on what some of the phrases mean. Paddy and I
were ju talking about auyuhshuhwuhtuhn which I undersland to mean that all things
hate a will to exisl in a certoin way. I am v,onderíng hotv this relales Ío
cheeyahwteesaøg, Cheeyøhwaysaag, that's the word that Norman g(A,e nrc to mean thor
things want lo relurn to a cerÍqin condition after rhey are dislurbed. He saíd thar ntany
litnes a Jire could bu'n a place and ìt tt,ould retu,'n to hou' it was. But somelimes Íhis
cheelahhteesaag is distn'bed and it does not. Can you Íell nte hovt you understand these
ideas?
PP - [translating]:
MS:
PP [trans.]: All things have life. A sÍíck White people 'ç+'ould describe il as dead, a
piece ofu,ood, sand, water. All have life v,hich I call øuhyuhshuhwuhluhn. Everything
is qlive because everylhing is connected to lhe Creator. Even îlte dead tree across îhe
road is alive. For example øuhhtalcheekay, a dead head, a log in the \r)afer is actually
alíve. For thís reason you never point al ít. Deadheads are connected to the wealher
condilions. It tlill bring bad weather, a storm. You have lo respecl lhe dead head. You
don't drive your boat loo close to it or credte waves. You don'r want to cause it any
undue stress. Another example is peetay, the white foam on the woter lhql cqn be seen on
lhe shoreline. You are not supposed to louch that. It is ctn indicator. If it leaves Íhe
shore and drifts onto the water it means iî is a calm day and the water will be calm.
Auhyuhshahwuhluhn refers to us all.

As for cheeyahweesaag, it means to look the same as the original. In a clearcut
area, what the llhitetnan ís doing is breaking the ground this term should not apply.
Everything is broken up and destroyed, the planls the roots, elc. Fire will destroy the top
but eventually everything will go back the way it was in the original. Clearcutling
actually wounds the ahkee severely. I1 is wounded to the point thctt thal area will never
be the same as it was originally. Cheeyøhweesaag would not apply here.

Q - If I understand you correclly it does not apply because people who are doing that
have not îaken into account the auhyuhshuhttuhluhn. It has nol beenrespeded.
PP-
MS-
PP - [trans.] That is absolutely correct. Rocks and stones have to be left in theír propet'
place. Btrlldozing after a clearcut moves lhem all. See thqt hydro pole across the road?
That also has auhyuhshuhwuhtuhn. It u,as once a îree and y,as taken offthe land and
nade for this purpose inlo the pole. One day, tnaybe it will be replaced when it is too old
and maybe it will be put Io some other use - maybe fire wood. That will turn the pole
into ashes thaî v,ill go back onlo the lqnd to reenter the cycle. Another exatnple is the
leaves that grovt on the trees during the sumtnet. When they fall off in the fall they go to
lhe ground and t'eenter the cycle by susfaining the øhkee. I don't belíeve the lheory rhat
leaves die. This cha here is another example. It is made ofu,ood and mefal. It is a
chsír here and nov,, bul it is...it possesses auhyuhshuhwuhtuhn,
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Q - Let me ask, do sonte things requit'e that v,e show greater av,areness of
auhyuhshuhwuhluhn than others? Say for instance do rocks and lakes require ntore
rcspecl lhan a chait' or a potìer pole?
PP - [tlans.]
MS-
PP - [trans.] There ís a balance for all thíngs, but the teaching that I received when I was
young was that if was v,rcng to go into the deep forest and disttn'b rocl<s and lrees for no
reason. Ilhen I v,trs young, lhe area qcross the lake had been burned and v,e used to go
over there to collect bltteberries. The v,omen wottld collect berries and v,e boys tvould go
up the stream ,'shere we found a cliff. lle made a game of taking big rocÌa qnd throu'ing
them off the cliff,. Iüe gol in a lol of lrouble about that frorn Íhose v,onten. They said that
those rocl<s one day v,ould surprise us by geÍfíng even v'ith us.

Q- So then consîucting a drivev¡ay at your house oul ofgravel is not showing disrespecl
to the rocks, while going into the forest and digging arottnd or cutting down Írees is?

PP - That's right.
MS - Cheepuhpeenootuhmun is failure lo show respecl.
PP - ¿ rs not being disrespectful, it's more that you are not being tnindfu| you are not
being aware.
MS-
PP - [trans.] When I go inro rhe woods and I u¡ant to make a pot of tea I cut a small gt"een

Íree to hold up my lea pot over f he fire. I cut lhe tree þr a reason. That is v'hy ít is there

- for rne 10 use il like that. Aftetw,ards I v,ill leaye it and it wíll maybe go back into the
ahkee. Or maybe the follov,ing year I'll return andfind the stick that is now dried out
and I'll break ít up and burn il Ìn my Jìre makíng ashes. I have nor disrespected the Íree.

I used it for a reason and that is part of v,hy the tree is there. These things happen for a
reason. But if I go and I shoot a duck and I don't intend to eaÍ the duck then I have
insulted it by showing cheepuhpeenootuhmun. I have wasred that duck.
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Appendix 4,3, Elders describing their reactions to forest fires within their traplines
Oliver Hill Interview August 24,2006. Translated by Paddy Peters.

I wanl lo talk ct little bil about frre. I v,as thinking abouÍ thís last níght, even v,hen
I woke up sometimes, I v,as thinking aboul lhis. I wanted to be ready for this inrervietv -

the questions that you v,ere looking þr Ío be ansu,ered abouî on the subject offire. I
lhottghl about those lhat are clearculting the land, all these llhite people îhaÍ (ire
clearcutÍing Íhe land - that are cuttitlg do\)n fhe trees in rheforest.

Some years ago v,e did a lot of hunîíng on lhe wesÍ side of Pikangiktnn, there.
Therc's a lot of burnt area in Íhat area. We went lhere v'hen everything v,as burnl qnd

there were no trees grov,ing bock on the land yet. Everyrhing rias burnt even those trees
thal were lying on lhe forest floor tvere burnÍ. llhere thefire had gone through rhere u,as

nothing buÍ bare rock on the land. Wat I v'qs thinking abouî last nighÍ u,as lhat where
the fire had gone rhrough there v,as ashes, ashes on the land. A fire goes through and
leaves ashes. I truly belìeve that lhe ashes play an imporlant role. llhere the fre has
gone rhrough these ashes regenerale the same foresl thql ,uas there.

Sonte of lhose areas y'ltere the fire had gone through - there u,ere trees still
standing there, eh? Mature pine frees. And in lhat satne area this is the same type of
rree thaÍ is gt'owíng back on lhe land. Trees thaÍ were lhere beþre the fire ca,ne through.

I'm just îotally fascinated by that forest fire at'ea where we think lhe fire
destroyed the land. Yet there is a rebit¡h there. And lhe ashes Íhat were on the land after
that fire, everything was engulfed by that fire. Even the cones were burnt up by the fire.
Andyet somehov' the g'owth on rhe land came back. I believe it was f'on the ashes, that
were left after ÍheJìre. Thal ís where the rebìfth begins.

So, I see rhaÍ Jìre plays on i,npertant role on the land. llhen u,e hunted the land
'¡vhen v,e u,alked the land everything was jusl btu'nt. Burnt! Just the ashes v,ere lefr, you
could see rhe pure sand, the soil u,as burnt, the roclæ. I'm just fascinated by that and that
over the years ft has g'own back up. Once agaín rhe forest is growing. I was really
amazed by th(11. I knov¡ that this is part ofthe reasonwhywe are doing this ll'hilefeather
planning - because of this knowledge that our people possess about the land. We are
going to use this knowledge to preserve the land that we live on. To have this htowledge
will be very helpful for our planning.

If you go over here behind these tt'ees on the other side of the lake, that's a new

forest over there. Years ago everything was burnL So there is new forest that is grou,ing
over Íhere. Man never helped we never helped thatforest, itjust grew back.

Elder Larry Pascal, interview January 29, 2008. Translated by Charlie Pascal.

" I¡/hat I noticed about after the Jìre ít burnl deep inlo ground, into the soil. That's what I
noliced. Even in lhe swamp oreqs, mushkeeg. It went deep inlo the sv'amp. The
mushkeegs are gone. That's what I noliced abour if. Because we went there after the

Jìre. I wenl after the fire to look. I v,ent v,íth my father aÍ ÍhaÍ Íitne and ,'valked around in
the bush. I noticed that even ín mushheegs, in sutornpy areos il all burnl lo u,here you
could just see sand. Il burnl deep into the ground. I rementbered v,haî my father told me

about fire. After everythíng v,as btn'nl, Ite lold me all the plants that gto\4t before the fire
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are old plonts and new planîs would cotne out of lhose o,'tot. ¡¡¿w plctnts wot d gt,ottt.
And I belieye, when I rhink aboLtÍ il, thar he was ûght and I'm beginning to see a lot of
that... A lot of f'esh plants. New plants cu'e gt'owing and all the old plants burnÍ ... And
last fall 1 lalked to nry family about this. Before there v,ere no little jack pines,
okihensuhk... And now I have a lot of those... After the fire he says thar he noticed that
there v,as no wildlife in the area after tltefire. And even after the snov, fall v,hen you see
tt'acl{s, there was no Íracks [in that area]. No beaver no maúen or anything lîke that.
And I asked around,'t,hy the reason was and I was told thar they have no food to eat in
those areqs - in lhe burnl areas. And I noticed that in the area thaÍ wasn't burnt you
'¡r,ould noÍíce that that's u,here they v'ould go. That's v,here Íhe aninals went. That's
u,haÍ I v,as told. That's lhe area they y,ould go. Because in lhe burnt areas they don't
have anything lo ea|. Even the caribou and ntarten. I was told that where the caribou
and those areas y,hen they u,ere lt'apped îhat's where they v,ould go. And I noticed that
in the 'wínter."

Elder Norman Quill October 30,2006. Translated by Paddy Peters.

There ís a change ofwhat originally gtev, in that area beþre theJìre came. Afire comes
along and changes thal arca, eh? Different lrces begin to grow in thot same arca. Other
species. For instance ot Sampson Lake before the fire catne along, before on the east
síde of Satnpson Lake there was a lot of pine trees in that area. There was also a lot of
sheengoobeeg, sheengoobeeg that's the balsam fir, and q lot spruce. So he gives four
descriptíons here. Aahoohshayteenang is an area, a high ridge area where therc's sand.
A sand area. This is where pine rrees only grow in that area. Aahoohshayteenøng.
Sheepaøquayaag that means qn open clear area. Sheepaaquayøag is another area
where the sheenkoobeeg grov,. Aøluhpahshøameegag [PPJ is another u,ord is a low
area where there is balsam or black spruce grow in that area. Aaeeshpuhkahmeegag ís
another word for a high area. This is anolher term for where lhe pìne h'ee groy,s,
another tenn for a high area. So the ter¡n, I think I goÍ the term cheeyuhwaysøag. It
means Íhat... that you... lorcwing thal originally that something had been in place and
lhat something catne along and disturbed thql, eh? So you u,ant that same thing that
origÌnal land to be there even though sornething comes along and disturbs thctt. That's
your..lhqt you have in your nind. But Íhat doesn't happen, eh? That doesn't happen.
Because that Jìre came along and disturbed and changed it, eh?
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CIIÄPTER 5:

AGENCYAND SCALE IN THE CREATION OF ABORIGINAL CI]LTT]RÄL

LAì\DSCAPE52

5.1 Abstract:

In this study we examine the role of fire in the construction of Anishinaabe cultural

landscapes in the boleal forest of northwestem Ontario. Much recent literature explores

contr:olled buming practices used by people of different cultules to manipulate vegetation

communities within sites ol small scales. Because humans have only recently been able

to suppress fires occurring at larger scales these studies focus on activities occurring at

the scale of sites as making the greatest contribution to creating cultural landscapes.

Through our work with elders of Pikangikum First Nation we examined Anishinaabe

knowledge and relationships to fire occuning across spatial and temporal scales. Their

detailed knowledge ofthe impacts offire on plant and animal communities contributes to

how people move across and use their environment and is not restricted to small temporal

or spatial scales. Pikangikum residents perceive forest fires as beings which possesses

agency and who intentionally create order in landscapes. The possibility of non-human

agents having a role in the creation of meaningful spaces prompts us to call for a

reassessment both of the scale of inquiry and the nature of cultural landscapes. This

notion suggests that cultural landscapes are more than the physical remains ofthe sum of

human activities.

2 A version of this chapter was accepted for publication in Human Ecology as a co-
authored manuscript by Andrew M. Miller and Dr. Iain J. Davidson-Hunt.
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5.2 Introduction

Amelican cultural geographer Catl O. Sauer (1889 - 1975) introduced the concept

of cultural landscapes to foreground the role of humans in shaping landscapes (1925;

1927). "The cultural landscape is fashioned from a natulal landscape by a cultural group.

Culture is the agent, the area is the medium, the cultulal landscape is the result," (Sauer

1925: 343). His approach ernphasized the "centlality of the material and observable

record of humans" in shaping biophysical structùres of landscapes (Agnew et al. 1996,

240). Tlu'ough extensive documentation of the ways humans shaped landscapes Sauer

realized that cultural landscapes are fashioned in many ways that include one's own labor

and directing others' labor in association with a variety of materials and technologies.

Sauer's work opened up an interest in how human agency fashions landscapes.

Due to his work in this area Sauer is often seen as the progenitor ofa long lineage

of scholars who continue to study the matelial and observable record of human impacts

on landscapes. Much of this work has continued to focus on built structures such as

terraces, irigation systems and earlhen works and other signs of agricultural activities

(Birks et al. 1988). Other scholars pursued Sauer's interests in revealing and

documenting the ways by which humans impact the biological organisms, populations

and communities that form the structures ofa landscape (Anderson, 2005). Conceived in

these tems the cultural landscape, or anthropogenic landscape as some prefer, becomes a

mosaic of cultured resource patches and travel routes linking such patches (Davidson-

Hunt and Berkes, 2003; Anderson, 2005; Trusler and Johnson, 2008). The patches and

routes made up of physical shuctures, organisms, populations and communities created

through human agency set within a natural milieu.
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We have found this material approach useful in our work in docurnenting the

stl'uctures and exchange dynamics of Anishinaabe cultural landscapes (Davidson-Hunt,

2003; Turner et al. 2003). However', in our recent lesearch undertaken with Pikangikum

Anishinaabe we found that the basic fiamework of counter'-posing cultur.ed patches and

routes against a natural milieu to be problematic (Anderson, 2005: 3). Our Anishinaabe

colleagues did not agree with our basic proposition that the only agency that is expressed

in fashioning the landscape is that ofhumans. Rather, they prpposed that the landscape is

fashioned through a variety of different actors each expressing their own agency and as a

result leaving a material record. The patches and routes fashioned by the Arishinaabe

reside alongside others' patches and leside as part of a milieu created by actors who

create larger sized patches.

In this paper we focus on a paÍicular technology, fire, which has been a long

standing (Sauer, 1925; Stewart, 1951; Lewis, 1993) and recent (Pyne, 1995; Boyd, 1999;

Anderson, 2005) interest of scholars studying how human agency modifies landscapes.

In this journal alone LHuman Ecologtl recent work has documented how humans have

modified landscapes through fire, for example, in northem Canada (Lewis and Ferguson,

1988); Australia (Russell-Smith et al. 2005); Indonesia (Russell-Smirh er al. 2007);

Africa (Laris, 2002); Brazil (Mistry et al. 2005); and the Mediterranean (Blondel, 2006).

Much of this work, following Sauer's lead, has been to utilize the material and observable

record to demonstrate that most societies occupied and modified their landscapes. This

work has been imporlant for those societies in a colonial context in order to demonstrate

their claims to temitory (Stewart, 2002) and recently such practices have been suggested

as the basis for sustainable Ìesource management systems (Anderson, 2005). However,
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in all cases we examined the lesealch has continued to focus on human agency and

cultural landscapes as a mosaic of human-modified organisms and patches within a

natural milieu.

Wliereas most authols sinply do not consider non-human initiated fìres some

firmly position space influenced by natural fires as outside of cultural space. Anderson

(2005: 3) suggests that "...there were some places that had little or no interuention from

native peoples and these rvould qualify as true wildemess." Lewis and Ferguson (1988)

recognize that human-modified patches, or what they call a pattem of yards and corridors

exist alongside a forest pattelned by natural fir'es. As impot'tant as these works have been

for the recognition of the ability of Indigenous peoples to manage their territolies this

perspective reaffirms the dualistic natural and cultural division present within geoglaphy,

biology and anthlopology (Wiley, 2007: 154-5) and obscures our understanding of

cultural landscapes as they are conceived by people residing in them who may not divide

nature and culture so sharply.

We suggest that a Pikangikum cultural landscape is more than the sum of human-

modified patches and travel routes alongside a forest pattemed by natural fires. Our

approach to cultural landscapes is more akin to that oflngold (2000: 189) who suggests

that we "...move beyond the sterile opposition between the natulalistic view of the

landscape as a neutral, extemal backdrop to human activities, and the culturalistic view

that every landscape is a particular cognitive or symbolic oldeling of space." Our goal is

a more holistic undelstanding of cultural landscapes informed by our Anishinaabe

colleagues and othet scholars who suggest that cultural landscapes are both material and

symbolic and include a society's unique worldview, ontology, history, institutions,
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practices and the networks of relationships between human and nonhurnan beings

(Buggey, 2004; Hieruo and Sumallés, 2005).

In order to situate our research it is necessary to consider briefly two key concepts

related to cultural landscapes, namely, agency and scale. We def,rne agency following

Giddens (1979) as the capacity to make choices. Scholars who have worked with the

Anishinaabe (Hallowell, 1960; Black, 1977), other Algonquin peoples (Martin , 1982),

circumpolar peoples (lngold, 2000) and in our own work with the people of

Iskateewizaagegan and Pikangikum (Davidson-Hunt et al.2005) have suggested that for

many people the range of actors who exhibit agency in shaping the environment exceeds

that of human actols. In fact, for many peoples of the sub-arctic, humans are only one of

many societies composed of aclors who exhibit agency both as individuals and

collectively. Who are the potential actols who may shape the landscape? For the

Ojibway, the term Anishinaabe refers to humans who are situated in a place, tenitory or a

landscape and can be applied to all such human societies; it is often translated as 'the

people'. Along with the Anishinaabe are other societies who also exhibit agency and

which in his work Hallowell coined the lenn "other-than-human peoples" (Hallowell,

1960). Starting from this first order proposition of the Anishinaabe requires that we

begin by asking: who are the actors who fashion a landscape in any given place through

fire?

In the work on cultural landscapes, scale emerges out of a Cartesian

understanding of space and time in which both can be reduced to a common metric, the

fomer to a cadastral glid and the latter to a temporal perspective that posits a point of

origin and a linear plogression of time fi'om that point forward. In this sense, if scale is
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mapped on an axis of space and time the oligin would represent something small in size

and of short duration. Larger scale events could become larger in space, time or both. In

the study of cultural landscapes this idea of scale has been utilized to distinguish human

practices that might be considered to be small in scale, such as the pruning ofa branch, to

those of a larger scale, the burning of a meadow (Andelson, 2002). Landscapes, in this

perspective, are considered to be a large scale unit made up of a mosaic of smaller scale

units, often called patches, that together form a human-modifìed landscape.

In the boreal forest this perspective on scale has influenced much of the work on

understanding the use offire by humans to shape the boreal forest in Canada. Extensive

documentation exists that Canadian aboriginal peoples historically utilized controlled

fires at smaller scales, in carefully chosen locations and under selected climatic

conditions to achieve specific changes to vegetation communities. Though controlled

burning, small and large game species, beny patches, and other important plant resources

and landscape features (poÍages, campgrounds, etc.) could be found more dependably at

these locations (Lewis, 1982; Lewis and Fergusson, 1988). The cumulative effect of

these practices created a variably-scaled mosaic of successional communities offering

increased species diversity at the landscape level to serve as resources over time (Lewis,

1982; Lewis and Ferguson, 1988; Davidson-Hunt and Berkes, 2003; Berkes and

Davidson-Hunt, 2006). As is common to work elsewhere on this topic how indigenous

people think about fire occuning at larger scales has not been considered outside of

recent work on fire policy (Miller et al. ín rcviev, fChapter 6];Natcher, 2004). In this

paper we recognize that scale is problematic but find that tll'ough its use we can focus on

oul principal question of whether an A¡ishinaabe cultural landscape is a mosaic of
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patches within a natural milieu, or, is the whole landscape cultural and fashioned by a

variety of actors acting throughout the range ofscales? It provides a fiaming that allows

us to avoid the prevalent dichotomy of natural versus anthropogenic fire found in this

literature.

In this papel we examine cognitive and symbolic understandings and everyday

practices related to fire as it occuls at a valiety of scales shared with us by our

Anishinaabe collabolators. Many of their quotes are included within the text. We

conclude with our thoughts on how an Anishinaabe ethnoecology of fire shifts our

undelstanding ofthe material and observable record ofcultural landscapes.

5.3 Setting and Methodolory

5.3.1 Pikangikum First Nation

Pikangikum First Nation is an Anishinaabe community in northwestem Ontalio (Figure

I ). Also k¡own as Northern Ojibwa, the Anishinaabe (as they call themselves) are

members of the Algonquian language group (Blown and Wilson, 2004). Pikangikum has

an off,rcially recognized population of 2,185 people living on an 80 hectare reserve

(INAC,2006) and lies north of the 5f iparallel which marks the northem limit of forestry

in the province of Ontario. Historically, this has also been the northern limit of intensive

fire suppression by the Ministry of Natural Resources. Pikangikum is accessible by a 50

km ice road during the winter, by boat after ice break-up in mid-April, or by floatplane

and small commercial planes aniving at a community airstrip. Members of the

community seasonally pursue a variety oflivelihood activities including hunting of
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Figure 5.1. The traditional territory of Pikangikum First Nation, Ontario is
conprised of a mosaic ofstands ofvarying age since catastrophic fires.

waterfowl, small game and moose (Alces alces), trapping of furbearers, fishing and

collecting non-timber forest products. Many of these activities take place on family

traplines. Eighteen traplines constitute a portion of the traditional tenitory of the people

of Pikangikum and make up 1.2 million hectares of the Whitefeather Forest Plaruring

Area (WFPA) (Pikangikum First Nation and Ministry of Natural Resources, 2006).
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5;3.2. The Whitefeather Forest

Forests within the WFPA ale conifer dominated, with greater presence of shade-

intole¡ant deciduous species in forest openings and areas recently disturbed by wind

throw, insects, annual flooding or forest fire. Many of the dominant species (e.g. jack

pine lPinus banksíana Lamb.l, black spruce fPicea mariana Mill.], and trembling aspen

LPopulus lremuloides Michx.]) are fire-dependent, requiring intense heat to open seed

bearing cones or to stimulate sprouting fiom roots (Li, 2000; Rowe and Scotter, 1973).

Lakes, streams and muskegs (wetlands) compose a substantial part of the ovelall

landscape. Water bodies serve as avenues for tlavel by boat and barriers for terrestrial

travel duling the warm months. Temperatures are below freezing for six months each

year and can reach -35o C during the coldest months. Travel is facilitated by snow

machines on a network offorest trails and frozen waterways during this time ofyear.

5.3.3. The Boreal X'orest and Fire

The boreal forest ofnorthwestern Canada has historically been subject to two varieties of

fire: those caused by lightning and those caused by human activity. Each form offire has

distinct spatial and temporal characteristics and ecological impacts. At the large scale,

lightning caused fire is a keystone ecological process within the Canadian boreal forest

(Weber and Stocks, 1998). Folest fires produce biochemical legacies including the

mineralization of nutrients, changes to soil pH and rates of heat exchange by changing

the albedo ofan area (Whalen, 1995). Physical legacies of fire include the death of large

numbers of plants, altered habitats and resources available to animals, consumption of

organic soils, creation of forest openings, seed ¡elease and the sprouting of underground
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roots by fire-dependent species (Rowe and Scotter, 1973). Most lightning generated fires

in the boreal forest are less than 0.1 hectare, due to their tendency to extinguish

themselves in accompanying rain and fire suppression. Fires largel than 200 hectares

make up less than 3% of the total number of fires, yet constitute 95%o of ßøl acreage

burned (Canadian Forest Service, 2005). Many regions of the boreal forest have a fire

retum interval of between 60-100 years (Weir',2000).

5,3,4. Methodological Orientafion

The initiative for this research emerged out of a long-standing collaboration with

Pikangikum to consider how their knowledge can be applied to the management of the

Whitefeather Forest, a I .2 million hectare pofiion of the tladitional tetlitory of

Pikangikum First Nation residents. It is the lesult of collaborative research undeflaken

with community elders and senior trappers ofPikangikum between June 2006 and August

2008 under the Whitefeather Forest Initiative Cooperative Research Agreement, which

established standards of research between the Whitefeather Forest Management

Corporation (WFMC) and the University of Manitoba. This communityled initiative

seeks to bring community economic opportunity and cultural renewal through the

development of natural resource opportunities in a manner compatible with customary

stewardship activities, livelihoods and values (Pikangikum First Nation and Ministry of

Natural Resources, 2006). Following this process, community elders reviewed our

project proposal in the context of its contribution to the Whitefeather Forest Initiative.

Our research is intended to provide community elders an opportunity to present their'

knowledge of fir'e's importance within the Whitefeather Forest landscape, and its
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contribution to Pikangikum customary activities and livelihoods in a land-use planning

context.

Elders recommended participants from among their number and other trappels to

interview and lead field investigations with researchers. Between June 2006 and May

2008 we conducted a total of 43 interviews with 30 elders. Elders also accompanied us

on 12 field tlips spanning 30 days to areas recoveling from fire and sites of histolic

buming activities. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and coded for analysis ofkey

themes related to understandings of fir'e and its impact on the land and community.

WFMC employees acted as translators for unstructured interviews with Anishinaabe

speaking elders. Results were presented and verified by the elders in a community

meeting with OMNR in February 2007 and again in a focus group meeting in March

2007 . Recorded interviews and other documentation were archived in the WFMC

research office in Pikangikum Filst Nation.

Our work is rooted in a qualitative and phenomenological ethnoecological

approach. Ethnoecology arises from a broader field of the ethnosciences looted in

cognitive anthropology and interested in erric understandings of the rules or what

Bemard calls the glammars of cultures (Bernard, 1988: 226). Due to its cognitive roots

much of this work has focused on a society's specific taxonomies fol dornains like

kinship or of organisms like plants (ethrobotany) (Davidson-Hunt et al. 2005) and birds

(ethno-oraithology) (Diamond and Bishop, 1999) or other phenomena like soils

(ethnopedology) (Barrera-Bassols and Zittk,2003). One approach to ethnoecology is to

then look at how a society understands the relationships between organisms they

encounte¡ in their environment (Clément 1998).
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Over time the focus of ethnoecology has moved beyond a nanow cognitive and

linguistic scope to an approach that considers an entic understanding of a specific

phenomenon, like fir'e, through an integrated fiamework that probes symbolic, cognitive

and the everyday practices related to the phenomenon (Toledo, 2000). Posey (et al.

1984) also pushed ethnoecology towards an applied approach so that the research was not

just of scholarly intelest but also provided knowledge that could support autoclrthonous

approaches for local development (Beaucage eI al. 1997). In taking an ethnoecological

methodological orientation we focused not just on the linkage between the observable

mater.ial record and buming practices but also the symbolic and cognitive dimensions of

fire and related practices hom the pelspective ofthe Pikangikum Anishinaabe

5,4, Fire, Agency and Landscapes

Understanding relationships between Pikangikum people and fire requires an introduction

to aspects of the Anishinaabe worldview, taxonomy and practices (Toledo, 2002). The

people ofPikangikum recognize that they have stewardship responsibilities to care for the

land given to them by the Creator for their survival and caletaking (Pikangikum First

Nation and Ministry of Natural Resources, 2006). The landscape they inhabit is also

occupied by beings who possess a moral oÍder similar to humans, with the ability to

think, make decisions and pulsue their own agendas (Hallowell, 1960). Among these

beings are water, rocks, animals, and beings from myths and stolies. One of the

hallmarks of members of this category of "other-thanltuman persons" (Hallowell, 1960)

is the ability to transform themselves or the envirorìment (Quote 5.4.1 a.) and the ability

to respond in unpredictable, capricious, or "willful ways" (Hallowell, 1960).
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Fi:re (eshkotay) is considered by the elders of Pikangikum to possess a numbel of

characteristics which indicate its status as a living sentient being. Among these reasons is

fire's ability to grow rapidly when weather conditions are right and to resist all efforts by

people to put them out. In these circumstances fire eventually "decides to go out".

Under extreme conditions a large fire can create clouds of smoke that contain lightning

(Quote 5.4.1 b.) Fire is understood as belonging to one of tllee categories identified by

Pikangikum elders: thunderbird fire (beenesay eshhotay) or lightning and the forest fires

it starts; Anishinaabe fire (Anßhinøabe eshkotøy) or fires started and controlled by

indigenous people; and Whiteman's fte (Wahmedehooshe eshkotay) also refened to as

"the othe¡ fìre" (muhyauhee eshkotay), electricity. Although it is seen as being similar in

nature to thunderbird fire, this third type of fire will not be addressed in this paper. All

fire types have the dual characteristics of being both a source of life and potentially a

source ofgreat destruction. Fire is a gift ofthe Creator.

Climate extremes in northern Ontario are such that human life simply would not

be possible without fire for heating, cooking, smoking meat and frsh, and hide

preparation. This intimate knowledge of fire is bom of peoples' utter dependence on it

for their survival in either a contlolled context ol as it occurs within the landscape. The

periodic occurrence of catastrophic forest fires affecting up to tens of thousands of

hectares demands that Pikangikum residents maintain a respectful relationship with fire

(Quote 5.4.1 c.). A person demonstrates respect by understanding the behaviol offire in

diffelent cir-cumstances, its irnpacts and tailoring their actions accordingly.

Thunderbirds are power'fuI beings who dwell on mountain tops and in

thunderclouds and are associated with specific sites within the landscape. They are the
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subject of many stories within the Pikangikum oral tradition. Thunderbirds are born in

nests located on islands or hill tops where geologic formations consisting of heaps of

rounded stones occur. According to oral tradition, long ago there wele no trees on the

land, so thunderbirds constl'ucted their nests of rocks. These features are locations of

power and are treated respectfully. Young thunderbirds arise from these nests in the

early summer. Among the stories told about thunde¡birds are several in which humans

many thundelbilds (Appendix 5.1). Although potentially dangerous, thunderbirds are

generally benefìcial for their role in renewing forest growth and for protecting their'

human relatives ftom horned serpents who live underground (meshekenaybegook).

Were it not for the lightning wielding thunderbirds, these serpents would surface and

destroy the Anishinaabeg (Quote 5.4.1 d.). Anishinaabe communities in the Great Lakes

region also recognize the conflict between the thunderbirds and their counterpafis the

homed serpent or as it is also known, the water lyrx (meshebßheu) (Johnston, 1976;

Smith, 1995). Elders point to the sounds of frequent thunder in the early summer as an

indication that older thunderbirds are teaching the younger ones how to use their bolts of

lightning. Thunderbirds are related to all birds but have a special affinity to solitary

sandpiper (Tringa solítoría, chedooae), cofirmon nighthawk (Chordeiles mínor, payskík),

swallow (Family: Hinrndinidae, shashawahnepesee), belted kingfisher (Ceryle alcyon,

ooheshkemøhnes¿¿) and kestrel (Falco sparvarius, pepekooshaense). Hallowell (Brown

and Glay 2009) further identifies white pelicans and hawks as being allied ol protected

by thunderbirds. Mistleating these animals, destroying theit nests or eggs will cause

thunder to sound, a sign that the thunderbirds have been angered and may seek revenge

upon the offender.
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5,4.1 Text box, Anishinaabe ethnoecolory of fire. The following quotes by
Pikangikum elders illustrate aspects of Anishinaabe ethnoecology of fire and its role in
creating their cultural landscape.

Quote 5.4,1 a, See thal hydro pole across the road?...1t v'as once a tree and y'as taken off the
land and nade for this ptu'pose ínto the pole. One day, maybe it will be replaced vhen it is too
old and maybe it vill be put to sonre other use - nnybe fire wood. That y,íll hu'n the pole into
ashes lhal v,ill go back onîo the land to reenter the cycle. Another exantple is the leaves that
gt'otv on lhe 'ees dut'itlg Íhe snnmer. l hen they fall off in the fall lhey go to the g'ound and
reenÍer the qtcle by sustaining the øhkee (the earth). I don't believe the theory that leates die.

Mathew Sh ang March 1 7, 2008

Quote 5.4,1 b. Fit'e reÍires in Íhe eveníng - il resls af night and.Ílares ttp dtu'ing the day
beginning arotn¡d l0 am. Il is active. Even on a calnt day fire can ntake its ovnvind-this is
not actually a v,ind - the vind is within the fire. More eyidence thot.frre is alive is that it can
spread itself by sending balls offire ahead. It can jtnnp ahead with these. Several tímes I hat¡e
seen the cloud of sntoke f'om the Jìre beconte a thunderbird cloud - a cloud vith lighhing vithin
ir Tom Quill February 19, 2007

Quote 5.4.1 c, I don't really knov v,here this muhyaukee eeshkootay lthe other frref cones

f'om. But I tell you, I pray every ntorning and one of the Jìrst things that I am thanffitl for is the

fire. I thank the Creator for the fit'e that he gave us. It is still helping me to survive. Fire is used

for means of survival. Survival for life. If you respect fre, the fre vill be good to you. It u,ill
keep you varm cold days. Keep you vtarm. But you also have Ío haye ïespect and be careful
vith lhe fire. You have to use it visely. If you use it visely it will keep you. If not, it will burn all
of you' possessions ... Fire can deslroy and lhe reason why iÍ destroys is to nnke th¡ngs
alive...And the olher thing that I arn thanffi for ís the vateL I'later is also intpoïtan!. II is a
sacred element. You knotv vhen y,e eat, it nourishes otu' bodies. We get strength and good
heatth. so /ìre does the same thing. It hetps us physicaW;"!"i:::ri!:,i:íì*!i'r,tr*,

Quote 5.4.1 d. So this is what the Thunderbird does: it makes a lot of thunder. A lot of
no¡se in the sþ. A lot of thunder because îhese creatures under lhe ground wanl îo come
up to the sutface. The Thunderbird's job is to keep these creaturcs under the g"ound so
lhat they won't come on lop of the ground. They are large serpents.... So the
Thunderbird also acts as q protector for the land. For the people too. If these
serpents...if the Thunderbit'd failed to...if lhese creatw'es came out of the ground they
l+tould destroy us. Destroy the people. Oliver Hill August 29, 2006

Quote 5.4.1 e. The Creator has a ntalch and that match is the thunderbit'd. He brings that
match to lhe land vhen the forest gets too old and can't grov anynore. So the thunderbird
comes lo earth. After the fo,'esl is buml new growth sÍarls. Animals get tired of eating old food.
Jtrst like you and nte. The Creator knotes that animals need netv food. The fre there is f'esh food
lo eal. Whitehead Moose July 20, 2006

Quote 5.4.1 f. Ifyou see thundü coming f'o,n lhe east and you see lighÍning strike on
the vesl side then that is îelling you that rhe world is almost at the end. Thqt's v)haî the
elders v,ere saying Tom Quill January 29,2008
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Photo 5.1. Elder Jake Kejick with a burnt snag a remnant of a forest fire predating
the current mature stand, an ayasayweesuhh, @hoto: L. Gerrish OMNR),

Pikangikurn elders with whom we consulted in 2007 view thunderbirds as the

Creator's means of lighting fires3 and thus creating renewal ofvegetation comlnunities in

the land for the good of all (Quote 5.4.1 e.) (Figure 5.2). Elders report that by offering

tobacco or singing special songs they could appease the thunderbirds and cause

approaching stolms to pass around the supplicant. The path that thunderbil'd storms take

is always fi'om the west or southwest to the east or noltheast. Elders say it was foretold

that ifthunderbird storms travel frorn east to \¡r'est it signifies that the end ofthe wolld is

3 This vierv runs counter to the perspect¡ve recorded in Hallo\\,ell's ethnographic notes of Anishinaabe
people along the Berens River iD the 1930's (Bro\yn and Gray 2009). Hallowell states, "tìrc Saulteaux

[Anishinaabe] rcsist the notion aclwncecl by i¡e vhíles, particularly by the nen of lhe Foteslry Set1,ice,

that l¡ghting ca ses forest fires..Pinesi vould not dothat," (Brorvn and Gray 2009; 189). Brown suggests

that the elders we intervie\yed in this study have perhaps integrated the "traditional" understandings of
lightning recorded by Hallo\ ell \yith the perspectives offoresters, fire managers and ecologists rvith rvhom

they have come into contact since the tinle of Hallowell (pers. com. Jan 12,2010). Ultimately the current
authors ale unable tojudge Hallowell's interpretation ofstatenrents made by his inforrnants, Similarly, we

a¡e unarvare ofhorv nlodern eldcrs would interpret this see¡ning contradiction.
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Thunderbirds migrate south with the other birds during the winter months, making

thunderstorms during this peliod unusual occunences.

Other ecological legacies offorest fires ale reflected in stories. For exarnple, the

adventures of two Anishinaabe folk-heroes, Ayasay and his son, is fraught with many

Figure 5.2, Beenaysee eshholøy - Thunderbird frre, comes from the thunderbirds'
eyes and strikes whatever it is looking at. Renewal begins with the roots that remain
underground,

encountels with evil beings whom they must defeat. It culminates in a fire, which

purifies the world so that the world can begin again (Oliver Hill and Mathew Strang,

unpublished interuiew November 24,2008). Following this fire Ayasay and his son are

wandering tlrough a burnt landscape when they encounter a willow (weegobeen)

sprouting out of the ash. A little fuither on they encounter ajack pine (okíh). These two
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plant species dominate early community succession following a burn. This cleation story

is also recalled within the Anishinaabe word for a burrìt tree (øyasøyweesuhh), which

contains Ayasay's name. Burnt snags can remain standing for many years even as forest

succession is reinitiated by a catastrophic fir'e. Bumt snags which predate stand initiation

arc reminders ofthe regenerative power offire as it is desclibed in the story ofAyasay

and his son (Photo 5.1).

5,5 Living with Fire

Successfully collecting plant and animal resources requires a landscape user to

know where and when to find them (Davidson-Hunt and Berkes,2003). Much of the

total species diversity of the boreal forest is associated with forest patches in different

stages ofsuccessional development because of varying ages since the last disturbance

(Rowe and Scotter, 1973). The seasonal fluctuations ofthe climate also have a dramatic

impact on the availability and location of different resources. Waterways and wetlands

become frozen over in winter and re-open in the spring. Animals and people change how

and where they move acloss the land in ordel to access the resources they need, find

shelter and avoid biting insects that make summer life in the bush difficult. In this

section we describe a sample ofbodies ofknowledge possessed by Pikangikum tesource

users that are related to the presence offire on the land. Each ofthese areas requires a

nurnber ofrelated bodies ofknowledge ofprocesses that have spatial and temporal

variations (Figure 5.2). These knowledge areas demonstrate the interconnections with

their land that contr.ibutes to the creation ofcultural landscapes.
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File has many different direct livelihood applications including heating, cooking and

smoking rneat, fish and hides. Many of these uses continue to be important for livelihood

activities and survival. Knowledge oftree species and wood condition that are necessal'y

to produce the desired effects ofheat and smoke is lequired for these activities.
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Figure 5.3. Spatial and temporal dimensions of knowledge related to fire use and its
impacts held by Anishinaabe elders, and the areas of expertise they require.

As with many plant resources finding the right species requires the user to know

where it can be found within a mosaic of disturbance patches in the landscape. Most

people in Pikangikum utilize only standing dead trees rather than cutting green trees and
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waiting for them to season. Recently bumed areas are good places to find standing dead

trees. Jack pine (okìk) is the prefened fuel wood because of its high heat potential.

Black spruce (gøhwandug) produces many sparks and thick smoke that may cause a

chimney fire. Trees which have been hit by lightning (benaysee paginønatìk) are not

used as firewood because it is believed that doing so angers the thunderbird that created

it. If burned, the thunderbild will beat its wings causing the weather to warm

(gizhøngay). Poplar (ahzahdeeg) must be dry and almost crumbling QteekwahÍoosuhg)

before it is used io smoke meat, fish and hides (Photo 5.2). Newly dead poplal is referred

Photo 5.2, Steven Turtle showing an old woodpecker excavation in a piece of poplar
that is peekwøhtoosuhg, so dly it is almost crumbling. This wood is used to smoke
meat (background) and cure hides. Photo: ,À. Miller.
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1o as kuhpuhpahkeenay. This name contains the root word for grasshopper

Qtuhpuhkeenay) which leminds people of its tendency to shoot dangerous sparks like a

leaping grasshopper.

Historically, households had a fire-keeper (ehkowíndaymahwach eshkotøy)

whose duty was to maintain the fir'e within the hearth so that it would not need to be

rekindled every moming. As an example of the depth of knowledge and intimate

knowledge ofthe corect fuel selection, one elder described how, as a youth, he kept the

family fire smoldeling through the night by using black spruce cones that were infected

by a cone boring insect (Quote 5.5.1 a.). Many houses in Pikangikum continue to rely on

firewood as the primary source ofheal. Householders must keep track of whele suitable

firewood is available, in order to keep a sufficient supply offire wood for heating.

Because of demand for wood cutters have to lravel several kilometers by

snowmobile several times a week to wood cutting areas. Having a large wood pile

through the winter for one's family and being able to provide it to elders, gamers a

person social status as a good provider'. Different areas of the landscape are safer than

others fo¡ constructing camp fires. Fires lit in aeas with deep organic soils can escape

control by smoldering below the surface of the ground. Once underground, fires become

hard to detect and put out (Quote 5.5.1 b.). Underground fires can flare up when the

weather warms and fuel dries out. Campfire site selection is somewhat relaxed during

winter months when the ground is frozen and snow is deep. After the spling thaw when

humidity is low, campfires are placed on bedrock or shore lines where water is on hand to

suppress escaped fìre (Quote 5.5.1 c.). Dense conifer stands with low-hanging dead
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branches are particularly dangerous places to light campfir'es. Fires are never lit in these

al'eas.

Fire behavior is linked to weather', topography, soil type and fuel conditions.

Allhough relatively few fires reach large size, fire can burn down into deep organic soil,

srnoldel through the winter, and reemerge in the spring after the duff dries out. The path

that a fire takes is always fi'om the west to the east following prevailing winds. Water

bodies such as lakes and wetland areas frequently act as bauiers to the spread of fir'e.

However, wetlands can dry out sufficiently to burn and wind ol updrafts from rising heat

from a file can carry burning debris aloft over lakes to ignite fuel on the opposite shore.

Elders describe fire behaviors obse¡ved under different forest conditions and

suggest appropriate ways of dealing with these situations (Table 5.1). Elders with fire

fighting experience describe their plactice ofkeeping track of the closest body of water in

case they needed to escape a flare up or a change in wind direction. Fires started by

carelessness are reputed to be more destructive because they get occur when conditions

are dangerous fires. In contrast, thunderbirds fires frequently extinguish themselves with

rain that accompanies them. People are especially sensitive to fires stafted by visitors to

tourist camps within their tenitory.

Forest fires pose a threat to a number of valuable resources and infrastructule that

supports their use. The threat of fire around one's trapline cabin can be a cause of great

stress fol' trappers. Trapline cabins contain trail radios, hunting and trapping gear,

clothing, bedding, boat caches, are vulnerable to loss by fir'e and are costly to replace.

Cabins are typically ae constructed on large lakes using mature black spruce trees. Trees

can be floated in to the cabin site in case of its destruction, but in cases oflarge fires this
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Table 5.1. Pikangikum elders recognize several named fire behaviors which are best
confronted with different suppression strategies,

Fire type Anishinaâbe term Description Actlon

Crorvn fire Keesheeyøhkeelaøh

Fire moving
rapidly through
the tops oftrees.
Very dangerous.

hnpossible to fight rvith
hand tools. Escape.

Underground
srnoldering

fi¡e

noostltuhkeeka!
øuhnuhmuhguhmeeg

Slorv moving -
Difficult to

detect.
Frequently occurr

when fire gets

into roots oflarg€
baisam fir.

Fire fighter needs to feel
under the ground rvith bale
rr gloved hand. Requires "i
good sniffer" - one rvho can

srnell nerv srnoke sevelal
days after fire has stopped

active bunl.

Fire buming
up a hill

a a h e e k k uhmuh c heew ay øuh
keetaak

Moves fast
It's not safe to fight an up

rill moving fire frorn above

Fire buming
down hill nees uh c h eewee y uhkeelay Slorv Usually bums itself out

Fire burning
on Ievel
ground

keetuhqwøag auhkee
Usually can be

contained

Can be fought using hand
tools. Clear vegetation and

organic soil.

may not be possible. Flying in lumber by float plane or bringing it in by snowmobile to

stockpile for spring construction is very expensive. Trails and pofiages that access

different paÍs of the trapline are also impacted by fire. Trees killed by fires begin to fall

and block trails and poúages several years after the fire. Travel by boat can also become

more dangerous because ofincreased numbers ofdead trees in waterways.

Fires can force trappers to temporarily reorient their use of their trapline while specific

resoulces recover from the fire. This is especially true for trapping of fur bearing animals

such as American maften (Martes americanq, wabßhøyshee), fisher' (M. pennanti, oojeeh)

and lynx (Lynx canadensis, bíshíew), which are associated with mature forests. In

response to a fire, a trapper must shift his use to a different part of his own trapline,
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5,5,1. Text Box. Quotes from Pikangikum elders describing their knowledge of
fuels, placement of câmp lires and different purposes for which controlled burns
were set,

Quote 5.5.1 a, But lhese cones had to be vety particular. They can't be hard, eh. There's a little
bug that goes into lhese, a vor , itllo these cones. These cones are open bul lhe inside these
cones because ofthat bug getting inside, íf's all soft inside there. So these are the kind ofcones
that we had to use to put itlfo ll\e ash. And so in the ntorning when ve vanted to get the /ìre
staúed ve vtouldjust stit'that up. This is the \ttay tlnt our peopleverefire keepers-

Norinan Quill, April2T ,2007

Quote 5.5.1 b. One of the lhings \)e hat¡e to tell our young people is tthen tlrcy are ouÍ in the
bush ís to nnke their Jìres on rock, not on soil. Deep soils (noosowøkahmeegeeteg) can catcll
fre. Ifyou do put yourfire in that area, you realb, need to put that oul, really soak it tttith y¡ater.
Evenlually it will spread tf),ou miss a btu'ning coal by a vhisker. You really haw to soak the
/,?o.ss. Oliver Hill January 29, 2008

Quote 5.5,1 c, This kínd of cantp fire vith the rocks all around it, on'people vould not build a
fire like that. They vould only build fires vhere it y,as safe. That's the WhiÍe hunteß doing that.
Our vay was to build fires on a big rock - neor the \tater. Never sonteplace vhere the fire migltt
go into tlle ground. lle vere always very carerttl vithfrc. We have a clean record. Ile vould
build afre by the shoreline. Mâthew Shang June 12,2006

Quote 5.5,1 d, I see that fire plays an impotlctnt role on tlte land. Llthen ve hunted the land,
when ve \ealked lhat place [a recently burned area] eyeryrhing y,as just burnt. Burnt! Jttst the
asltes were lef!, you could see the pm'e sand, the soil was burnt, the rocks. I'm just fascinated by
that and lhal over lhe years il has grovn back up. Once agaín the forest is gr.otving. The n'ees
that vere there are conting back. I vas really anazed by that. Olivel Hill August 24, 2006

Quote 5,5.1 e, P¡shdshkooseehtahseekaøg ...vas lo burn the old g'ass so îhar new g'ass vtould
gt'ov. As a young boy I tyould see my father petform this, petfornt this burning the old g'ass. He
usually did it in the early spring vhen the ice vtas still on the lake. Emijayskwaak - clear ice. It
utas the lime vhen the ducks were back, ¡yhen Íhey i)erc hunting ducks. That y,as the time...The
real reason vas to bu'n the old grass out. The reason vhy he vanted that gt oss to gt ov' y)as so
that he could use that grass to pul ínlo his potato pits. Norman Quill October'30, 2007.

Quote 5,5,1 1, Long g'ass. Tall ones. That's why they burned. Tovalkthere. The groundvas
too buntpy, hilly. That's why they burnt the tall g'ass. Eshpøshkooseewahseekøh. So that they
could see vherc to step.

Quote 5.5.1 g, Il vtas nol for nolhing that ve lit fires.
ahvays t ery serious.

Solomon Turtle October 23, 2000.

l e alvays did it for a putpose. It v,as
Oliver Hill April 13, 2007

Quote 5,5,1 h. Ile did this as Á)e \ret'e traveling only when the ice v'as still on the lake. Where
evet've \eet'e traveling and we saw that it would be useful to the land if ve bm,ned. Our people
received this ¡eaching to btn'n certain places finm the Crealor. They knev, it as part of otu'
cuhtu'e. Charlie Peters October 5,2006
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switch activities to exploit different resoulces, negotiate with another trapper for'

the use of his area or forego trapping. Relearning how to get around one's trapline and

where valuable species are active following a fire takes time and efforl.

Although forests appear destroyed and the deep olganic duff layer consumed by a

fire, experience tells elders thal these locations will recover to their previous condition

given time. Elders believe that the land will regenerate in an area that was burned to the

same conditions as before a fire (Quotes 5.5.1 d.). Ash @ingway) left by a fìr'e is

fertilizer that prompts vigorous new glowth (meenogeen) of plants. Downed woody

debris protects delicate soils from blowing or washing away following a fire. The

process of an area retulning to pre-fire conditions may take more than half a century.

Elders are familiar with the process and featules occurring at different points throughout

this cycle (Miller and Davidson-Hunt, in press).

Historically indigenous peoples in the boreal forest set fires in the spring and fall

when temperatures and fuel conditions created easily contlolled bum. These fires were

qualitatively different than lightning fires which occur when weather and fuel conditions

may increase fire behavior rates (Johnson, 1992; Whalen, 1995). Controlled buming in

Pikangikum was largely stopped by provincial forest managers in the 1950s, although

many elders witnessed or participated in controlled bums in their youth. The last

recorded controlled fire was set in 1996 by elder and head trapper, Oliver Hill and his

grandson. Fire is still used by community members to clear rubbish and dead grasses and

annuals from around peoples' houses in the community in the spring time. The most

common purposes for setting fires were to clear dead plants and refuse around cabins, to

clear and plepare garden areas, to create habitat aleas for musklats and ducks, to maintain
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river travel coffidors, and to promote growth of grasses for wintet' storage pits and dog

beds (Quotes 5.5.1 e, 5.5.1 f.). Relative to natulally occuning wildfires, these burning

practices affected small portion ofthe ovelall landscape (Figure 5.3). Fires were set with

specific goals in mind (Quote 5.5.1 g) although they often achieved several goals (e.g.

moose ,l1rrs) were often attl'acted to willow on the edges of burnt muskat marshes).

Most elders indicated the proper season for buming was the late spling between March

and April when the icejust begins to break up (ømeenokømrz), however, others state that

fires could also be set in the fall if the propel signals were observed. Signals for spring

burning include: a change in the color of lake ice from cloudy to clear as it begins to

melt, small streams beginning to flow again and when daytime temperatures are warn

while nighttime temperatures continue to fall below freezing. These signals occur only in

a nalrow window of several days to several weeks. In order to take advantage of them,

trappers need to be moving across their land monitoring conditions across the areas the

wish to burn (Quote 5.5.1 h.).

Another key to successful burning is the weather and wind direction. Fires were set

in the late aftemoon on a warrn day with little wind or wind ihat was blowing in the

direction ofopen water. These precautions were taken so that sparks would not be blown

into the bush and thus th¡eaten the homes and food of other animals. Elders timed bums

in the aftemoon so that the cold nighttime temperatules would slow the rate of ignition

and spread of the fir'e. During this time of year shaded areas are slower to warm up than
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Figure 5.4. Controlled burns conducted for a variety of purposes within a single
trapline between 1940 and 1970.

areas in direct sunlight such as were targeted for burning (Lewis, 1982; Lewis and

Fergusson, 1988).

Stand replacing fires can kill trees and other plants over large aleas, thus

impacting food, shelter, travel comidors and other resources available for many animal

species (Fisher and Wilkinson, 2005). Even before fires are completely extinguished

however animals begin to ì'eoccupy at'eas that have been bumed. Moose and rabbits

appear in burnt areas while smoke is still rising to eat smoked leaves and char bark

because "they like the taste". Bears turn ove¡ rocks and tear apart logs that have been
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partially burnt to reveal ants. According to elders, the regrowth stimulated by fires is

good for many animal species which they prefer for food. Moose and snowshoe hale

reach higher abundance in burns and adjacent areas than occured prior to the fìr'e. This

is taken as evidence that the Creator is caring for the people and for the other anirnals by

periodically sending thundelbirds to renew the land (Quote 5.4.1 e.).

Within several months after a fire, poplar resprouts from underground roots and

can reach more than a rneter in height. Moose are attracted to this fresh growth that they

eat in the fall and over the winter'. During the fall moose hunt, hunters stake out areas

along the edges of bumed areas where moose are more common or' find hill tops that

provide a clear vista from which to spot game from a long way off. As new trees grow

moose become progressively more difficult to view from a distance even though the

numbe¡ of moose may not actually decline. As a result moose hunting may decline after'

fifteen years or so in these areas. Snowshoe hares (wøhboos, Lepus atneúcana) eat

young jack pines, which grow lapidly in fire areas, They continue to be a favorite bush

food and are trapped in snares along trail edges especially in the winter, spring and fall

seasons. Snowshoe hales are lecognized as the basis for food chain leorganization by

serving as food for fur bearing predators. (Quote 5.5.2 a.). During months with snow-

covel trappers look fo¡ tracks of maÍen and other fur bearers as they move alound their

trapline. Areas where rabbit tracks are common receive extra attention to see ifpredators

are making use of them. The disappearance ofrabbits from snares is a sign that pledators

are also plesent and signal a trappel'to set his rnalten traps in that area.

Bluebenies (meenan, Vaccinum spp.) are a favorite food. Although bluebeny plants

may not be visible in a site before it is burned, elders state that benies and many
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Text box 5.3. Quotes from Pikangikum elders addressing their knowledge of

ecosystem renewal ând the impacts of climafe change on the role of fire in the

environment.

Quote 5,5,2 a. Rabbít favors netv grov'th area. When you look at rabbit I think it is like
a food chain for anitnals. Rabbits have three litters a suìnmer. Fox, lynt, narten all
depend on rabbit. The Creator has to care for all animqls so he sends thunderbird to
earÍh to m(ike food for rabbit. I e like ro eat rabbit too. So he burns for us too.

Whitehead Moose July 20,2006

Quote 5.5.2 b. líthere fire comes to rock arca, blueberries come after the fire andfeed a
Iot of animals. Il'e eat blueben'ies Íoo. Fit'e makes good food areas. Mafure foresÍ
cannoî ntake good food areas. Whitehead Moose July 20, 2006

Quote 5,5.2 c. Therc were caribou around in that area for many years bú artre drove
them awtly. Noy, they are coming back because after rnany years their food is growing
again. So you see the caribou is part of the thunderbird cycle too.

George B. Strang March 1, 2008

Quote 5,5,2 d,. Have you noÍìced that every summer that it's different? Every su,wnet"
with these storms ìn our arca. Like last summer I noticed a storm thqî was different from
ctny oÍhef storm that I have noticed in our area. There u,as conÍinuous noise on the south
side. It sounded like îhe thunderbít'ds. It seems to me that y'e have the thunderbit.ds are
dffirent every summet' and we don't know what they will bring. I e don't know whqt the

future holds. George M. Suggashie December 18,2007

Quote 5,5,2 e. Ànd whal we wet'e taught f'om our greot grandfather or grandfather is
thot ìf lhe thunder cotnes f'om the north to the south then the world ís not going Ío exist
for much longer. Or if you hear Íhe thunder thqt come from the north that's uìhat we
were lought. And that's whaÍ he always remembers is that lhunder aly,qys comes from
the,,yesl. And now he is beginning to nolice that the thunder is starling Ío come f.om the
northwest or even f'om the south v)est goíng up. These yìere one of the things that v,e
u,ere laught by om'elders Íhql Íhe world Ìs getting close to the end. And I guess that's the
reason thqt lhe thunder is real to us ot'Ío the Anishinaabe. Oliver Hill January 29,2008

other plants arise from roots which are present in the earth (ahkee) which protects them

from the destructive forces offire, They report that good crops of bluebemies ale present
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around rocky areas tlx'ee years after a fire and n'ìay last as long as ten years. Benies

become ripe in August (Atìføymìnowigeez¿r, "berries coming ripe month"). Some elders

report traveling half a day from camp sites in order to harvest beries from prime

collecting areas, which had bumed several years earlier. Berries following fir'es are also

utilized by many animals including bears, game birds and foxes (Quote 5.5.2 b.). Only

one elder reported improving berrying sites as an intended outcome of controlled

burning. This stands in contrast to repots of othel peoples of the boreal forest (e.g.

Lew.is, 1982; Lewis and Ferguson, 1999; Natcher et al.2007).

Black bears (møhwah, Ursus atneficana) are frequently found in beny patches

following fires. Several elders express the opinion that bears are capable of starting fires

by scraping their claws against rocks to throw a spark. Bears do this because they know

that benies will grow after a fire and be available as food. This statement is a clear

expression of the view that bears are sentient and capable of starting fires in order to

improve availability of forest resources.

Woodland caribott (øhtik, Rangder tarandus) are a thleatened species in the

province of Ontario. Elders legard them as requiring many ofthe same things that human

beings need: freedom to roam widely and find pafiners, forest homes in which to live

and raise their family, and the ability to take what they need from the land to sulive

(O'Flahefy et al. 2006). Woodland caribou are wide ranging species whose winter food

consists of tenestrial lichens (wahpuhkahmik, Cladina spp., reindeer lichen and

teuhkoonuhk, rock tripe) and arboreal lichens (weesuhpalnjøhh, Bryoria spp. horse hair)

(O'Flaherty et al. 2006). Caribou requile a range of habitats over the course ofthe year,

including winter feeding areas with abundant lichen, early spring and fall travel conidors
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and spring-summel calving areas on islands and in mushkeg areas. Large fires can either

destroy these areas or fragment them and making them inaccessible by causing theil trails

to disappear. Elders and hunters have observed that following fires, caribou are often

absent fol prolonged periods ofup to five ol six decades but have always returÍìed (Quote

5.5.2 c.).

5,6. Discussion and concluding comments

Despite the historic inability ofPikangikum residents to fully control large forest fires, it

should be evident flom the preceding research that lalge fires have indeed contributed to

the creation of Pikangikum cultulal landscapes. It is the perception of Pikangikum

residents that landscape pattems of succession are created through the intentional actions

of the thunderbirds. These spaces ale viewed as ordered places, created by the

thunderbirds so human beings and other members of the land community can

successfully make a living. They are not neutral spaces bereft of human values and

meaning, sumounded by more meaningful places which humans manage and travel

through. There is no such neutral place within the Pikangikum landscape. Our research

provides an empirical illustration of the claim made by ethnographers that indigenous

concapts of teritory may not match competing worldviews which define indigenous

tenitories as bounded spaces and resources (Hieno and Surrallés, 2005). Cultural

landscapes arise from the continually renegotiated interaction of human and non-human

beings that are understood to be plesent within a specific place by a specific people. As

such, the cultural landscape concept is an important tool that indigenous peoples are
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employing to re-establish their relationships to territory, to the beings that inhabit it

(Hieno and Sunalles, 2005), and as our research suggests, to the ecological processes

which contribute to its composition and stlucture.

The study of indigenous peoples' land management practices and their importance

to the maintenance ofsites should continue to be priorities in areas where they are poorly

understood. However, the depth of knowledge of fire demonstrated by Pikangikum

residents should alert us to the importance ofexpanding the scale ofinquiry to more fully

encompass the ecological processes present within an area as they are understood by

research communities. As this work also demonstrates, the possibility of non-humans

possessing agency may merit considered when undertaking cross-cultural research or

planning collaborative management.

Indigenous cultural landscapes can lead to novel resource management

approaches (Davidson-Hunt, 2003; Young et aI.2003) but require that indigenous land

management institutions (rules in use) and organizations be able to express their values in

the shaping of management decisions affecting their territories. Cunently Pikangikum

First Nation and OMNR are engaged in a dialogue that will contribute to determining the

future role of fire within the Whiteleather Forest landscape (Miller et al. 2008; Miller et

al. in press). New economic activities such as commercial forestry may realign

Pikangikum interactions with fire and other beings in their landscape. As timber harvests

become possible it is likely that incleased file suppression ofmerchantable stands may be

supported by Pikangikum residents. These potential changes should not be regalded as

implicitly being in conflict with the maintenance of an Anishinaabe cultural landscape.

Pikangikum elders have expressed their desire to have relationships with fire on their
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own terms in expressions of their own values. Nor should it be assumed that the

relationships to fire and the spaces it impacts which Pikangikum residents would choose

are identical to those explessed by non-Anishinaabe Canadian society.
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Appendix 5.1. An Anishinaabe man marries a thunderbird woman, as told by
Oliver Hill, August 29, 2006. Translated by Paddy Peters.

So one of lhe oÍher teachings lhaÍ y,e u,ere told is that îhere y,ere no legends to be told
during the sumnerfítne. One of the legends is...wherc îhere y,ere seven brothers. The
oldest brother's name was Oocheyinjik. So out of this, rnan catne with the theory of the
Thtmderbird.

Just lo get a piece of a story, of a long story of these seven broÍhers. They all vìent out
hunting one day and in the evening they came back to the cqrnp, lo their camp, and
someone hqd conte lo the camp lo set trp and to clean up their camp and to put s neu, set
ofbough inside their îeepees in their lodgings soneone had cone and cleaned up.

So, the story goes îhat they wanÍed to knoty who this person y'as v,ho came to their camp
to fx up rheir cantp for them so they had a great tneeÍing and so Oocheyinjik would v,ait
in the camp to see who this person u'as v,ho came to clean up thís camp. He vtaiÍed all
day and no body came. They all took turns in The cotning days but nobody etter came to
the camp.

So as the story goes, finally the youngest bt'other was hìs turn to wait for rhis person in
lhe camp - he waited all day until the eveníng. He heard someone comìng lo the camp.
ThaÍ person ca¡ne and he heard this person come and drop wood on the ground, eh?
That person left the canp and came back a second rime and dropped ntore wood on fhe
ground, eh? So after lhe second time, knowing rhat the person's presence the second
tìme, Jìnally that person came ínto tlle leepee where îhe youngest broÍher v¡,as waiting.
So as soon as the pet'son entered the teepee where he v,as, he u,as a¡nazed to see the most
beauliful git'l standing there. The ntost beautiful gitl... And right atvay the young girl
fixed the bough floor, put new boughs on the floor of the teepee. And right away, this
young girl u,anted him. Just like Mathew vtants these women, eh? Thís young gir.l
,¡,anted this young man, eh? She v,anled to marry thìs young tnan right au,ay. So they
slepî together.

So this beautiful girl told the youngest broÍher what to say when his broîhers came hotne.
"Take off your moccasìns and your mitts and give them to me. I v,ill dry thent for you."
So his brothers came home and thís brother told Íhem to take off their moccasins and
lheir mitls and this young git'l v,ill dry îhem. And îhat's y,har they did. But the oldest
brother, Oocheyinjik was not there. He came later, eh? LI/hen he arrived he was told to
rake off his moccasins and itts and give them to this girl. Buf he refused that. He was
suspicious. He didn'Í want lo do thar, eh? Because at the same Íime, he envied his
brolher - lhat his brother had a beautiful girl.

So the story goes, in the moming they all left to go hunting agdin. But the oldest brorher,
rsìth suspicions, only went a short u,ay and relurned back fo the camp Ío spy on lhis girl.
This gitl was v,orking insÌde...just outside the teepee, rhere. So this oldest brother Íook
out his bow, rook out his arrow and shol al lhe gitl. He wanted Ío kill her because of his
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envy. Beceuse his broÍher had a nice u,oman v,ith all her nice long hait'. So v,hen the
youngest brother came honte he could not find his tuife. So he went out looking for her.
Eventually he found blood on the snow and her tracks. He followed the lracks. And
wherever lhe lruclc wenl lhis is y,here the young non wenî. It's a long story, but u,hile
he v,as tracking his wife there v,ere dffirent anîtnals that helped him on the way.
Eventually he rnet up,¡t,íth a squirrel and the squin'el told him thqt fhe dircction you are
going is going lo be very very hard. You're going to have lo go Ío Íhis ve,'y high hígh
mounÍain. This is where the squirrel told him he would have to go, to look for his...fo
lookfor your wife.

So this long story, just to cltt if shorf, the nqn climbed the mountain. And on the rop of
lhe mounlain he came lo avillage, on the mountqin, eh? So before he entered the village
he left his weapons behind. So he went into the village andfound his wife laying insíde a
leepee because she was wounded ftotn Íhat arrov,. So that evening lhe men of that
village came backf'om their hun¡. And that young man vtas inside the teepee u,ith his
wife and suddenly he heard this loud thunder. And he v,ondered where this thunder was
comingf'om. But little did he know that this u,onan that he v,as withwas a Thunderbird
v'oman that this woman belonged to this Thunderbird people, thís Thunderbit'd village.
So Íhis young woman, this Thunderbird girl, her father v,qs a Thunderbird man, eh? And
lhe reason why the loud noise was that they løtew thaÍ this young man had left somethÌng
behind which u,as his v,eapons. The reason why the father-in-law ¡nade all thìs loud
noise was because he was oft'aid of the teeapons of lhis young man.

So îhis young man lived wilh his wife in that village. So whatever was brought to him,
whatever the Thunderbirds aÍe, this is what was fed to him. Snakes, whatever that fhe
Thunderbirds ate this is what he had to eat. So one day he went out hunting and he þund
some blue u,qter on the rock, eh? So he look sonte of this blue water and smeared it all
over hìs body. So v,hen he goÍ home his father-inJav, noticed this blue color all over his
body. And his faîher-inJav, right away knew v,hy he had this blue color on his body.
Because he had found a bear, an underground bear. An underg'ound bear is one of
those creaÍures that lived under the g'ound. A large bear. So they all went to îhis area
where he found îhis bhe, blue liquid on the rock. This is where the underground bear
was. So they used a s¡nall hawk to survey that area tlrcre for this bear. And all these
Thunderbiús surrounded lhat area making all these loud noises to scat'e up the bear. So
one of the old Thunderbiú's son apparently saw this bear. The young son had sharp
talons and grabbed the bear on the side, in the rib area. And his talons got stuck, stuck
into the bear. And he couldn't pull out his talons, And the bear went under the ground
and took this young Thunderbird v,ith him under the g'ound. And the young Thunderbit.d
was never seen again.

So the story goes thql fhe young son, thaÍ old Thunderbird's son was taken under the
ground by the large bear creature. So lhe youngesÍ son who cqme lo marry into the
ThunderbÌrd people somehou, seen a very large crack inlo the earth. And he could see
way dou,n v,ay deep under Íhe earÍh and could see way dou)n lightning conting f.ont
under the ground vay in lhe distance way down under the ground. And he knew that it
was fhe old Thunderbit'd's son Íhal had been pulled under rhe ground. So the stoty goes
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that this yotrng rndn rescued lhat young tnan, lhey say, his brother-inJaty eh? And
brought him back up to lhe old Thundet'bird And the old thunderbird was really happy
lo see his son again. And he told this young Ìn(ln lhal I 'm going to pay you. I 'nt going to
pay you. I got six ntore daughlers I v,qnt you îo lake as a paymenL I wanÍ you lo take tny
daughters v,ilh you when you go back for your other brothers that are ot¡er there. Lel
your broÍhers marry my daughters, eh? And so he went bock Ío ltis brothers and brought
all these girls witlt him eh? And all hís brothers y,ere matied. Even that oldesî broîher
was very happy Ío Jìnally have a viontan.

So thal 's where I'll cut nty story off.
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CHAPTER 6: TALKING,A,BOUT FIRE: PIKANGIKUM FIRST NATION
ELDERS GUIDING FIRE MANAGEMENT DIALOGTIE4

Photo 6.1 Pikangikum elder Oliver Hill and grandson Howard Awen at Beezhoo
Zøhgeegahníns (Lynx Lake), an area they burned last in 2003. "We've gotten a lot
of food from this area. We have to respect it.rr October 4,2006. @hoto: A. Miller)

6.1 Abstract

This paper examines how customary knowledge of fire held by elders in Pikangikum

First Nation, Ontario is transformed and applied in a dialogue about fire management in

the Whitefeather Forest. Through collaborative ¡esearch strategies including interviews,

visits to historic fir'e sites, and community meetings with Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resoulces (OMNR), we documented elders' knowledge of fire behaviour, forest

a As of April 28,2009 a version of this chapter co-authored by Andrew M. Miller, Iain
Davidson-Hunt, Paddy Petels and the Elders and trappers ofPikangikum First Nation'?is
under review for publication with the Canadian Joumal ofForest Research,
2 Elders and trappers of Pikangikum First Nation are: Oliver Hill, Ely Kejick, Jake
Kejick, John-Piene Kejick, Whitehead Moose, Peter Paishk, Charlie Peters, Jimmy
Peters, Jake Quill, Norman Quill, Peter Quill, Tom Quill, Lucy Strang, Mathew Strang,
Robert Strang, Timmy Strang, William Strang, Alec Suggashie, Tony Suggashie, and
Solomon Turtle.
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distulbance and renewal cycles, historic traditional controlled burning practices, and

perspectives on curîent hre management policies. Elders applied their knowledge offire

to the development of six future directions lor fire management in the Whitefeather

Forest that can be summarized in three themes: the need for continuing dialogue with

OMNR; extending traditional teachings of fire safety to community youth; and,

recognition of the comrnunity's ability to practice fire use for tladitional burning and

developing silvicultural methods based on traditional teachings.

"Patience. Patience. They are just lighting the match to light the fire in their mind.
They have the knowledge.''

Paddy Peters, remarking on elders' consideration of
key findings summarizing research on potential role
of fire in Whitefeather Forest Planning Area.

6.2 Tnfrnduction

Great attention has been given to recording the knowledge indigenous peoples

possess of their environments. This body of knowledge, labeled tladitional ecological

knowledge (Berkes, 1999), indigenous knowledge (McGlegor, 2004), or local knowledge

(Sillitoe and Bicker, 2004) has been indicated as a source of valuable infomation for

development (Brokenshaw et al, 1980; Sillitoe and Bicker, 2004), community-based

management, or co-management, and resource management in general (Spaeder and Feit,

2005; Berkes 2008). However, indigenous scholars and others have pointed out unequal

power relations are often present when indigenous people's knowledge is used in these

contexts. While communities contribute important information, outside interests often

maintain control of decision-making (Nadasdy, 2005;2004); "co-management is the

process whereby 'we cooperate and you manage"' (cited in McGregor, 2000). Others
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state that by accepting the telm "traditional" indigenous ways of knowing are threatened

with stagnation and deprive indigenous people ofthe right to adapt (McGregor, 2004).

This paper presents a case study of how eldels of Pikangikurn First Nation

engaged in the documentation of their knowledge and through the process participated in

the transformation of this knowledge to address cunent resource management concerns.

This apploach draws upon recent literature regarding planning forums and place-based

learning community (Healey, 1997; Davidson-Hunt and O'Flaherty, 2007). A research

approach structured with these ideas in mind focuses on:

supporÍing people in responding lo lheit' own needs, developing a capacily fo
generate theî ov,n research projects, creaÍing and supporlive relationships with
other actot's through the building of dynamic process for the coproduction of
relevant knowledge. (Davidson-Hunt and O'Flaherty, 2007 : 295)

Our paper begins with a brief overview of the literature regarding indigenous fìre

knowledge and practices as well as the specific case we discuss in this paper; namely,

Pikangikum First Nation and the Forest Initiative. We then present the methods that were

used in the research approach and organize oul discussion of the research findings under

...-.
six future directions identified for fire management in the Whitefeather Forest.

6.3 Indigenous lire nanagement

It has become increasingly accepted that indigenous peoples managed vegetation

communities across North America through selective controlled buming (Williams,
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2000a). File was utilized across many.ecosystems fol purposes as varied as: tree felling;

managing pests; improving forage for prey species; clearing agricultural fields;

maintaining open travel corridors; creating fuel breaks around camps and villages;

increasing productivity of berly patches and root clops; producing basketry material; and

warfare (Williams 2000a; Stewaft et a|.2002). It has been documented that these

practices diminished due to plocesses of colonization that included European occupancy,

the imposition of state file management regimes and the demographic collapse of

Indigenous populations (Cronon, 1983; Kimmerer and Lake, 2001). Ethnoecologists,

anth'opologists, historians, and ecologists have wolked with historical documents,

biophysical remains, and with surviving practitioners and Eldels to refine regional

pictures ofthe methods and the scales of buming plactices.

This renewed interest in human uses of fìre in shaping landscapes is often traced

to the work of Carl Sauer (1947) and Omar Stewart (1955; 2001). Since that time,

resealch has documented the specific linkages between indigenous buming practices and

vegetation in California (Anderson, 2006), the Pacific Norlhwest (Boyd 1999; Deur and

Turner 2005), the boreal forest (Lewis and Ferguson, 1988; Davidson-Hunt, 2003), as

well as a broader North American overuiew (Pyne, I 997). Much of the focus in previous

research was in reconstructing fire practices and fire ecologies for such regions. This was

a necessary step 1o conect the colonial perspective ofindigenous lands as a wilderness, or

"tena nullius", and thereby free to take up and occupy (Cronon, I 983; Richardson, 1993).

Recent interest has tumed to the potential of rediscovering such practices for

contemporary land management in parks (Williams, 2000b; Anderson and Barbour,

2003). This research has begun to bring about a renewed respect fol indigenous buming
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practices and an openess to the role such knowledge may play in contemporary resource

management (Berkes and Davidson-Hunt, 2006). Th'ough this half-centufy

documentation of indigenous people's knowledge of and practices employing fire, it now

seems that resource managers are willing to include these findings in their fir'e

management stl'ategies. However, indigenous peoples may be more concemed with their

paflicipation in the setting of priorities and directions for fire management within their

tenitories.

6.4 Pikangikun X'irst Nation and the Whitefeather F orest

First Nations in Canada are increasingly reassuming responsibilities for resource

management in their traditional ten'itories. One example of this trend is the Whitefeather

Forest Intiative of Pikangikum First Nation in nofihwestem Ontario

(www.whitefeatherfolest.corn). Pikangikum First Nation (Figure 6.1) is an Anishinaabe

[Ojibwa] community of approximately 2,300 people in northwestem Ontario. The

community is noted for its high ïetention of the Anishinaabe language. It is

geographcially isolated, accessible by plane or boat during the summer months and 80

lan of winter road after freeze-up. Although it has been deeply affected by the collapse

of the fur and commercial fishing economies, traditional subsistence activities including

beny picking, fishing and hunting watelfowl and moose continue to contribute to many

family economies.

Pikangikum is located in the boreal forest which is composed of tree species that

have evolved with and are adapted to periodic, large scale fire disturbances which open

seed bearing cones or stimulate sprouting from roots (Rowe and Scotter, 1973; Li,2000).
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These include jack pine (Pinus banksiana Lamb.) in sandy soils and low ridges, black

spruce (Picea mariana Mill.) in lower, wettel areas along with tlernbling aspen (Popuhrs

ftemuloides Michx.) and birch (Betula papyrifera Marsh.) in heavier soils and along

waten¡r'ays.
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Figure 6.1. Whitefeather Forest Project ,{rea contains 1.3 million hectares of boreal
forest, streâms, and lakes in northwestern Ontario. Pikangikum First Nation is
planning forestry based on customary stewardship, Iivelfüood activities, and
teachings of land processes, (Murray Quill and Sones þþ93¡949).

In the 1970's the lorests in the traditonal tenitories of Pikangikum were

considered for commercial forestry operations. However, the people of Pikangikum

opposed this northward movement of commericial forestry. In the 1990's the community

, .\'i;,.' .,'rr\ .ì -.J
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began negotiating with Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) to obtain a

sustainable folest licence so that they could lead forest management and guide

development within their traditional tenitory (Chapeskie et al. 2005). This resulted in the

development of the Northern Boreal Initiative (http://*ry'w.rnru.gov.on.ca,/MNR/nbi/C-

LUP-English oUt pdÐ which is a policy of the Ontario goveûiment. This policy enabled

First Nation communities to take the lead in developing land-use strategies for their

tladitonal ten'itory for an alea roughly defined as north of the 51'1 parallel, the northem

limit of environmental assessment coverage for commercial folestry in Ontalio.

Pikangikum First Nation undertook a community-based land-use planning process

with the OMNR for the Whitefeather Forest, a 1.3 million hectare area of boreal forest. It

was undeftaken though the initiative and vision of elders whose objectives were to

mainfain customary stewardship responsibilities, customary activities, and orderly

development of the Whitefeather Forest for community economic renewal. This led to

the signing of the Whitefeather Forest Land-use Strategy by the Chief of Pikangikum and

the Ontario Ministel of Natural Resources (Pikangikum First Nation and OMNR, 2006

wlvw.whitefeatherforest. com).

6.5 Fire Management and the Whitefeather Forest

The land-use strategy has provided Pikangikum and the OMNR with a flamewolk in

which they will engage in dialogue to reach consensus on the implementation of

decisions within the Whitefeather Forest. One area of fire management was recognized

in the land-use strategy as requiring more dialgoue. As part of this planning process,

Pikangikurn eldels and OMNR had begun to exchange knowledge regalding the behavior
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of fire, its impacts on the land and curent fire suppression policies for the Whitefeather

Forest. The land-use strategy forum created a climate in which eldels felt comfoltable to

share theil knowledge of historic controlled buming traditions with the OMNR.

However, the folmat of the forum did not allow sufficient dialogue fol eldels to

understand OMNR perspectives and vice versa.

Historically, fire management policy in Canada has been developed by the

provinces. It is committed to controlling threats to life, ploperty, and melchantable

timber resources posed by file thlough a policy of aggressive fire suppression (OMNR,

2004). Increasingly however, resource managers have recognized fire as an essential

ecosystem process in the boreal forest that must be integlated into forestry planning, not

just extinguished (Rowe and Scotter, 1973; Johnson, 1992). Forest management is

undergoing a shift fi'om fire exclusion policies to a more nuanced fire management

strategy that seeks to minimize risk to communities, property, resources, and other values

while maximizing the ecological benefits of fire (Canadian Council of Forest Ministries,

200s).

Among the ecological benefits that forest and land managers seek are

management of a full range of vegetation communities, successional stages, and

accompanying animal populations (Kimmins, 1995). Woodland caribo:u (Tarandus

rangifer caribou), a species recognized as tlxeatened under both the federal Species at

Risk Act and within the province of Ontario, is of increasing management concern to

Ontalio land managers. Woodland calibou rely on large home ranges and late seral stage

forests for the lichens which comprise their primary winter foods. Forestry as currently

practiced in many parls of southern Ontario is thought to have created conditions that
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have contributed to its decline (OWCRT 2005, pp. 30). Although fire may reduce the

amount of habitat available for caribou for several decades, fire also removes bryoph¡es

which otherwise out-compete lichens (Klein 1982). Following logging, forest stands

dominated by pine frequently become lepopulated with a greater abundance of mixed

hardwood species which are able to resprout from underground roots but are less suitable

for caribou.

The developrnent of a fire management strategy for the Whitefeather Forest is

occurring at a time when the dominant paradigm of resource managers is changing from

one of complete fire suppression to one in which tolerance to fire in the landscape is

being considered. However, once again, the perspective of First Nations has had little

voice in this dialogue. For example, while the Ontalio Woodland Caribou Recovery

Strategy (OWCRT 2005 pp. 10-11,20-21) suggests rhat large fires nolth of the 51"

parallel could play a role in conserving woodland caribou habitat, no one asked First

Nations who live in the area if they think that is a good idea. So, $/e now tum to the

dialogue that we held with Pikangikum elders regarding their knowledge of fire in the

Whitefeather Forest and the role they consider that it could play in future management

strategies. Before tuming to the directions they would like to see fire management take

in the future we briefly tum to how the dialogue was undertaken.

6.6 Methods

The dialogue with elders began by discussing the ploject with community elders

during a workshop in February 2006. Elders identified who they thought should be
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involved in the research and onè ofthose, the late Jake Keesic, agreed to begin fieldwork

\,vith the research team. Fieldwork began by working with Jake and his trapline helpers to

collect infomration on traditional fire use and fir'e ecology between June 2006 and April

2007. This work continued with other elders and trappers in historic sites of traditional

burning and areas recovering fiom fire. Intelviews and focus gloups were also held with

individuals and groups ofelders and trappers in the community to discuss specific topics.

The dialgoue was expanded when community elders exchanged knowledge of fire

ecology as well as past and potential uses for fir'e with OMNR officials (with the help of

translator) during community meetings held as parl of the Environmental Assessment

planning process for the Whitefeather Forest. The research team then convened a two-

day community meeting with OMNR in February 200'7 to specifically exchange

knowledge between Pikangikum elders and the OMNR. The meeting was dedicated to a

discussion of OMNR fire policy, historic practices of fire use by community membels

ând an exchange of fire knowledge held by both. Key dilections for fire management in

the Whitefeather Folest were then developed from interviews, field visits, and

community meetings. These directions were presented to seven community elders

recognized as knowledgeable about fire and to land managers of the Whitefeather Forest

Management Corporation in March 2007. We now tum to present the result of this

dialogue process.

6.7 Results - Directions For Fire Management In The Whitefeather Forest

The intent of this research project was notjust to find out what elders know about

fire but to engage them in a dialogue about the directions they would like to see fire
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rnanagement take in the future within their territory. In this section we have organized

what emerged fiom the dialogue into six dilections which have been further glouped into

th¡ee themes: dialogue, teachings, and practices. Elders, as will be noted below, speak

rnuch more holistically about fire than this plesentation indicates. However, for the

purposes of the Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation and facilitating

cornmunication with the OMNR, it is helpful to translate these directions into English and

provide a structure that is more accessible to people from outside the community.

6.7.1 Dialogue -
6.7.1 a. Elders desire díølogue and collaboration wìlh the OMNR to

develop aJire manøgement strøtegt for the WFPA.

Elders regard fire as a living thing. In support of this designation, they draw

attention to the fact that fire is capable of growth seemingly under ils own power, the

observation that fire rests at night and is most active in the day, and that large fires can

create theil own wind from air drawn into the fire by rising heat. in extreme

circumstances clouds of smoke from fir'es can become thunderheads with lightning. Fires

can advance rapidly when buming spluce cones are car::ied aloft by updrafts and canied,

sometimes, miles ahead of the fire fi'ont.

Some fires ale the result of the actions of Thunderbilds (beenaysee5), giant bird-

like beings that are present florn the beginning of the thunderstorm season in early May

s No standardized orthography for the Anishinaabe language exists. Many of the terms
included in this report have variations in pronunciation between speakers and thereby
differences in spellings are coîrmon. The spellings offered here'are those recommended
by the people ofPikangikum as those best repl'esenting the way they speak and were
provided by co-author and Land Use Coordinalor, P. Peters.
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until fieeze-up in October. They inhabit thunderclouds and the blink oftheir eye results

in bolts of lightning that strike whatever they are looking at. While the renewing aspect

of Thunderbird fire on the land is seen lalgely as a positive thing, they can also be

theatening. By offering tobacco to oncoming lightning storms elders relate that

Thunderbirds were appeased and would pass over without hanning people and their

homes.

Fire has the dual characteristics ofbeing a source of life and renewal for the land,

and having the potential to destroy life, property, and land values. Although in the short

term fires are seen as destructive, killing trees and converting deep olganic soils to ash, it

has been obserued that burned areas have the tendency to regrow over time to the

vegetation communities occuning on the site before the fire. This ability to regenerate is

attributed to the presence of subsoil roots that are undisturbed by fire. As the late elder

Whitehead Moose explained, lightning fires are part ofthe Creator's cycle ofrenewal that

provides humans and animals with new growth and abundant "new food":

The creator has a ¡natch and that nrutch is the Thunderbird. He brings that
match to the land u,hen the forest gets loo old and can'î grou, anymore. So the
Thunderbid cotnes to earth. After the foresl is burnt new groyth starts. Animals
ger üred of eating old food. Just like you and nte. The creaîor knows that anímals
need new food. I|'ith the fire lhere is f'esh food lo e(tt. As an example: rabbit
favours new gtowlh area. Ilhen you look at rabbìt I think it is like afood chain

for animals. Rabbits have three lilters û summer. Fox, Iynx, marten all depend
on rabbil. The Crealor has to care for all animals so he sends Thunderbit'd to
earÍh to make food for rabbit. ly'e like ro eat rabbit roo. So he btu'ns for us loo.
lt/here fire comes to a rock area blueberries come after the fire. lThall feeds a lot
of anímals. I|e eat blueberries too. Fit'e makes good food areas. Mature forest
cannol make goodfood areas. 1...1 People heldJìre as sacred.

Elder Whitehead Moose, Community Meeting. July i0, 2006.

People in Pikangikum maintain knowledge of many diffelent kinds of fire, their

behaviours and impacts on forest renewal. Elders have described and named fires that
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bum under the soil surface, those that burn the gtound surface, burn up and down hill,

crown fires and superficial surface burns. They desclibe how many of these fires are

effectively suppressed and act as signals for fire fighters that tell them that a fire is

becoming dangerously out ofcontlol. In addition, elders describe the rnany contributions

that recently bunred places make to livelihood activities such as places to collect benies,

hunt moose, and cut fire wood.

It became appal'ent from comments made during the Community / MNR Fire

Meeting that the Whitefeather Forest is viewed by state land rnanagers as an opportunity

to maintain forest values by conducting more extensive prescribed bulning as part of

landscape management. lt is perceived by managers that the landscapes of the

Whitefeather Forest are largely unencumbered by the values, including private propefy,

human lives, and forestry interests, that tligger aggressive suppression and restrain

plescribed buming in the south. One of the significant outcomes of this project is the

statement by elders that this is not the case. The Whitefeather Forest is considered a

cultural landscape by it residents. It is a landscape that has been heavily influenced over

generations by interactions with the A¡ishinaabe people of Pikangikum. It is the site of

customary resource uses that are dispelsed.

If woodland caribou habitat requires a "free to burn" policy within the dedicated

protected areas of the Whitefeather Forest and Woodland Caribou Provincial Park, as

suggested in OMNR documents and during meetings, then there is more dialogue that is

required. Elders are not convinced, at this time, that the forces of nature should be

allowed to "run fi'ee" if it theatens values and people in the Whitefeathel Forest. At the

site scale, elders are willing to enter dialogue to consider how fire can be utilized and
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lemain intel'ested to hear why people now want to burn when they were told not to burn

for so long. The need to utilize fìre as a way to prevent conversion from pine to poplar'

dominated stands, following logging on medium textuled soils, is a clear application of

elders knowledge wolking with scientifìc knowledge to generate a solution to a new

problem. Avoiding stand conversion flom pine to poplal stands is one of the key

challenges fol forestry in maintaining woodland caribou habitat.

Integrating the understandings, livelihood linkages, and the values that these

landscapes represent to the people of Pikangikum into fir'e management planning will

require continued dialogue between the community and OMNR. Both Pikangikum elders

and the OMNR expressed an interest in continuing this dialogue as they work together to

develop a fìre management strategy for the Whitefeather Forest.

6.7.1 b. Elders desíre fÍre suppressÍon be extended to the entíre WFPA

landscape

Prior to the beginning ofthe forestry planning, fires were extinguished within the

WFPA only when they reached within l6km radius of the community, when they

theatened tourist lodges, or trapline cabins. These reflect the values expressed by

OMNR that trigger fire suppression: thl'eats to life, property, and forestry licenses

(Canadian Council of Forest Ministries 2005). With the beginning of forestry planning,

and the recognition of the potential value of future wood supplies, fire suppression was

extended to below the l lrh baseline, the southern half of the WFPA, The OMNR has

stated that this is due, in parl, to the limited range of forward attack helicopters within the

WFPA. Howeve¡ this lemains a point of contention and eldels remained dissatisfied
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with this explanation for the partial covelage of the Whitefeather Forest. They feel that

their safety and interests in forestry and trapline values are not being protected despite the

establishment of a fire base within their tenitory at Bac Lake.

So v,hat you are saying is ...you wanted lo put out any fres in this area [in the
ìnlensive fire suppression zone south of Pikangikutnl because there \pas tnote
value, in your eyes than fhere y,as up here [around Pikangikum]. There were
people here and there y'ere also people up Íhere [furlher north in Poplar Hill FN].
That means lhal wilhin your policy you were v,illing for us to be
gøyboohnøømohzooh, subdued by smoke andfire. lSfeveral years ago there was
a fre right here in the conmunifyt. There v,as a foresl fire lhat catne right at our
door sîep. Nobody came to our co,nmunity. Nobody came to airlift the
cotntnunity. Nobody came to assist us thaÍ time. I seen. elder Jake Quitl's dad

Jight the Jire righl oulside his house. I'nt betuildered beccruse we were not seen in
lhe same way not as valuable as those oîhers to the south. Ile y,ere left here to
die. That's how I see thaf. The policy had no reflection on us whalsoever

Eldel Oliver Hill, Community / MNR meeting. April 6,2007

[W]hen I look at thql ,nap u,here you have different regions ofJìre, you have that
green area within the Red Lake area. Lle have our area within the Bac Lake lfhe
Bac Lake Fire Base]. Are not our values the same as those values in the Red Lake
area? Il'e are planning fot' our qt'ea. Should nol our values be protected? Our

future investments? Il/e have to look aÍ thaÍ. ,l/e have a lot of timber out there
thaî we are planning lo use in the near future.

Elder Sam Quill, Community / MNR meeting. March 6,2007

6,7.2 Teachngs - Eldeß desìre communíty-bøsed research ønd

education prcgtams to document ønd fiansmít theír customøry

pyrctechnologt.

Respect for file, an elernent that makes life possible in the north, and the necessity

to abide by rules for its safe use, pervades all discussions offire. Controlled use offire is

necessary for providing warmth in winters that routinely reach -40oC. Fire is also used

for cooking, hide preparation, smoking and pleselving fish and meat, and tool production

since time immemorial. Young people are taught that once snow is gone from the forest
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interior, fìres should be built on rock outcrops beside the water. This minimizes the

danger of fire bruning into the dense organic soil and escaping control. It also places the

fire right next to water to douse it when no longer needed or if it begins to get out of

control. Other lessons include recognition of fuels that do not tlx'ow sparks, soil types

that are effective for suppressing fire, and making fìres no larger than necessary to

accomplish the desired task.

When asked if they were interested in reclaiming traditional controlled landscape

buming practices, elders said that in the past it was done for a purpose, mainly to create a

more abundant food supply and provide access to valuable muskrat furs. This was never

an activity lightly undertaken. Current demand for furs and traditional foods does not

justifu traditional burning. However, elders state that buming is part of their customary

custodial responsibilities which are central to the Land Use Strategy and may be

exercised again if they should deem it appropriate (PFN and OMNR, 2006).

Custontary Iand uses include lradilional pursuíls by treafy and Aboriginal rights,
(including but not limited to trapping, hunting, fishinþ and other histofical
livelíhood qctivíties. ...Customary land uses will be protected maintaining rhe
landscape fealures of the llhitefeather Forest, including especially its character
as a remole northern borealforest u,hich is hotne to a an abundance ofplanÍ and
animal lifef...l.

Sec. 5.1 Customary Land Uses, Keeping the
Land (PFN and OMNR 2006
wwrv.whitefeatherfblest. corn)

Stewardship is also of clitical importance in the land use strategy. Pikangikum

people regard maintaining their relationship with the land as a sacred obligation to care

for the gifts of the Creator'. If it becomes clear to them that the health of the land would

be maintained by resuming burning practices, they wish to be able to do so.
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6.7,3 Practices

6,7.3 a. Elders desire recognition of the use of customary Jires

wìthìnthe WFPA.

The people of Pikangikum have a long history of utilizing fir'e as a land

management tool to improve the abundance ol selected resoul'ces and cleate other

landscape values. These controlled fires wele once widesplead and practiced by

knowledgeable trappers within the traplines where they pursued trâpping and

provisíoning activities. Fires were set in a valiety of contexts including glassy margins

atound streams and lakes, garden sites, cabin areas, travel comidors, peninsulas and

islands. Files were set when weather conditions and other imporlant signs indicated that

buming would result in a low fire intensity with a minimal risk of escape.

Most fires were set in the spring just befole break up which occurs anl.time from

mid to late April depending upon the year. During this time ice is still present on the

lakes, small streams begin to flow and snow rnelts in grassy open areas. While grassy

openings are dry on the surface the sunounding bush and forests are still wet enough to

resist burning. Night time temperatul'es during this period continue to fall below 0'C.

'While 
surface soils thaw during the day they refieeze at night. Wind is also an important

consideration. Ideally, the wind should be calm or in the direction of open water so that

the spar*s from burning grass will be carried out over the water. Fires should not be set

when the wind is blowing towald the bush. Fires are set in the aftemoon at the peak of
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F igure 6.2, Traditional burning of grassy openings along the margins of lakes and
rivers Qteeshaskooseewuhseekay) benefited ducks and muskrâts by providing new
grâss for food. These animals were importânt food sources and valuable furs
(Mario Peters 2007.)

the day's heat but when there are only a few hours remaining before the temperatures

drop and the strength of fire behaviour diminishes. Elders did nof recall a fire escaping

control when this system was followed.

When fires are set around the grassy margins around streams this practice is

Ienned peeshashkooseewuhseehaag [pl.]. These fir'es were set to remove dead glass

from the plevious year. The ash from these fires fertilized as well as darkened the ground

surface so that it warmed more rapidly to produce a more productive

meenoon¡htøaw¡gar¡, a beautiful biÍh. Ducks and musklats benefit by the new growth of

several named varieties of grass which they use for nesting and food (Figure 6.2). By
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making these areas mole attractive for ducks and musklats they became more predictable

producers of food and valuable furs. In the late summer people would retum to these

areas to harvest tall grass which would be dlied for use as insulation in winter dog houses

and potato storage pits.

Peeshashkooseewuhseekøay þin.] t...] was to burn tlte old grass so that new
grass would grow. As a young boy I t,ould see my father perþrm this, perform
this burning the old grass. He usually did ft in rhe early spring when the ice v¡as
slill on the lake. Emíjayshwøøk - clear ice. It v,as the lime v,hen îhe duclts were
back, when they v,ere hunting duclcs. That was the time. The real ,'eason was to
burn the old gt'ass ouÍ. To burn the old year-before-grass - ketqtmushkoosee.

Elder Norman Quill, Interview. October 30,2006.

File is also used to bum blush from new areas to make potato gardens and to clear

debris from sites used in previous years to prepare them for planting. Fire is also used to

clean up around cabins. Garbage and organic debris is raked from around cabins and in

gardens into piles and lit following the guidelines outlined above. Springtime buming

alound cabins both on the traplines and in communities clears living and working spaces

ofbrush and refuse, produces grass for aesthetic reasons and, limits fire hazards.

Elders repoú that by the 1940's they began to be afraid of laws banning the use of

fir'e that weì'e put in place by the "Fire Bosses" (Deparlment of Lands and Forests, the

precursor to OMNR). Fines amounting to the cost of suppression and imprisonment for

the duration ofthe fire season (April to October) were threatened fol those caught starling

fires. This is a source of bittelness among some elders. Today, those younger than 30

yearg old have little knowledge of former fire practices. One leason the elders we¡e

interested in entering dialogue with the OMNR about fire management was they wanted

to know if the OMNR was now ready to respect the customary use of fire by Pikangikum

people within the Whitefeather Forest. They realize that their generation is the last who
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has direct experience with the plactice of customary fire and if they ale to pass it on to

the youth an understanding with the OMNR will have to occur fast.

6,7.3 b. A rcle lor Indígenous Knowledge of Jíre dìsturbance in silvicultural

techniques should be investigated

Elders recognize a number of logging practices which are incompatible with

regenerating healthy forests similar to the ones that they are replacing. These include

gathering slash into piles for burning, disturbing the soil by scarifying the organic soil

layer to reveal minelal soil for leplanting, the use of heavy equipment, and leplanting of

pines in a plantation style. The signs of poor health of the stands generated following

these practices include: soil which is dry and appears baked; the lack of moss and lichen

in regenerating forests; a broken and chumed surface which prevents animals from

moving through it; and, tlees which appear sick. They suggest that these techniques are

in part responsible for the decline of woodland caribou in forests currently licensed for

commercial forestry by the plovince.

Elders explained several principles of regenelation that occur following forest

fire. By leaving slash spread out and conducting a low tempelature burn in the spring,

they suggest that moss and lichen (both signs of soil health) will regenerate, organic

material will be consumed, and new growth stimulated. Closely monitored, low-intensity

surface-buming of spread slash in the spring can be used to produce a bunl to renew jack

pine forests without resoÍing to mechanical techniques that fail to reproduce caribou

habitat.
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If burning practices are controlled it will not be allowed to destroy an area. Fire
shottld be used to creale life, Ío cleanse an areq. Fire is noÍ pent?ilted to bt 'n
into Íhe ground and desn'oy tlte ground. llte vill use peesuhkeeseekuhløøg - a
Íopfire. Also v,e v,íll monitor it muhkeehcheecheekuhtaøg - "work as you go"
1...1. So if v,e tqke care as we go muhkeehcheecheekuhtøag the effects can be
controlled so rhat there is a beneficíal burn.

Elder Solomon Turtle, Interwiew . April 17 ,2007

The histolic example of using fire to stimulate growth of glass used to insulate

potatoes in stolage pits demonstrates the adaptation of existing knowledge to novel

contexts to cleate new opportunities. Although potatoes wele a new crop intloduced to

the region through European contact the knowledge of grasses' responses to buming is

suggested by the existance of detailed terminology for different grasses, and burning

plactices. Elders recognize that they will need to find new silvicultural burning

techniques and ale, willing to carefully wolk with othels to find the ones that will work

for the new land uses they are ploposing. However, they have no doubt that such new

practices will be rooted in their knowledge and will emerge though their guidance.

6,7.3 c. Members of Pikangikum Fírst Nation should make ap ø greater pofüon

oJ the Fìre Crews and Crew Bosses øctìve ín lhe WFPA.

Fighting fires was an important soulce of seasonal income for Pikangikum

community members since the 1950s. Many elders have decades of experience fighting

fires and take pride in their accomplishments. Eldels attlibuted the effectiveness of

Pikangikum fire-fighters to their knowledge of fire behaviour, suppression tech¡iques

inhelited from teachings and experience, and theil hard work ethic. In spite of their

technological advantages, most fìre fighters today, whether from Pikangikum or not, ale
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less effective because they do not demonstrate these abilities. Hiring practices for fire

fighters began to change in early 1990s when OMNR instituted new training

requirements which made it more difficult fol Pikangikum residents to qualiff for

positions. The loss of income fi'om fire fighting jobs is also a sore point with community

elders.

MNR fights fire using theit' lraining and that liûtils Íheir undersranding and v'ay
they put their abilities lo work. Anishinaabe are differenr. They have knov,ledge
offire and used it. Il'e did not quiÍ unÍil lhe fire u,as out. MNR people would not

Jìght as long, bul would quit at Íhe end of the day - beþre the fire was out. Ii/e
v¡ouldn'Í quit after I hours.

Elder and Former Fire Crew Boss Tom Quill Elder,
Interview Februaly 19,2007 .

Elders would like to extend their knowledge of fir'e behavior and suppression

techdques to help train a new generation of file fightels from Pikangikum. If burning is

to be used as a firé management tool than these people may become involved in helping

to minimize risks.

6.8 CONCLUSTONS

The Whitefeather Forest Initiative has cleated a unique forum in Ontario in which

a Filst Nation is working directly with plovincial resoulce managers to consider resource

management dilections for a 1.3 million ha area of the boreal forest. This context has

allowed the research team to rnove beyond a process of documenting knowledge to one

of applying knowledge to conternporary questions being considered by the First Nation

for new land uses. In this paper the focus of the research has been fire management.
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Most previous literatule regarding indigenous knowledge and practices lelated to

fire has focused on how file was used to manage vegetation or how the material and

documentary record of fire use by Indigenous peoples challenged the doctrine of ten'a

nullis. Recenf|y, this info¡mation has been used instrumentally as a source of knowledge

to 'lediscover" fire as a forrn of vegetation management. Our research confirms the

imporlance of the fire practices in managing vegetation but also brings up two other

issues which have not been discussed in the literature. Pikangikum elders also

contributed to discussions about fire and large scale pattems of vegetation as well as the

directions they would like to see fire managernent take in the future.

Pikangikum elders' knowledge of fire was applicable to two levels in regards to

the spatial scale offire management6. The knowledge and practice of customary fire use

was located at the site level. Eldels were very knowledgeable about how to utilize fìre to

manage some vegetation communities as indicated earlier through low intensity spring

burning. By applying this knowledge they were able to obtain many values that were

related to their livelihood and lifeways on the trapline. Pikangikum lifeways have

changed in the time since customary controlled buming practices were suppressed.

However, this knowledge and practice would be very appropriate for guiding

development of fire to manage vegetation for contemporary purposes.

6 \Ve define levels and scales follorving Cash et al. (2006) in rvhich 'scale' is considered spatial, ternporal or

analytical dimension and'level' is considered the unit ofanalysis occuring at different positions within a

scale. For fur1her discussion ofscale and levels in the context ofPikangikurn First Nation see O'Flaherfy €t

al. (2008).
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The elders can guide fhe Whitefeather Forest Management Corporation (WFMC),

the cornmunity owned land rnanagement colporation of Pikangikum Filst Nation, as they

begin to consider new practices for their sustainable forest license and dedicated

protected areas. WFMC will be able to wolk with elders to consider how to use file for

silviculture in order to maintain conifers on the landscape and how to manage patches of

vegetation for specific purposes. At the site level, the appropriateness of controlled

burning is determined by thlough an application process that accounts fol burn

complexity, general fuel type and description, topography, social values, burning

objectives, timing, and desired results (OMNR, 2008). Elders' knowledge includes such

considerations and they have expressed their willingness to guide the development of

new, site specific, fìle management practices,

At the landscape scale, elders talked more about Thunderbird fire and the way this

type of fire behaves on the landscape. One of the more interesting outcomes of the

dialogue was the concern of Pikangikum elders that they were being treated differently

than people 10 the south. While they recognized that fire has a role to play in

regenelation, an um'esolved dilemma is the elders' perception that they have different fire

supplession policies than people in the south. This clearly will require more dialogue to

resolve to create shared understandings and resolve policy differences. This was

somewhat nuanced as they did recognize a difference between Thunderbird fites and

prescribed, or accidental, fìres lit by people. However, the main concern was around the

timing of fìres. Our undelstanding is that both Thunderbird and human-caused fires

should be put out when they occur in the heat of summer. While elders recognize that

fire is imporlant to renew the land, they also see the potential of such fires to cause much
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harm. So, they question why the OMNR would allow a fire to burn, since summer fires

are impossible to put out if they grow large and can result in extensive darnage to

Pikangikurn values and put human lives at risk. How do we reconcile the undelstanding

of fire as a force of lenewal for the boreal forest and the desile to suppress all large fires?

It appears, to us that Pikangikum elders are still making up their minds about the

relationship they wish to have with fìre within the landscape. They appear to be

considering the options and implications of different strategies and the possibility that the

OMNR may provide thern with the same policy of suppression as southemers. This

emphasizes that indigenous knowledge, separated from the people who hold that

knowledge, can lead us to management decisions that may differ from those we may

make when we undeÍake dialogue with the knowledge holders.

In this research elders engaged both the researcher team and the OMNR through

an extended period of dialogue. This allowed the team to record detailed knowledge

about fire practices and fire behaviour at the site and landscape-scales. More

importantly, however, the application of knowledge through dialogue provided a forum

for elders to guide new directions for fire management in the Whitefeather Folest. Fire

managers make decisions about which areas are permitted to bum, set zones of protection

that are aggressively defended, and who can participate in the use of and suppression of

fire. These decisions have large social and economic impacts on the life of northern

communities. We are reminded of the assertion by indigenous scholars (McGregor,

2004) that indigenous knowledge is inextlicably linked to the rights ofindigenous people

to make choices, to preselve and recreate knowledge through continuing engagement and

practice on the land.
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CHAPTERT.
REFLECTIONS A¡ID CONCLUSIONS.

7.1 Introduction

The purpose of this research was to document tladitional knowledge (including

knowledge-plactice-belief) (Belkes 2008) held by the indigenous Anishinaabe

community of Pikangikum, Ontario, Canada of the influence that different disturbances

have on forest renewal cycles. The specific lesearch objectives were to document:

1. Differences perceived by Pikangikum elders between the impacts of forest fire

on disturbance and renewal processes and those ofclearcut logging.

2. Pikangikum elders' understandings of fire's role within the boreal forest

landscape including its impacts on plants, animals, livelihood activities and

cultural landscapes of Pikangikum First Nation; and

3. Pikangikum elders' historic and desired forms of engagement with fire.

These objectives roughly correspond and contribute to tlxee sets of literatuîe: tladitional

ecological knowledge related to use of fire to modifu landscapes (e.g. Boyd, 1999), the

production of cultural landscapes (e.g. Buggey,2003), and adaptive renewal within social

- ecological resilience literature (e.g. Gunderson and Holling, 2002). This chapter

provides an overview of my research findings in terms of the overall goal of my project

and presents the principal findings and discusses the applied and theoretical contributions

to these bodies of literature. These are summarized in (Figule 7.1) \ 'ith greatel detail for

these contributions in subsequent sections. I conclude with a brief discussion of

opportunities for future ¡esearch.
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7.2, Objective 1. Pikangikum elders' perceptions ofthe impacts of forest fire and

those of clearcut logging on disturbance and renewal processes.

Chapter 4 describes Pikangikum elders' empirical and theoretical understandings of

forest Ìenewal arising fi'orn forest fire and fi'om clearcut forestry. This research revealed

that Pikangikum elders' knowledge of the impacts of fire and logging include effects to

soil, plants and animals over time scales ranging frolu days to decades following the

disturbances, Their obselvations are similar to those of westem science-based land

managers in many respects. Many ofthe elders' understandings at'ose from observations

of impacts that these disturbances had on the potential fol subsistence activities. These

included the potential for a disturbed area to permit the hunting and trapping of moose,

caribou, snowshoe hare and fur-bearers and collecting berries and other plants.

. The perceived agency of non-human beings and undetstandings of

interelationships within the landscape is central to how and why different disturbances

result in different successional outcomes. 
.The 

attribution ofagency ofnon-human beings

by the elders marks an important distinction from provincial managers. This theme is

repeated in the exploration of cultural landscapes in Chapter 5 and as the basis for policy

directions in Chapter 6. In the elders'view, forests fail to be renewed following clearcut

logging in part because of the failure of respect that the practice represents. As elder

Mathew Strang stated(Appendix 4.2 p.1 19), this failure to give respect arises from lack of

awareness of the living potential within all beings. Many beings ale not even

acknowledged as living by those with a westem worldview. If relationships with soils,

plants and animals are impaired lenewal will not take place. Sources of dislespect

include plowing of soils and logging slash into windrows, planting of trees in rows for
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Table 7.1 Sumnary of chapter objectives, findings and contributions.

l. Differences perceived
by Pikangikum elders
between the impacts of
forest fire and those of
clearcut logging on
disturbance and r€n€wal
processes

(Jbrêclrvê

Z. Document elders'
understandings of fi re's

role within the boreal
forest landscape
including its impacts on
plants, animals,
livelihood activities and
cultu¡al landscaoes

I . Elders have detailed knowìedge of
disturbance/ renewal cycle at multiple
spatial and temporal scales
2. Empirical obseryations of
disturbancehenewal cycle very similar
to \¡,/estem science
3. Agency of other beings is central to
theoretical reasons lor renewal. This is
verv different from westem science

Ftndtnd

I. Knowledge offire crosses tempoml
and spatial scales and involves many
bodies ofexpertise
2. Fire and lightning are understood as

living beings
3. Fire is seen as the source ofrenewal
within Pikangikum landscape

3. Pikangikum elders'
historic and desi¡ed
forms ofengagement
with fire

Eìders identiry three aspects ofclearcut forestry
that interfere with forest renewal.
l. Plowing up soil and debris following harvest.
2. Planting tlees in rows
3. Using herbicides to control deciduous growth

These are areas where adaptations may need to
be sought in order to suìt local values.

ADDlied contribution

Elders' knowledge aris€s from variety
of sources including;

I . Traditional fires set for livelihood
activities

2. Observation of impacts offire upon
the land

3. Employment as provincial fire
fighters

Detailed knowledge of Pikangikum traditionaì
buming practices. Possible applications in mgmt

Many customary livelihood activities depend on
different stages ofsuccession that originate in
fire. Fire management pÌanning will need to
account for these

Elders provide six directions in three areas whe¡e
their would like to use their knowledge offire:
I. Diâlogùe
l. More dialogue with OMNR needed regarding
fire mgmt in Vy'FMA
2. Elders want fi¡e suppression of all of WFMA
tr. Teaching
3. Eld€rs want to be able to instruct young
people in traditional use offire
IIL Prâctice
4. Traditional buming shou)d be recognized by
OMNR
5. Should inv€stigate potential ofelde¡s'
knowledge for use in silviculture
6. Access to employment as fire fighters should
be re-made available

The importance ofagency ofnon-
human beings in renewal processes is
central difference btw Pikangikum
views and those ofwestem science
based decision makers.

The potent¡al ofnon-human agcncy is
poorly recognized ìn social/ecoJogicai
¡esilience literature.

I neo¡eflcet contfl bufiôn

Human relationships to fire are not
just at the scale ofsites. This is
poorly represented in literature.

Humans are not the only on€s making
cultural Iandscapes. Other beings
have a ¡ole in creating meaningful
sDaces.
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stand regenel'ation and using helbicides to control cornpetition between regenerating

deciduous trees with plantation conifers. Elders lesist the idea that they can "rnanage"

ecosystems. The notion they might be able to control plant and animal beings who have

their own objectives and may resent interference, stlikes the elders as inappropriate and

arrogant,

Within the resilience litelature, surprises in adaptive-renewal cycles are attributed

to system complexity and characteristics of non-lineality, uncertainty, emergence, scale

and (Berkes, Colding and Folke, 2003: 5). The capacity of systems to self-organize

rnakes predictability of the outcomes of system disturbances unceÍain. Following the

elders' perspectives plesented in Chapter 4, we propose that to these system

characteristics we may also need to consider the possibility that olganisms have choices

that they exercise in relation to the way they are treated. In other words, we should shift

oul attention to the maintenance of relationships with community members rather than

attempting to manage the net impact of actions on existing social-ecological systems.

This represents a simpler apploach to management than the inherent complexity in

attempting to direct social-ecological systems (Berkes et al. 2003). The elders believe that

they will know that their forestry is sustainable if they ale able to maintain customary

uses of forest lesources including hunting, trapping and plant collection in areas where

forestly has occumed. Being able to do so would indicate that the networks of

relationships that connect the people of Pikangikum and plant and animal beings remain

intact. This holislic approach to folest management increases the ability for elders to

inject their values into resource management planning. It may also present economic and
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technical challenges that will need to be overcome in order to achieve the economic

renewal goals of the Whitefeathel Initiative.

7.3. Objectivè 2. Document elders' understandings of fire's role within the boreal

forest landscape including its impacts on plants, animals, livelihood activities and

cultural landscapes

In Chapter 5, I presented Pikangikum elders' knowledge of the intersection

bet\.veen fire's impacts on Pikangikum livelihood activities and the creation of the cultural

landscapes. This included a detailed description of signals for appropriately using

controlled burns to achieve a variety of goals including cleating openings for living

spaces and gardens, maintaining travel routes and improving habitat for game animals.

Indigenous buming practices from other regions of the Canadian boreal forest have

received detailed attention (e.g. Lewis, 1982; Lewis and Ferguson, 1988; Johnson, 1999).

Aspects of practices in northwestem Ontario have been explored elsewhere (Berkes and

Davidson-Hunt, 2003; Williams,2005; Davidson-Hunt, 2006). This research provides a

depth of detail of traditional burning practices, including Anishinaabe vocabulaly for the

taxonomy of different controlled burn types, settings, signals and control mechanisms not

previously been presented. The detailed and multifaceted knowledge Pikangikum elders

have of fire behavior and its impacts on landscapes and livelihoods is testimony to its

impofiance to the maintenance of human life and the regulation of ecosystem function in

the boreal forest. The impofiance of fires occurring at lalgel scales, outside of human

control, is particularly evident in a fire dependent system such as the Canadian boreal

forest.
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Expanding the scope of rny investigation to include Anishinaabe taxonomy,

worldview and plactices related to fire reveals a dimension of traditional pyrotechnology

that has been poorly explored in the scholarly literature. Whereas much scholarship has

recolded the practices and impacts of fire use, my research provides a view of fìr'e as it is

understood to occul at both small and large scales. In addition, my research gave voice to

emic perspectives ofthe people of Pikangikum of what fire means to them. The result of

these novel approaches is the descliption of file as a living, sentient being which

possesses agency. Fire is thus revealed as a member of a network of sentient beings

including plants, animals and spirit beings that actively take part in the cleation and

maintenance of the Pikangikum cultural landscape. This network of inter-relationships

between humans and their environment (Buggey, 2004) and the shared responsibility for

the creation of cúltural landscapes is a feature that separates Indigenous cultural

landscapes from Euro-Canadian cultural landscapes.

This research illustrates the claim made by ethnographers that indigenous

concepts of territory do not match competing wolldviews which define indigenous

territories as bounded spaces and resoulces (Hieno and Sunallés, 2005). Indigenous

cultural landscapes are more like a stage where cosrnology, narative and place intersect.

The cultural landscape concept refers less to a static place; it is more of a process of

remembering, re-imagining and re-creation within a spatial context. Pikangikum First

Nation recognizes the Whitefeather Forest Area as part of its cultural landscape within

their land use strategy (Pikangikum First Nation and MNR,2006). This does not,

however, preempt the possibility of new activities including commercial forestry from
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being practiced within the cultural landscape so long as the impoÍant relationships

between the people ofPikangikum and their environment remain intact.

7.4. Objective 3 - Pikangikun eldersr historic and desired forms of engagement with

fire,

Pikangikum residents are very much aware ofthe importance of fìre as a tool that

makes life possible for humans as well as its role as a powerful force that shapes the

landscape in which they live. Because many elders discussed fire outside of the context

of its use as a tool to manipulate vegetation and landscapes it became clear that I needed

to widen the scope of my discussion of knowledge of fire. I attempted to form a

framework for expressing eldels' knowledge based on what they told me about fire. This

broadened the lesults to include domestic uses of fire, Pikangikum taxonomy of fire as

well as knowledge of fire which alose from elders' experiences as fire fighters from the

1960s to the 1990s. In addition to allowing me the opportunity to expand the knowledge-

practice-belief framework that composes traditional ecological knowledge (Berkes,

2008), this flexibility allowed the elders to create explicit messages for managers about

how the community of Pikangikum wishes to engage with fir'e and use their knowledge in

future fire management planning. Community elders and OMNR parlicipated in two

meetings (February and March, 2007) in which the results from this study were presented

and discussed. During these meetings it became clear that rnuch of what the community

sought was recognition of their right to express their values and authority within their

tenitory.
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The attitude of eldels at first appears sotnewhat ambivalent regarding the

suppression of fir'e within their tenitoly. Fire is described as a creative force ploducing

valuable lesources and restoring productivity to the forest community. Whitehead Moose

described fire as sacred to the Anishinaabe and the beenaysee eshkotøy,the Thunderbild

fire, as being part of the Creator's plan for sustaining balance within the landscape

(Chapter 5, p. 84-5). At the same time, elders clearly asked OMNR during community

rneetings to extend the same level of fire supplession to the Whitefeather Forest as is

afforded to aleas to the south (Chapter 6, p. 174-5). They further wish to have

employment opportunities for young people in suppressing fire within their tenitory.

How can these two perspectives be leconciled?

Although these perspectives appear to represent a contradiction they embody

several impofiant principals. The eldels of Pikangikum understand themselves to be very

much a pafi of land community - not sepatate or superior to other community members.

They believe that the Creator is looking out for them and wishes for them to live well.

As Charlie Peters (Chapter 5,p.144) states, the use offire as a land management tool vvas

part of the Anishinaabe way of life and their cultulal patrimony. They consider

themselves the stewards of the land on which they live (Pikangikum First Nation and

OMNR 2006) and wish to be able to bum if they come to see that its use would benefit

their land. However, it is the elde¡s' perspective that the future of their community lies in

developing economic opportunities in the forest. These opportunities cumently include

making use of the valuable timber on theil land. Since they do not have the technical

ability to suppÍess lalge fir'es, they want OMNR's commitrnent to help them protect this

future source of economic development. Eldels recognize that future management
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activities must occur within a landscape of inter-relationships that leave space fol the

livelihoods for both the people of Pikangikum, animals and other beings (Chapter 4).

Indeed, the ability of humans and animals to continue to pursue their customary ways of

being on the land is an important signal that balance is being maintained between

resource use and restlaint.

Eldels cleally desire to have influence on determining the purposes and methods

used to manage fire within their tenitory. The assumption that because Pikangikum

residents once used controlled burning for livelihood and stewardship activities thete

should be little difficulty in reintloducing controlled burns for new pulposes is clearly

false. As elder Oliver Hill stated, "lt is not for nothing that we bumed. We always had a

good reason," Because views of the very nature of fir'e held by Pikangikum elders and

resource managers is so different (a sentient being whose agency provides a source of life

versus a chemical reaction with impofiant ecological function) it is clearly impoÍant that

dialogue and common terms of reference be thoroughly explored. During an early

community meeting (Feb 2007) OMNR attendees voiced the possibility of controlled

buming using their techniques to achieve caribou management and other provincial goals.

In separate conversations with OMNR officials they expressed interest in collaborating

with elders to conduct traditional controlled bums to manage selected sites ptovided they

met with established prescribed buming guidelines. These examples demonstrate a

willingness on the palt of OMNR to allow Pikangikum residents to engage with fire.

However', it is less clear that OMNR is willing (or legally able) to relinquish control of

the pu¡poses for which file is employed or the methods by which it is managed.
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This research revealed a degree of l'esentment on the part ofPikangikum residents

that legislation privatizing the training of fire fìghtels had impacted their access to

impoltant jobs as seasonal fire fighters. Participation in community meetings where

these concems were aired and the publication of a short research note on these results

(Miller et al. 2008) contributed to OMNR's awareness of this perceived inequity.

According to OMNR Fire Communication Specialist Dave Cleaveley, this work has:

...complimented the efforts of the Red Lake Fire Management staff to engage in
discussion and consultaÍion in a number of dffirent areas such as prescribed
but:ning and employment opporÍunitìes. The MNR is very inîerested in hat íng
open discussions with rhe communíty of Pikangikum about employment
opporlunities both on and off lhe rcserve. The MNR is open to discussions on both
suppression and non suppression roles and lool<s forward to community input on

fire activities in îhe sutounding areo.
(pers. com. May 10,2009).

7.5. Directions for future reseârch

Chapter 6 concludes with a list of six areas which the elders wish to pursue in

regards to their use of fire within the Whitefeather Forest (Figure 7.1). All of these have

elements suggest a role for future community supported research. As Rassmussen et al.

(2007) note, involvement of indigenous communities in local wildland fire management

has the potential to contdbute to local economies and ecosystems, result in cultural and

social benefits, and contribute additional knowledge to management practices. While this

potential has been recognized by othels (Natcher and Hickey,2003; Lake, 2004) little

analysis of the policy shifts that would need to occur in order to facilitate gleater

paficipation of indigenous management inferests has occuned. Local, regional and

national policies and their historic and modem intersections with indigenous practices
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and desires for engagement with fire could be examined to help facilitate a greater role

for indigenous communities and their knowledges.

iikangikum elders don't .urr.nily see the need to resume traditional burning of

wetlands as they once did. They have however, explessed the interest in having their'

practice and methods recognized as a legitimate means to manage their trapline. Several

limes over the course of this project different OMNR employees expressed their

enthusiasm for the possibility of palticipating in and documenting this practice. Finding

the means for both Pikangikum elders and OMNR fire managers to be comfortable with

the use of fire following Pikangikurn guidelines for practice is perhaps outside the realm

of ¡esearch that an outsider could hope to achieve. While individual OMNR employees

have expressed their opinions that a traditional spring buming of a marsh would be a

relatively low risk, official policy may not permit the traditional method of

opportunistically burning as they once did; today prescribed burning requires permits to

bum and suppression crews to be on hand (Dave Cleaveley pers. com. February 2009).

Without interest in traditional bulning there would be little point in undertaking more

research into practices and their impacts. Extending research in this arena is best

considered as a subset to the above reseatch into dialogue and policy impacts with

OMNR.

One area where the elders' knowledge of fire may find expression is in research

related to silvicultural practices. Bringing knowledge that has arisen in paÍ from

experience buming grass around cabins and marshes in the early spring to a new

application, setting, timing and objectives would be challenging. Traditional marsh

burning typically occuned in the spring as temperatures rose above freezing and snow
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disappeared from open areas, leaving light fuels. Files set under these conditions quickly

consumed light fuels and extinguished themselves, creating vigolous new growth ofgrass

in the bumt areas. Forestry in contrast, ploduces different sorts of fuels that pose

different challenges to burning. Vy'oody debris produced from topping and lirnbing tlees

during logging operations and dense organic soils both burn very differently than light

fuels created by dead grasses.

You cannot burn lhese highfuel load at"eas ín lhe spring of the year. There y,ill be
sno'¡p under the slash. As y,ell, once these areas do get started then they will burn
oll su¡ntner and hqve a high probabílity ofescape. Burning in lhe fall ís tnuch less
risþ as the days are shorlet tenlps are cooler and snov, is conting. Burning g'ass
along a river in the spring makes sense...this doesn't

Dave Cleaveley, pers com March 9, 2009.

There is a clear need to initiate experimental plots employing both elders' and OMNR's

knowledge and values under a range of conditions while limiting the danger of fire

escapes so that the results of both can be made visible as practice. This will require

financial, institutional and cornmunity support. This process would present a number of

biological and social questions to be answered. What is the level of satisfaction of the

OMNR and Pikangikum elders with the results generated thlough this process? What are

the likely legacies that they predict as arising ftom these treatments? Could these

tleatments be translated into practices that ale acceptable by the managerial and

Anishinaabe cultures?

Pikangikum elders have said thoughout the plocess of forestry planning that they

wish to employ their values and theil knowledge to find means to harvest folests

"differently" (Pikangikum First Nation and Ontalio Ministry of Natural Resources,
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2006). Mutual appreciation of the knowledge and values that each partner in the

Whitefeather Forest Initiative brings with them is essential to the forest management

planning process. It is my hope that this thesis has a future in helping achieve that shaled

understanding.

Nadasdy (2005) draws attention to the potential shoÍcomings of co-management

using traditional ecological knowledge as it assumes that the problems of development

are essentially technical in nature rather than being political. Finding space for'

Pikanigkum First Nation to practice forestry "differently" will require finding political as

well as technical solutions. There are areas in which co-production of knowledge (sensa

Davidson-Hunt and O'Flaherty 2006) is occuning. Elders are coming to understand the

vocabulary and framework ol planning used by the OMNR; OMNR is gaining an

appreciation ofthe values and empirical knowledge that the elders possess and how they

relate to forestry plaruring. There continues to be a potential for OMNR and Pikangikum

First Nation to work mole closely together to combine their knowledge in the cleation of

experimental plots employing a combination of criteria and manipulations to test the

effectiveness ofthe elders' knowledge offire under controlled conditions. Similarly, the

elders' values related to land health could be used to guide the application of OMNR

controlled buming procedures. Other similar scenarios which capitalize on distinct

knowledge, values and resources ofboth partners could be devised.

Potential limitations also clearly exist. Spanning the distance between the elders'

and OMNR's conceptions of the ethical standing of plants and animals and thereby the

entire endeavol of "management" is clearìy more problematic (Ch 4, Ch 5). Creating a

forestry which permits both Anishinaabe and scientifìc management systems of
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understanding the nature of the world may not be possible. Can reconciliation between

the Creator's Plan, which intends respect lor fellow species and ethics of non-interference

and the legal environmental standalds of scientific management that do not consider

respect for other animals and plants valid criteria for rnanagement be found? The distinct

ontologies of these systems, one which attempts to maintain good lelationships within a

system in which humans are embedded as it motivation, and the other to limit

environmental impacts which occur outside of the human social universe, is a political

not a technical problern (sersø Nadasdy 2005).

A number of institutional constraints within OMNR also currently restrict the

possible use of some techniques or practices by the elders. For example the OMNR's

mandate to manage risks may conflict \ ith the understanding of the spring time as the

appropriate time to conduct controlled burns (Ch 5 and Ch 6), pleceding as it does the

hottest time of the year when an unextinguished ember may cause a fire to break out.

There is cunently a great deal of good will between the members of the Red Lake OMNR

and the elders on the Whitefeather Forest Management elder's advisory group. However,

there is only so much they are permitted to do within the contexts of the community of

Red Lake, institutional and legal frameworks in which OMNR has to operate. It remains

an open question whether Pikangikum First Nation will be empowered to utilize the

sophisticated knowledge of natural disturbances and the values which ultimately give

them meaning. Continuing dialogue between the community and the OMNR (Ch 6)

plovides Pikangikum elders the opportunity to express theil understandings and values

and to come to grips with the very different relationships and values l'elated to ecological
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distulbance possessed by the dominant society. To a large degree, these may be just as

surprising and unexamined as the values and relationships described in this research.
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GLOSSARY, Anishinaabe terms used in this thesis.

Whíle the following terms have been recorded flonr collabolators in Pikangikum First
Nation and transcribed with the help of Whitefeather Forest Researchers, they have not
been confirmed through community processes that would verify their exact meanings and
spellings in Roman orthography or pelmit their spelling in Algonquin syllabics. These
definitions should be considered tentative.

Plants, Animals and other beings

Oiibwe name Enqlish Latin

Page
in
text

ahmìh beaver
Castor
canadensis 77

ahmik oomeechum
beaver. food * poplar
limbs stored in the mud
for winter food 78

ahsøhkøhmíh feather moss 90

øhtih woodland calibou
Rangifer
tarandus 143

o o hzuhw ee s ee b e e quayw e ey ah ti k

small caribou that has a
yellow tear pattem on its
face, no longer known to
inhabit the Whitefeather'
Forest 83

øhzahdeeg poplar Populus
tre¡nuloides 87

beenaysee thunderbird

Ch

^<
Fig.
5.2

bíshìew ìynx
Lynx
canadensis 138

chedooae solitary sandpiper
Tringa
solitaria t28

kaøkøøke common ravens Co¡'vus cot"ax 78

Keechee manídoo Creator 75

Ke e ch ee manído o o o hnuh c h e e køyw ee n Creator's Plan 75

hwaykwayshøy grey Jay
Perisorcus
canadensis 82

møhwø black bear
U'sus
a¡nericana '78
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Oiibwe name Enolish Latin

Page
in
text

møymøy pileated woodpeckers
Dendrocopus
pilealus 88

meenan Blueberries
Vacciniunt
spp. 89

meshebßhew the water lvnx 128

meshekenaybegook

horned serpents who Iive
underground and are
hunted by the
thunderbirds 128

okih jack pine
Pinus
banksians
(Lamb.) 114

okíkensuhk little iack oines 114

oojeek f,rsher
Mortes
pennanti 138

ookeshkemøhnesee belted kinefisher Cervle olcvon t28

oo'oo
unknown bird thought to
have disappeared from
region of McGiniss Lake 83

oteshkahnøy møníjoosh Iong antlered bug
Family:
Cerambycidae 88

noosah
the loud noise eater of
wood, lalal stage of
wood boling insect 88

pahngwhshahshk
a saber-toothed muskrat
previously found around
McGinnis Lake 83

pøyskíL common nighthawk
Chordeiles
ntinor 128

pepekooshaense kestrel
Falco
sparvarius 128

shøshawøhnepesee swallow
Family:
Hit'undinidae 128

waøsheshh muskrat
Ondan'a
zibelhicus 78

wabishøyshee American marten
Martes
a¡nericana 138
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Oiibwe name Enqlish Latin

Page
tn
text

wahboos snowshoe hares, "rabbit"
Lepus
antericana 141

wahmedekooshe white neoole 78

wahpuhkahmìk reindeer lichen Cladina spp. 144

wøhzheshkwayloo fungi - bracket fungi 90

weegobeeg willow Sa/x spp. 87

weesuhpøvnìøhh horse hair Bryoria spp 144

wuhkoonuhk rock tlipe 144

zheengobeeseewashoon fireweed
Epilobium
angustifolium
L. o?

Ecological features processes or descr¡pt¡ons

Ojibwe name (as used in
Pikangikum) English

Page
in

text
øøhee h ku hmu hc h eew av øu h keetaøk fire burnins uo a hill t36

aahoohshayteenang
is an area, a high ridge
area where there's sand. t14

øatuhpuhskaameegøg
a low area where thele is
balsam or black spruce
grow in that area. 114

ahkee
the land; earth; a type of
sphagnum moss 1ll

ømeenokømin bl'eak un 139

Anß hinaa b e ømø hlø hzeewìn
the Anishinaabe way of
li fe 97

ptnway ash 87

øuhwøycheekøy
a dead head, a partially
submelged log 111

øuvuhshuhwuhtuhn alive 75,11I
ølasayweesuhk butrt snap, 130

bagkwansh wind felled trees 90

benøysee pagìnanøtìk
trees which have been hit
by lightning 132
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Ojibwe name English Lat¡n Page
in
text

cheegeewøyseg
expected condition, that it
will retum to the way it
was befole

87,
ul

cheemeenooseg balarrce 79

cheepuhpeenooluhmun failure to show resnect 9l

e h kowìndayma hw ach es hko lay
households had a fire-
keener I JJ

emijøyskwaøk
clear ice found in the
spring time 137

eshkotay fire 127

Anìshínaøbe eshkotay
Anishinaabe fire or fires

started and controlled by
indigenous people 127

beenesay eshkotay
thunderbird fire or
lightning and the folest
fir'es it staÌts t27

muhyaukee eshkotay the other fire, electricity 127

Wahme de ko o s h e es h hotay
Whiteman's fire,
electricitv t27

es hp as h ho o s eewahs eekøh
burning tall river or lake
side grass to make it
easier to trâvel t37

etapøshgaantagag
jack pine understory
remains dense 89

gøhbeeda.y baked or burnt 93

gah g e e s h e e b as h k ahmee gøak
cycle of life, "something
that keeos soins around" 82, 83

angooh animals becoming scalce 8

patenooh animals becoming
abundant 83

gayboohnøamoh4ooh
subdued by smoke and
fir'e 168

gizha.ngøy
the thundelbird will beal
its wings causing the
weather to walm 132

keesheevøhkeetaøh crown fire 136

keetuhqwaøg øhkee
fire burning on level
gror ¡nd 136
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Oiibwe name Enqlish Latin

Page
in
text

keløymushkoosee
to bum the old year-
befole-grass t72

kahpuhpuhkeenay
newly dead poplar is
refened to as 132

mahkøhteywahkømik dark poolly drained soils 90

manahdín not healthy 93

meenoPeen visorous new srowth 138

meenoonìhlaawisan a beautiful birth 171

mÌtawunk soils are sandy and well
dlained 89

mu h he e h c h ee c h ee kuhtaøg work as vou so 74

mushkees swâmû areâ 13

nees uhcheew ee v uh keetav flrre buming down a hill 36

noosowahahmeegeeteg deep soils can catch fire 37

no o swuh kee kay au hn u hmuh guhmeeg
underground smoldering
fire 136

ohneesheesheen healthy 81

oshkapoheetøywon new forest 90

pashkogaheegøywìn
clearcut logging, "cutting
everything off the land" 91

peekwahloosuhg
dry and almost crumbling
before it is used to smoke
meat, fish and hides t32

peesuhkeeseehuhtaag

fire is not permitted to
bum into the ground and
destroy the ground; "a
surface fire" 174

ptngway ash 138

pß h øs h ko o s e ew uhs ee kaøg
Spring buming the old
grass so that ne\.v glass
would grow t37

puhkeenun lishtnins strike 90

puhpuhkeenøy this name contains the
root word for grasshopper' t32

sapakwa dense forest 90

sheengoobeeg
evergreen bough (balsam
fir, spruce, jack pine 114

sheepaaquøjaag an open clear area 114
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Oiibwe name Enqlish Latin

Page
in
text

shepøqweshünoog
downed logs that are too
hish 90

luhpusseepuhkoon plants in the understory 87

wøhbeesoon clavev soils 90

Seasons English
Page
in
text

Seegwun Sorins 85

Aptabeepoon late winter 85

Beepoon Winter 85

Bícheebeepoon earlv winter 85

Meenookamìn ice break-uo 85

Neebín Summer 85

Aptaneebin late surruner 85

Tøkwasin Fall 85

Moons Translation Month
Page
in
text

O oj e en d a h gis h øni E e e zß Kissing moon January 85

Gateeeoohøvzooch Short month Februarv 85

Meegeezowegeezß Eagles are coming moon March 85

Níhkìseezß Geese are coming moon April 85

Mahnsíseez¡s Loons are comins. moon Ma 85

Zøgibigowigeezß Leaves ale comins moon June 85

Geezhìbigowíeeezß Leaves are fully gfown July 85

Atitøymínowígeex,is
Berries are tuming lipe
moon

August
85

Wahtaybìgowigeezis
Leaves are turning color
moon

Septernber
85

Benøhwìgeezìs Leaves are fallins moon October 85

Køshanuhnageezß Lakes a freezins moon November 85

Møhkooshøynuhgeexís Christmas Moon December 85
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